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Abstract 

 Meiosis is the specialized cell division that creates sperm and egg cells, and so is critical 

for reproduction. Even so, meiotic processes and outcomes are highly variable. For example, 

crossover rates and locations vary among individual humans, among gametes from the same 

individual, and between males and females. Meiosis is also error prone: chromosomes can fail 

to properly separate during this key cell division, leading to aneuploidy, the loss or gain of a 

chromosome in a gamete, which can cause miscarriage and morbidity. To study variation in 

meiotic outcomes within and across individuals, we developed a way to sequence many 

individual sperm genomes at once. We used this method to sequence the genomes of 31,228 

gametes from 20 sperm donors, generating chromosome-scale phased haplotypes for each 

donor, and identifying 813,122 crossovers, 787 aneuploid chromosomes, and unexpected 

genomic anomalies. 

We found that diverse recombination phenotypes were surprisingly coordinated across 

individuals and individual sperm cells. Donors with high average crossover rates also made a 

larger fraction of their crossovers in centromere-proximal regions and placed their crossovers 

closer together. These same relationships were also evident in the variation among individual 

gametes from the same donor: sperm with more crossovers tended to have made crossovers 

closer together and in centromere-proximal regions. Variation in the physical compaction of 

chromosomes could help explain this coordination of meiotic variation at multiple levels. 

Aneuploidy was evident in all sperm donors and all chromosomes. Individual sperm 

donors varied four-fold in the frequency of aneuploid sperm. The sex chromosomes were the 
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most frequently aneuploid, followed by the acrocentric chromosomes and chromosomes 2 and 

9. Chromosomes and individuals varied in their propensity for chromosome gains to occur 

during meiosis I or meiosis II. Aneuploid chromosomes gained in meiosis I had 35% fewer 

crossovers than corresponding non-aneuploid chromosomes.  

By developing and applying a powerful new way of investigating meiosis via large-scale 

single-gamete sequencing, we have characterized variation in meiosis and relationships among 

meiotic phenotypes across and within individuals and cells at the interconnected levels of 

chromosomes, gametes, and individuals. 
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Overview 

  Meiosis, the cell division that generates haploid sperm and egg cells, is the process by 

which sexually reproducing organisms create germ cells and transmit genetic information to 

future generations. Given its importance, meiosis is surprisingly variable, with different cells and 

individuals recombining their parental chromosomes different numbers of times and in different 

locations. Furthermore, meiosis is difficult to accomplish perfectly: aneuploidy, caused by the 

improper segregation of chromosomes, is a relatively common occurrence in human meiosis 

and leads to miscarriage and congenital birth defects. 

Although there have been many scientific breakthroughs and methodological advances 

in studying meiosis, many open questions remain about human meiosis: How much variability 

exists in the population of gametes? How do crossover rate, crossover placement, and 

aneuploidy relate to one another? Can phenotypes that are usually measured from population-

level genetic data, like crossover interference, be well-quantified within individuals, and do they 

vary among people? Are relationships in meiotic phenotypes among individual cells similar to 

relationships in these phenotypes among individual people? Can what is already known about 

meiosis suggest plausible models to explain how any meiotic variation or relationships among 

meiotic outcomes are governed? Ascertaining meiotic phenotypes genome-wide in very many 

individual gametes from many people would enable the exploration of such questions. 

 This thesis (i) describes the development of a high-throughput droplet-based single-

sperm sequencing technology and companion computational methods, called Sperm-seq, and 

its application to analyzing the haploid genomes of more than 30,000 single sperm from 20 

sperm donors (Chapter 2) and (ii) describes analyses of these data leading to insights about 

crossovers (Chapter 3) and aneuploidy (Chapter 4), such as the elucidation of relationships 

among recombination rate, crossover location, and aneuploidy at three levels – chromosomes, 

gametes, and individuals. 
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 To provide a framework for these analyses, this thesis begins with an overview of 

relevant earlier work. First, a brief orientation to key meiotic events is presented. The remaining 

majority of the introduction discusses understandings of human meiosis from research on 

human populations, families, gametocytes, and gametes. 

 

A brief orientation to meiotic processes, their study, and their innate variability 

 Meiosis consists of two consecutive cell divisions that create haploid gametes in sexually 

reproducing organisms. After DNA replication and the pairing of parental homologous 

chromosomes, the parental homologs are separated in meiosis I (MI), followed by the 

separation of the replicated sister chromatids in meiosis II (MII). Thus, a diploid cell generates 

four haploid daughter cells (in males), which are capable of fusing with gametes of the other sex 

and developing into a new organism (Figure 1.1a-c).  

In many eukaryotes, including humans, male and female meiotic processes are 

distinct1,2. In humans, male spermatocytes (the meiotic cells that give rise to sperm cells) begin 

meiosis in puberty. Each spermatocyte creates four daughter cells, each containing a full 

complement of haploid chromosomes. These daughter sperm cells are eventually available 

external to the body. By contrast, a human female oocyte (the meiotic cell that give rise to egg 

cells) begins meiosis during fetal development in the fetal ovary. An oocyte finishes MII after 

fertilization, which can only occur after the onset of ovulation at puberty. Each meiotic division 

creates only one, rather than four, daughter cells, with one half of the homologous 

chromosomes segregating into a polar body, a companion cell to the egg that cannot be 

fertilized, during MI and half of the remaining sister chromatids segregating into another polar 

body at MII. In contrast to sperm cells, the gametic daughter cell, the ova, remains internal to 

the female body, and key meiotic processes are completed in the fetal ovary. 

 The crossing over (recombination) between homologous chromosomes that occurs 

during MI (represented as red X’s in Figure 1.1b) contributes considerably to genetic diversity. 
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Figure 1.1. A simplified overview of key meiotic events and their failures. This example 

shows one chromosome’s progression through meiosis. Light and dark blue represent the 

sperm donor’s maternal and paternal haplotypes (homologous chromosomes). The 

spermatocyte undergoing meiosis (a) is diploid and has undergone DNA replication, such that 

each homolog has two sister chromatids. Prior to separation (disjunction) of the chromosomes, 

homologous chromosomes undergo crossing over (b). The crossover events, physical 

exchanges between the chromosomes, are shown here as red X’s. In this schematic, two 

crossover events occurred (two chiasmata were formed), each between distinct pairs of sister 

chromatids; this is one example of what could happen (e.g., multiple crossovers could occur 

between the same pair of sisters). A normal meiotic division (c) reduces a diploid parent cell to 

haploid daughter cells in two stages: in meiosis I (MI), homologous chromosomes separate, and 

in meiosis II (MII), sister chromatids separate, yielding four haploid daughter cells. Crossover 

events that occurred in parent cells are visible in daughter cells as transitions between 

haplotypes; each crossover event is evident in two daughter cells, on one sister chromatid from 

each homolog. Each daughter cell captures on average half of the crossovers that occurred in 

the parent cell. When homologous chromosomes fail to separate (undergo nondisjunction) in MI 

(d), if followed by proper disjunction in MII, two daughter cells will have both parental homologs 

while the other two daughter cells will have none. (In d and e, dotted outlines of chromosomes 

represent absent chromosomes.) When sister chromatids fail to separate (undergo 

nondisjunction in MII) (e), one daughter cell will have two copies of one parental homolog, which 

may be distinct from one another due to recombination, and the chromosome will be absent in 

one daughter cell. 
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Figure 1.1 (Continued)
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Crossovers create physical connections between homologs, termed chiasmata. In addition to 

their downstream impacts on genetic diversity, these chiasmata physically tether homologous 

chromosomes, providing necessary connections and tension for proper alignment and 

segregation of homologs at MI3-5. Because of the critical role of chiasmata in chromosome 

segregation, one crossover per chromosome or chromosome arm is typically required across 

species6-9. The outcome of these chiasmata can be detected in DNA data from gametes, or 

from the organisms into which they develop, as transitions between parental haplotypes 

(represented as changes between shades of blue in Figure 1.1c). Each crossover that occurs in 

a parental cell is observed in only half the daughter cells created by the meiosis—those which 

inherited the recombined sister chromatids. The new combinations of alleles created by 

crossovers may be favorable or unfavorable and so serve as substrates for natural selection10. 

In many species, including humans, crossovers differ in number and location among the 

individual gametes from any individual, and individuals vary in broad meiotic parameters such 

as crossover rates11-18. 

 Studies in model organisms, especially flies, yeast, C. elegans, and mice, underpin our 

understandings of meiosis in general and recombination in particular. Though the exact meiotic 

processes and proteins differ among species, much of meiosis is largely conserved across 

these and other eukaryotes. In flies, recombination only occurs in female, not male, meiosis2. 

This extreme sexual dimorphism allows the straightforward association of offspring phenotypic 

combinations with maternal allelic combinations, and therefore with the underlying maternal 

recombination events; such associations have led to the discernment of many fundamental 

aspects of recombination, starting in the early 20th century19,20. Meiosis has been 

advantageously investigated in yeast for many reasons, including simple tetrad analysis of all 

four meiotic products, easy genetic screening, and ready biochemical analyses of meiotic 

cells2,21. The multicellular nematode C. elegans is particularly amenable to studies of meiosis: 

the worm body is transparent, with meiotic cells that are arranged by meiotic stage comprising 
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50% of the cells in the body, thus allowing easy visualization of meiosis in addition to ready 

genetic manipulation of meiotic components2,22. While many organisms make variable numbers 

of crossovers per meiosis, C. elegans perform only one crossover per chromosome per meiosis, 

which simplifies the study of crossovers and the identification of deviations from typical 

recombination in this organism2,22. Investigations in mice enable interrogation of mammalian 

meiosis. The ability to intercross genetically distinct mouse strains allows determination of 

recombination frequency differences across strains, the identification of genetic causes of these 

differences, and investigations of the location distribution of mouse crossovers, including 

identification of recombination hotspots23-30. The ability to examine organisms with conditional or 

constitutive knockouts of or mutations in meiosis-related genes has been critical for 

understanding meiotic processes. While studying organisms with different complements of 

meiosis-related proteins is more tractable, and therefore more widely used, in organisms such 

as yeast and C. elegans, this technique has also been used fruitfully in mice31. 

 One example of an insight into meiosis obtained from studies of multiple species is that 

crossover number and location are regulated at multiple levels32-34. This regulation is necessary: 

making too few crossovers would impair proper chromosomal segregation, but making too many 

crossovers could disrupt beneficial haplotypes too often and increase rates of mutagenesis10,35-

37. Crossovers originate from double-strand breaks (DSBs) created by the endonuclease 

SPO11, a highly conserved protein first identified by purifying meiotic protein-DNA complexes in 

yeast21. Only a minority of SPO11-induced DSBs are processed to form crossovers: 

investigations of RAD51 and DMC1, strand-exchange proteins that mark the single-stranded 

DNA found at resected DSBs38-40, show that DSBs outnumber crossovers by several fold in 

multiple species, including yeast, C. elegans, mice, and humans2,22,41-53. Comparisons of 

genomic regions bound by SPO11 in human spermatogenesis to loci at which crossovers occur 

confirms this finding54. In human spermatogenesis, DSB location correlated with crossover 

location, but DSB location does not completely explain the location and number of resulting 
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crossovers54. The guidance of most DSBs away from resolution as crossovers and the selection 

of which DSBs are processed into crossovers are therefore important components of crossover 

governance. 

Crossover interference, wherein crossovers occur farther away from each other than 

would be expected by chance19,20, is one process that regulates the designation of DSBs into 

crossovers and number and placement of crossovers more generally. Crossover interference 

was initially observed in flies as the occurrence of fewer phenotypically double recombinant 

offspring than would be expected based on the frequencies of single recombinants19,20. The 

majority of crossovers in yeast, mice, and humans, and all crossovers in C. elegans, are class I 

crossovers, which are subject to crossover interference2,32,43,55. Class I crossovers are 

generated from double Holliday junctions (a DSB-crossover intermediate DNA structure) via a 

process involving ZMM proteins and the MutL homolog mismatch repair proteins MLH1 and 

MLH32,32,43,56-58. A minority of crossovers in some species, including mammals, are generated 

via a different pathway, which involves the protein MUS81; these class II crossovers operate 

independently of interference2,32 ,43,55,56. Though the precise molecular mechanisms governing 

crossover interference are incompletely delineated, mounting evidence from studies in yeast, C. 

elegans, and humans suggests that, rather than being mediated along the base pairs of DNA, 

crossover interference is mediated by the chromosome axis, the protein structure that compacts 

the chromatin of homologous chromosomes during meiosis in a tandem array of DNA loops, 

and the synaptonemal complex, the protein complex that connects and incorporates 

homologous chromosome axes59-62. The meiotic chromosome structure is also more generally 

involved in regulating recombination: in several species including C. elegans, yeast, flies, mice, 

and some plants, recombination proteins are associated with the chromosome axis and 

mutations or depletions of axial elements result in reduced or altered recombination2,22,32,53,63-75. 

 In addition to creating new allelic combinations through recombination, meiosis also 

generates genetic diversity through the independent assortment of homologous chromosomes. 
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In humans, the 23 pairs of homologous chromosomes can form 8,388,608 (223) distinct 

combinations. After pairing, synapsis, and crossing over, homologs bi-orient toward the cellular 

poles, with orientation having no reference to parent of origin (homolog identity)4. The meiotic 

spindle attaches to kinetochores at chromosomes’ centromeres and the chromomes are pulled 

by motor proteins and by the cellular poles themselves moving apart4.  

While the faithful segregation of chromosomes into daughter cells is necessary for 

formation of a complete gamete, chromosomes sometimes fail to properly segregate, leading to 

aneuploidy, the gain or loss of a chromosome76,77 (Figure 1.1d-e). Aneuploidy is especially 

common in humans, particularly during oogenesis76,77. Loss of proper cohesion between 

homologous chromosomes or sister chromatids causes some of these segregation failures77. An 

improper number of chromosomes in a fetus due to aneuploidy in one of the gametes that 

created it is a leading cause of miscarriage: most aneuploidies, including all chromosome losses 

except of the sex chromosomes and all chromosome gains except of three autosomes and the 

sex chromosomes, are incompatible with life76,77 (see subsequent sections for detailed 

discussions). Individuals with survivable aneuploidies manifest medical syndromes76,77. 

 Studies of human families, populations, and gametes have led to a rigorous but 

incomplete understanding of meiotic recombination and chromosome segregation in human 

meiosis, opening new questions about meiosis in the process. The remainder of this 

introduction discusses these studies and their conclusions. 

 

The parameters of meiosis in humans derived from genetic studies of living individuals  

 Like other sexually reproducing organisms, humans originate as two gametes; thus, they 

are shaped by two meioses. Studying living humans can yield insights about meiosis. However, 

only reproductively successful gametes can be interrogated in this way. Large quantities of 

recombination data and more modest amounts of data on non-lethal aneuploidies have been 
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gathered from living humans. This section discusses the knowledge of recombination, 

aneuploidy, and their relationship that has been gained from such studies. 

 

Patterns and variability in recombination in human populations 

 Crossovers in humans have been ascertained by genome-wide genotyping of genetic 

polymorphisms in families. With parental information, an offspring’s genome can be phased into 

haplotypes inherited from each parent, and by comparing these parental haplotypes to SNP 

data from a sibling or to grandparents, crossover events can be inferred (Figure 1.2a)11-18,37. 

Patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in human populations have also been used to study 

crossover location preference in the human genome, as LD is shaped in large part by where 

crossovers have occurred over many generations78-80. 

 Such studies have determined key parameters of meiotic recombination and confirmed 

that recombination variation is routine in humans, despite the fact that the recombination 

measurements from pedigree studies are derived from only a few meioses and so are quite 

noisy compared to the true recombination rate that could be estimated from a very large number 

of meioses. Crossover number differs greatly among individual human females11-18 and at lesser 

magnitude, though still significantly, among human males12-15,17,18. The average number of 

crossovers per gamete is greater in females (e.g. mean 38.412) than in males (e.g. mean 

24.012)11-18. At broad scales, crossovers tend to concentrate in sub-telomeric regions, especially 

in male meiosis, with more use of centromere-proximal regions in female meiosis11-13,16,80,81. As 

would be expected based on these patterns, the preponderance of double-strand breaks, the 

precursors to crossovers, occur in telomeric regions in human males54; male mice also perform 

more crossovers in their telomeric regions but may not have more double-strand breaks there 

than female mice28. Crossovers also concentrate in small local regions, termed hotspots, in both 

sexes genome-wide79,80. 
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Figure 1.2 Using genotype data from families to identify or characterize recombination 

and aneuploidy events. a, A three-generation pedigree is shown (squares denote males and 

circles denote females). Each individual is shown with one example pair of homologous 

chromosomes (thick lines outside of each individual). The color of the line denotes its genotype; 

each unique color has a unique sequence of alleles. In each individual with genotyped parents, 

the transmitted and untransmitted haplotype from each parent can be determined: the 

transmitted haplotype matches the offspring’s genotype. For the starred individual in generation 

II, the blue haplotypes were transmitted from his parents (light blue from the father, dark blue 

from the mother; the gray haplotypes were not transmitted from generation I). To determine the 

number of recombination events (arrowheads) that occurred in the sperm cells generated by the 

starred individual that gave rise to the offspring in generation III, first the haplotypes coming 

from each parent (blue and red) are identified by comparing offspring-parent genotypes. Then, 

because the starred individual’s haplotypes are known from his parents, the transitions between 

these haplotypes can be identified based on genotype (shown as change from light blue to dark 

blue in individuals in generation III, also noted with arrowheads). The individuals in generation III 

each arose from two meioses; the crossovers occurring in these meioses are phenotypes of the 

parents in generation II rather than of the individuals in generation III themselves. (This is one 

example of how crossovers can be identified and counted in pedigrees. Many other ways exist. 

For example, with two or more siblings, two-generation pedigrees can be used. First, the 

untransmitted vs. transmitted haplotypes are determined for each parent in each offspring. 

Then, crossovers are identified as places where the transmitted haplotypes shift from being 

identical to not in the children.) b, A pedigree where the proband (star) has a trisomy (all 

symbols as in a). One chromosome, e.g. chromosome 21, is shown for each family member as 

a colored rectangle. In this case, two copies of chromosome 21 were inherited from the mother, 

as the proband has genotypes matching both the maternal haplotypes but only one of the 

paternal haplotypes (e.g., at loci where the mother is heterozygous but the father is 

homozygous, the proband carries both maternal alleles; at loci where the father is heterozygous 

and the mother homozygous, the proband carries only the one maternal allele). 
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Figure 1.2 (Continued) 
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Subsequent work has determined that these hotspots are characterized by a sequence 

motif that is bound by the zinc-finger histone H3 tri-methylase protein PRDM982-87. Individuals 

vary in the proportion of their crossovers that occur in these hotspots14,15,17,18,37,88. Importantly,  

variation in both crossover number and placement within hotspots is partly heritable15. Studies 

using genetic polymorphisms have found that one of the most striking—and intuitive—

associations of differences in hotspot usage is to PRDM9. In both sexes, individuals with 

different PRDM9 alleles15,17,18,82 and populations with different PRDM9 allele frequencies78,84 

differentially use these hotspots.  

Like hotspot use, crossover rate is also associated with genetic 

polymorphisms13,15,17,18,37,89. One example is an association between male recombination rate 

and polymorphisms near the RNF212 gene89. RNF212 homologs in yeast are involved in protein 

stabilization during synaptonemal complex formation90 and in C. elegans are important for 

recombination91. In mice, RNF212 selectively stabilizes early recombination factors at the 

synaptonemal complex31. In the most recent association study of recombination phenotypes, 

variants in genes encoding many synaptonemal complex-related proteins were associated with 

both crossover rate and broad-scale crossover location (e.g., distance of the crossover to the 

telomere)37. Thus, human genetics implicates differences in the physical regulation of meiotic 

chromosomes via the synaptonemal complex with inter-individual differences in recombination. 

 Other features of recombination have been observed by combining crossover data 

across many individuals (meioses). Early studies detected crossover interference in human 

populations by examining the distribution of inter-crossover distances in several individuals 

combined92,93 or by modelling crossovers from pedigree data94. More recent studies with denser 

genotyping and increased sample sizes have borne out this observation and suggested that the 

strength of interference may vary across chromosomes88. Crossover interference does not 

seem to vary between human sexes when measured in genetic distance7,88,92. 
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 The extent to which variation in crossover number and location occurs within gametes 

from the same individual remains an open question, as studying recombination in families 

necessarily limits the number of gametes investigated to the number of available living children. 

The true recombination parameters of unselected gametes, and their variability, are even less 

well estimated, as living children derive from the pool of healthy gametes able to undergo 

fertilization and development. How reliably phenotypes historically ascertained from combining 

recombination data from many individuals can be studied within individuals and how these 

phenotypes vary across individuals are also incompletely explored areas. 

 

Aneuploidy in humans 

 Aneuploidy events can be detected in humans or fetuses cytogenetically; such detection 

has historically been motivated by the readily observable phenotypic impacts of aneuploidy in 

individuals. The loss of a chromosome is not viable (except at the sex chromosomes), so only 

trisomies, deriving from the gain of a chromosome in a gamete, can be studied in living 

humans76,77,95-97. Only trisomies of a select few chromosomes are viable. In a study of 56,902 

newborns (live births)97, 0.3% were trisomic: 0.005% of all live births had trisomy 13; 0.01% 

trisomy 18; 0.13% trisomy 21; and 0.15% sex chromosome trisomy95,96. The frequency of 

trisomy is increased at early stages of human development; stillborn infants have higher rates of 

trisomy than do live births and many miscarriages are caused by aneuploidy and many 

miscarriages of unknown cause are   also likely aneuploidy-derived76,77,95,96. 

When combined with parental genotypic information, genotyping the aneuploid proband 

can yield information about the parent- and meiotic division-of-origin of the nondisjunction 

creating the aneuploidy; the extra chromosome derives from the parent with the matching 

genotype (Figure 1.2b) and is of MI origin if both homologous chromosomes are present32 or of 

MII origin if two sister chromatids are present. Because recombination occurs in MI prior to 

disjunction but does not occur at centromeres32, homologs nondisjoined in MI will have different 
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haplotypes at their centromeres, whereas sisters nondisjoined in MII will have the same 

haplotype at their centromeres (Figure 1.1d,e).  

Characterization of aneuploidy has been most thorough at chromosome 21. Trisomy 21 

is the most common (least lethal) autosomal trisomy, and individuals with trisomy 21 (Down 

syndrome) share easily identifiable phenotypic characteristics76,77,95-97. Studies have shown that 

88–95% of trisomy 21 cases derive from nondisjunction during maternal meiosis98-101, with 

higher estimates of the fraction of paternally-derived trisomy 21 coming from larger and more 

recent studies99. Of the many oocyte-derived cases of trisomy 21, over 70% are due to 

nondisjunction of homologs during MI102-104. By contrast, up to two-thirds of the rarer sperm-

derived cases of trisomy 21 originate from nondisjunction in MII99,100. In addition to these 

insights into the origin of trisomy 21, family-based studies of trisomy 21 also indicated the 

existence of the maternal age effect, wherein older mothers are more likely to produce 

aneuploid offspring76,95,104,105.  

Aneuploidies of other chromosomes have also been studied in live humans, though less 

extensively. Like trisomy 21, trisomies of chromosomes 18 and 16 are maternally derived in the 

vast majority of patient or fetus-identified cases106-108. While trisomy 16 shares its high rate of MI 

origin with trisomy 21108, trisomy 18 (Edwards syndrome) originates from MII in over half of 

studied cases106,107. Because trisomy of the sex chromosomes (Klinefelter syndrome, XXY or 

XYY) impacts phenotype more mildly than does any autosomal trisomy, it is often not 

ascertained phenotypically despite being quite common; comparisons to prenatal diagnosis 

suggest that only 10% of cases are identified based on testing undertaken because of a 

phenotype of concern109,110. Even so, some patients and their parents have participated in 

research; in one such study, 47 cases of XXY were investigated111. Equal numbers were of 

paternal or maternal origin and, while the paternal cases were obligately MI-derived (X and Y 

are homologs), half of maternal cases were MI-derived111. In population studies of prenatal 
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tests, 9%110 and 44%109 of identified sex chromosome trisomies were XYY, which must arise in 

paternal MII. 

Family studies of aneuploidy clearly demonstrate that chromosomes have specific 

susceptibilities to nondisjunction across sexes and meiotic divisions, suggesting that 

conclusions from one chromosome likely do not extend to other chromosomes. These results 

indicate that aneuploidy of different chromosomes should be studied individually. Studying all 

chromosome losses and gains, rather than only those that are compatible with substantial 

embryonic development and/or life, has already and likely will continue to uncover new insights. 

 

Relationships among meiotic phenotypes inferred from human genotypes 

 By examining multiple phenotypes in the same individual, studies of families have been 

able to shed light on relationships among meiotic phenotypes. Comparing the genotype of a 

patient (or fetus) with aneuploidy with the genotypes of their parents has allowed the 

characterization of the relationships between crossovers and aneuploidy in humans, even 

before the human genome was sequenced101,105,107,108. Such early studies identified crossovers 

between tens of polymorphisms, such as short tandem repeats, that were genotyped via 

Southern blot or PCR. These studies suggested that recombination is decreased on aneuploid 

chromosomes: the genetic map length is shorter for maternally-derived trisomic chromosomes 

16, 18, and 21 than the genetic map generated from non-trisomic chromosomes from early 

population studies101,106-108. Decreased recombination on maternally aneuploid chromosomes is 

limited to aneuploidy deriving from MI102,103,105-107, the division before which crossovers occur. 

There is no evidence for an impact of differential recombination on MII disjunction even on 

chromosome 18, where more trisomies derive from MII106. An excess of chromosomes without 

crossovers substantially contributes to the finding of decreased recombination when comparing 

aneuploid chromosomes to non-aneuploid chromosomes, though MI maternal nondisjunction 
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does occur at chromosomes with crossovers102,105-107. This pattern may be reproduced on 

chromosome X: in one study, none of 12 maternal MI-derived XXY trisomies had crossovers111. 

In addition to the reduced frequency of crossovers on maternal MI-nondisjoined 

chromosomes, the location of maternal crossovers may also be altered on aneuploid 

chromosomes77,102,104-106,108. This relationship manifests in different ways for different 

chromosomes: trisomy 16 exhibits a dearth of crossovers near the centromeres108, whereas on 

chromosome 21, both a lack of crossovers near the centromere at any maternal age or, in MII 

nondisjunctions, a single crossover near the centromere, especially at older maternal ages, 

have been implicated as predisposing to nondisjunction102,104. Clearly, the relationship between 

recombination and aneuploidy is neither a simple nor a genome-wide one. 

Because most live-born trisomies are maternal in origin, not much is known about the 

relationship between crossovers and aneuploidy in paternal meiosis. At chromosome 21, the 

largest study to date found no relationship between crossover number or location and 

nondisjunction in MI or MII99. A better understanding of how crossovers and aneuploidy 

interrelate in sperm-creating meioses is clearly warranted. 

 In addition to probing relationships between crossovers and aneuploidy, family-based 

studies can interrogate relationships among crossover phenotypes. Such investigations are 

hindered by the fact that each phenotype is poorly captured in any given individual, as it must 

be estimated from only up to a few meioses (children). Despite this difficulty, pedigree studies 

show that crossover rate correlates across chromosomes, such that people with higher 

crossover rates in a part of their genomes tend to have higher crossover rates in the rest of their 

genomes (sometimes termed a “parental effect” of crossover rate variance)16,17,89. Large studies 

even detect a slight tendency of a sibling with more crossovers on one chromosome to have 

more crossovers on other chromosomes compared to a sibling with fewer crossovers, termed 

the “gamete effect” on crossover rate variation17. One family study showed that the proportion of 

crossovers occurring in the 20% most telomeric portions of the genome is, unsurprisingly, 
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correlated with the proportion of crossovers occurring in the 20% most centromeric portions of 

the genome, but neither these nor hotspot-usage metrics are correlated with recombination 

rate15. Whether such correlations do exist but are obscured by the noisiness of pedigree data, 

and the extent to which detected relationships can be characterized among unselected, large 

numbers of gametes, remain open questions. 

 

Human meiosis in gametocytes and gametes 

 Examining meiosis while it is happening in gametocytes—or shortly after it has 

concluded in gametes—enables investigation of recombination and aneuploidy in unselected 

meiotic products, presumably characterizing the true limits of meiotic processes. Furthermore, 

because gametes necessarily outnumber offspring, many more gametocytes or gametes than 

offspring can be examined, and these cells can be interrogated in the absence of any family 

members. Such studies have laid the foundation for, confirmed, and expanded upon results 

garnered from studies of live humans. 

 

Crossover number and location from cytological studies of human gametocytes 

 The patterns of the broad-scale placement of crossover events and the gross numbers 

of crossovers in meiotic cells have been fruitfully analyzed via examination of spermatocytes 

and oocytes undergoing meiosis. Each crossover event in a spermatocyte or oocyte affects half 

of the sister chromatids in the gametocyte and thus is visible in half of the daughter cells in 

spermatogenesis or has a one-half chance of being segregated to the final gamete in 

oogenesis. As such, the number of crossover events detected in gametocytes are typically twice 

as high as the numbers of crossovers detected (as genetic outcomes of crossover events) in 

human individuals or gametes. 

 Spermatocytes have historically been easier to study than oocytes because they can be 

obtained from adult males, while oocytes begin undergoing meiosis during the second trimester 
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of embryonic development and so must be obtained from fetuses. Early studies identified 

chiasmata by staining the chromosomes of spermatocytes in diakinesis. Though these studies 

were low-throughput, their results were later confirmed. These confirmed results included inter-

individual variation in chiasma number112,113, the presence of crossover interference and its 

ability to act across the centromere114,115, and the tendency of chiasmata to occur near the 

telomere in spermatocytes112. 

More recently, crossover events have been identified in spermatocytes and oocytes by 

immunostaining of the DNA mismatch repair protein MLH1, which localizes stably to sites of 

crossovers in both sexes in humans42,46,116 as well as mice117,118. Later work suggested that 

MLH1 foci are slightly fewer in number than predicted by genetics119, consistent with evidence 

that a minority of crossovers, class II crossovers, are processed without MLH156,120,121. The 

numbers of crossover events observed in spermatocytes and fetal oocytes via MLH1 

immunostaining at pachytene, the meiotic stage during which crossing over occurs, are 

concordant with estimates from population studies42,46,60,116,122. Such concordances include the 

greater average number of crossovers in oocytes as compared to spermatocytes42,60,123 and the 

observation of inter-cell46,116,122 and inter-individual46,119,123,124 variation in crossover number. 

Broad-scale location patterns can also be determined from visual examination of crossover-

associated proteins in gametocytes. As observed in genetic studies, spermatocytes 

preferentially perform crossovers in telomeric regions while oocytes do not42,46,60,119,122,123. 

Identification of MLH1 foci also readily detects crossover interference42,46,119,122-124. Because 

these patterns occur in gametocytes as well as in living individuals via genetic studies, they are 

not due to selective pressures on gametes or embryos during fertilization or development. 

 One major advantage to studying crossovers by visualizing them in meiotic cells is the 

ability to concomitantly examine other meiotic processes. One intriguing insight from 

simultaneous visualization of multiple meiotic proteins is that the length of the synaptonemal 

complex, which connects homologous chromosomes during meiosis and so measures the 
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length and compaction of chromosomes, is correlated with the number of chiasmata 

formed46,122,125,126. Recent work suggests that synaptonemal complex length and, therefore, 

crossover number is co-regulated across chromosomes in a given nucleus, underlying inter-cell 

crossover number differences125,126. Importantly, the synaptonemal complex is longer in oocytes 

than in spermatocytes, suggesting that differences in crossover rate between the sexes could 

be caused, at least in part, by differential synaptonemal complex lengths23,60,127. Differential DNA 

looping along the chromosome axis likely underpins this sex difference. The loops are smaller in 

oocytes than in spermatocytes, such that oocytes have more loops and thus longer 

synaptonemal complexes60,123. Studies of spermatocytes from a few individuals hint that inter-

individual differences in synaptonemal complex length may relate to inter-individual differences 

in crossover rate46 and that interference may vary across individuals124. Whether genetic 

evidence bears out this plausible and attractive hypothesis is an open question.  

 

Examination of locus-specific meiotic phenotypes in human sperm cells 

 While clearly powerful, MLH1-staining-based studies cannot place crossovers with 

genomic-coordinate resolution. Methods using genetic polymorphisms to localize crossovers in 

post-meiotic cells (or individuals) can resolve crossovers to the spacing of the heterozygous 

sites they capture, allowing the investigation of crossover hotspots including those found in 

human population studies14,79,80,82. Directly typing the DNA in sperm can determine, for one 

region at a time, whether a crossover has occurred by ascertaining with PCR if a molecule 

recombinant between two haplotypes is generated128. This technique has been used to examine 

many specific hotspots128-132, to identify the most active out of a set of hotspots133, and to 

analyze regions bound by PRDM9 as well as to assess the effect of the donor’s PRDM9 allele 

on recombination at these regions83,84. Sperm DNA typing enables deep interrogation of specific 

sites and can even detect gene conversion non-crossover events134 and non-allelic crossover 
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events that lead to structural rearrangements underlying genomic disorders135. While invaluable 

for these sorts of in-depth analyses, this method is laborious and locus-specific. 

 In addition to shedding light on locus-specific recombination phenotypes, the direct study 

of human sperm cells can identify aneuploidy events. Analyzing aneuploidy directly in sperm 

cells is necessary for studying paternally-derived aneuploidy across the genome: aneuploidy in 

live-born individuals primarily derives from the egg, and most aneuploidies are incompatible with 

life and so will never be observed in humans76,77,95-97. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), 

wherein fluorescent probes targeting chromosomal sequences are hybridized to chromosome 

spreads or decondensed cells and visualized across hundreds to thousands of cells, is typically 

used to ascertain the presence or absence of up to several chromosomes at a time in sperm 

cells136. FISH studies estimate the overall rates of aneuploidy in sperm to range from less than 

1% to over 5%137-142. Some of the observed aneuploidy frequency differences may be caused by 

innate biological differences among analyzed individuals, while others may come from the 

different chromosomes used and different aneuploidy classes measured across studies. 

Chromosomes and individuals are reported to vary in aneuploidy frequency, but it is difficult to 

draw firm conclusions as different studies ascertain different chromosome sets and some count 

only gained chromosomes while others endeavor to count both lost and gained 

chromosomes136-142. In fact, the difficulty of interpreting FISH results across laboratories has 

recently been noted as an impediment to clinical prenatal aneuploidy screening143. A 

standardized way of measuring chromosome ploidy across the whole genome for sperm from 

multiple individuals would help clarify the frequency and variation of aneuploidy in sperm cells. 

Detecting both recombination and aneuploidy in the same cells would further allow interrogation 

of the variability in and relationships among meiotic phenotypes. 
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Whole-genome sequencing or genotyping of human gametes enables genome-wide 

ascertainment of multiple meiotic phenotypes 

 Novel advances in single-cell sequencing and genotyping have enabled studies of ~100 

human sperm at a time from an individual donor144-146. Quite recently, more innovations have 

facilitated the sequencing of more sperm cells from mice: 217 mouse sperm at high coverage147 

and 6,928 mouse sperm and sperm precursors (1,663 haploid cells) at moderately low 

coverage148. Variants identified in sperm cells can be used to phase the already-known donor 

genome into chromosome-length haplotypes144,145 and to call crossovers from genotype data144-

146. Even at low sequence coverage depth, this genotype-based crossover identification 

localizes crossovers with higher resolution than is possible by visualizing of crossover events in 

gametes. Human single-sperm sequencing shows that individual-specific genetic maps are 

broadly concordant with population data–based maps, in particular displaying similarities in 

crossover number and the proportion of crossovers occurring in hotspots144-146. These studies 

also demonstrate that aneuploidy and crossovers can be identified in the same cell from whole-

genome sequence or genotype data145,146, and hint that sperm cells with aneuploidy may have 

lower crossover frequencies than sperm cells without aneuploidy145, though sample size and 

methodological limitations make these results less clear. Crossover interference is visible 

among crossovers pooled across these ~100 sperm145,146. Sequencing an increased number of 

cells would yield more precise phenotypes that may help to determine how individual crossover 

interference profiles differ and how crossover and aneuploidy phenotypes relate to each other 

across individuals and within individuals.  

 Single-cell sequencing or amplification followed by genotyping has also been applied to 

maternal meiosis149,150. As oocytes do not finish meiosis until fertilization, these studies use 

fertilized embryos or oocytes from post-pubertal adults that have been artificially activated to 

assess female gametes149,150. In many oocytes, both the oocyte pronucleus and polar bodies 

can be retained, allowing insight into reciprocal meiotic products149,150. One single-oocyte study 
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obtained egg donor genome sequence directly from the combination of many gamete 

sequences, demonstrating that the donor’s genome sequence does not have to be known a 

priori for identification of genome phase or recombination events149. In addition to broadly 

recapitulating female population-based genetic maps in rate, large-scale location preference, 

and use of hotspots, oocyte recombination data demonstrate the same increased recombination 

as compared to sperm recombination data that is evident in comparisons of maternal and 

paternal crossover patterns in human pedigrees149,150. Oocyte-identified crossovers also showed 

evidence of crossover interference149,150. The extent of this crossover interference is smaller 

than in sperm cells when measured along the DNA in base pairs but equivalent in terms of the 

physical amount of the synaptonemal complex separating crossovers149. Like sperm 

sequencing, oocyte sequencing is able to identify aneuploidy and crossover events in the same 

cells149,150, and analysis of the identified events suggests that cells149,150 and individuals150 with 

aneuploidy have reduced crossover frequencies. 

These results strongly suggest that multiple recombination phenotypes and the 

relationships among them in individual cells and individual people can be fruitfully interrogated 

via whole-genome sequencing of human gametes. 

 

Toward a more complete understanding of meiotic outcomes in human sperm 

 Clearly, the genomes of gametes hold practicable information for understanding 

crossover number, placement, interference, and the relationships among them, and for 

investigating aneuploidy across all chromosomes. To more fully access this information, it would 

be useful to ascertain the genomes of many gametes simultaneously across multiple 

individuals. Sperm cells are much more amenable to such research than oocytes due to their 

abundance and ready attainability. The chapters that follow describe a high-throughput single-

sperm sequencing method and its use to characterize crossovers and aneuploidy across tens of 

thousands of sperm from 20 sperm donors. 
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Introduction 

 Because meiosis is highly variable, sequencing the genomes of individual sperm cells 

can yield insights into meiotic processes, including recombination and aneuploidy145,146. Single-

cell sequencing is especially appealing for studying sperm cells, as it can ascertain information 

genome-wide and sequence data can be used to infer multiple meiotic phenotypes. Moreover, 

previous studies have used single-sperm sequencing of ~100 cells to phase sperm donors’ 

genomes144,145. This result suggests that a method for straightforwardly sequencing many sperm 

cell genomes simultaneously might enable easy phasing of entire genomes at chromosome-

length scale. 

 While sperm genomes are therefore appealing to sequence, sperm cells are difficult 

targets for sequencing for multiple reasons. First, a hardy protein coat protects the sperm 

cell153,154. Additionally, sperm DNA is uniquely packaged: protamines, tightly compacting 

proteins that form disulfide bonds with one another, replace histones at most regions in most 

cells153-156. Moreover, single-cell sequencing has historically been laborious and expensive due 

to the requirement of independent whole-genome amplification and library generation reactions 

for each single cell, with only 96 or 384 cells sequenced in a typical well plate format. 

 To address these scientific and technological hurdles, we developed a way to access 

sperm genomes and generate many single-sperm sequencing libraries at once. We used this 

method to sequence >30,000 sperm cells from across 20 sperm donors and generated and 

adapted data processing tools to perform quality assurance and biological inference from the 

sequencing data. 

 

Accessing the sperm genome: mimicking what happens after fertilization 

Lysing and extracting DNA from sperm cells is a notoriously difficult problem, as the 

sperm membrane is protected by a hardy protein coat and most sperm DNA in most cells is 

packaged ten times more compactly than somatic cell DNA by small disulfide-bonded 
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compaction proteins called protamines153-156. To solve the problem of accessing DNA in sperm 

cells without destroying the nucleus, we used reagents that mimic the processes occurring after 

fertilization in the human egg, specifically imitating the ova’s disulfide bond reducers and 

protamine acceptors.  

Following and adapting methods used in cytological sperm studies157-159, we washed the 

sperm and then cracked the protein coat and membrane via three quick freeze-thaw cycles, 

then used beta-mercaptoethanol to reduce the disulfide bonds and heparin to mimic the egg 

protein glutathione, which accepts the reduced protamines. By experimenting with temperature 

and incubation time and by using heparinase160 to degrade the potent PCR inhibitor heparin, we 

developed a protocol that allows PCR to occur directly on this treated sperm (Methods).  

To determine whether our protocol was consistently allowing enzymatic access to sperm 

DNA nucleus-wide, we used droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) to assess how often assays targetting 

loci from two different chromosomes were detectable in the same droplet. Assays with different 

fluorophores to chromosomes 7 and 10 were combined in droplets with decondensed sperm, 

untreated sperm, or naked DNA (Figure 2.1a-c, Methods). If a droplet contained an entire 

sperm nucleus, both assays should be present (the droplet should be positive for both 

fluorophores). At low concentrations of input sperm or DNA, very few droplets should contain 

both assay sites by chance; if they do, it suggests that the two chromosomes were retained by 

and accessible in the same nucleus. This experimental regime allowed optimization of the 

sperm treatment protocol by calculating and maximizing the percentage of linked molecules for 

assays targeting two different chromosomes161. This measurement of linkage corrects for the 

number of molecules that would be expected to be in the same droplet by chance. The upper 

bound of proportion of molecules that were linked under any condition was 90%, possibly limited 

by the stochasticity of the opening of the sperm (Figure 2.1d). Even with extremely low sperm 

input (such that no co-encapsulation of independent loci would be expected by chance if the loci   
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Figure 2.1. Characterization of egg-mimic sperm preparation. a-c, Two-channel 

fluorescence plots showing the results of droplet-digital PCR (ddPCR) with input template noted 

in each title. Each point represents one droplet. Gray droplets in the bottom left quadrant had no 

template molecule, blue droplets in the top left quadrant had a template molecule for a locus on 

chromosome 7, green droplets in the bottom right quadrant had a template molecule for a locus 

on chromosome 10, and brown droplets in the top right quadrant had template molecules for loci 

on both chromosomes 7 and 10. With a high concentration of purified DNA as input (a), 

comparatively fewer droplets containing both loci than untreated (b) or treated (c) sperm. Sperm 

treated with the decondensation protocol described in this chapter had a much higher fraction of 

droplets containing both loci than purified DNA (compare a and c, right, high-input treated 

sperm) and had cleaner results (quadrant separation) than untreated sperm (compare b and c, 

left, low-input sperm and treated sperm). The pink lines in (b) delineate the boundaries between 

droplets categorized as negative or positive for each assay but are otherwise irrelevant. d, 

Characterization of the effect of different lengths of 37°C incubation of sperm cells treated with 

egg-mimicking decondensation reagents on how often chromosomes 7 and 10 are detected in 

the same droplet. Y axis, the percentage of molecules calculated to be linked to each other for 

assays targeting chromosomes 7 and 10 (calculated following Regan et al161). The first bar is a 

control: extracted DNA treated with the same reagents as sperm gives the expectation of 

linkage of chromosomes 7 and 10. Without intact cells, these molecules would not often be 

found together. Without heating, sperm cells are not open enough for PCR to readily occur on 

both chromosomes (0 minutes). The 45-minute heat treatment was used for all following 

experiments in this study were not both assayable in the same sperm cell), regions from 

different chromosomes were present in the same droplet (Figure 2.1c, right). 
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Figure 2.1 (Continued)
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were not both assayable in the same sperm cell), regions from different chromosomes were 

present in the same droplet (Figure 2.1c, right). 

 

Sequencing sperm genomes in droplets 

 By splitting a liquid into many microfluidic droplets, many reactions can be performed 

simultaneously in the same reaction container. To take advantage of this efficiency, we sought a 

method for amplifying the genomes of individual sperm cells in microfluidic droplets, following 

similar methods employing RNA tagging in droplets for large-scale RNA sequencing152. We 

discuss three implementations of such a method here, including one used to sequence >30,000 

sperm genomes. 

In all iterations of the method, decondensed sperm DNA “florets” (prepared as described 

above and in Methods) are encapsulated with barcoded beads in microfluidic droplets in which 

the sperm genomes are individually barcoded and amplified (Figure 2.2a). Each resulting 

genomic sequence read will, in theory, contain a barcode that reports its droplet—and thus 

gamete—of origin (Figure 2.2a). 

 

Initial method: MALBAC and UV-photocleavable primers 

We first sought to develop a way to amplify DNA at many loci across the genome from 

prepared sperm. Multiple annealing and looping-based amplification cycles (MALBAC)162 is a 

whole-genome amplification method that generates short amplicons genome-wide and has 

successfully been employed to analyze sperm-specific sequence variation such as 

recombination in single sperm cells145. In typical MALBAC, DNA is melted and partial random 

primers anneal at many places in the genome at low temperatures, then are extended. In the 

following cycles, the process is repeated, with a strand-displacing polymerase creating new 

semi-amplicons from the genome and from previous semi-amplicons. A full amplicon is created 

when the primer sequence is copied such that both ends of the amplicon are tagged with the
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of droplet-based single-sperm sequencing. a, General method for 

generating single-cell DNA libraries from sperm cells using droplets. Sperm cells are 

decondensed into sperm DNA “florets,” encapsulated in droplets with barcoded beads, and 

whole-genome amplified, followed by sequencing library preparation. The final version of single-

sperm sequencing, used to generate all single-sperm sequencing data described in this work, 

uses modifications of 10X Genomics’ GemCode system163 for droplet generation, barcoding, 

and whole-genome amplification. This system was designed to generate linked reads from long 

pieces of purified genomic DNA to enable haplotype phasing and structural variant detection163. 

b, Specific methodology for a preliminary version of the method that generated single-cell DNA 

libraries from sperm cells using photo-cleavable primers and MALBAC162-like whole-genome 

amplification. Input into droplets was sperm DNA florets. Each primer on the bead consisted of a 

UV photocleavable linker, universal PCR handle, bead-specific cell barcode, and primer-specific 

UMI for random priming. Initial whole-genome amplification was performed in droplets after UV 

cleavage of primer. The resulting amplicons were tagged with the universal PCR handle, cell 

barcode, and UMI (UMI was used in MALBAC amplification as the pseudo-random primer). 

Droplets were pooled and amplification of all fragments was performed together using the PCR 

handle. A genomic DNA library with cell-specific barcodes (as shown in a) was the final result.   
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same sequence. This sequence anneals to itself in subsequent cycles, preventing 

reamplification. After 8 cycles, complete amplicons are further amplified with PCR (semi-

amplicons, with only one copy of the primer sequence, are not exponentially amplified). 

Strand-displacing polymerases, which are required by MALBAC, tend not to be 

thermostable, so in a typical MALBAC protocol new polymerase is added after each denaturing 

cycle. However, addition of new polymerase is not possible in a single-cell droplet-based 

reaction. To circumvent this issue, we tested multiple polymerases to find one, SD polymerase, 

with enough strand displacing activity to perform MALBAC that was also thermostable enough 

to survive multiple denaturation-amplification cycles. We optimized an in-solution MALBAC that 

used only a single addition of SD polymerase and required only 12–18 cycles of secondary PCR 

amplification (more cycles required with smaller input amounts). 

In order to generate single-cell libraries, a single sperm and a bead coated with a 

barcoded primer must come together in the same droplet, and amplification of the sperm DNA 

via the barcoded primer must occur inside this droplet (without mixing with other primers or 

template). This necessitates (i) the removal of primer from the beads within the droplets so that 

both ends of a fragment can be annealed to primers and (ii) the stability of the droplet 

throughout the initial library generation steps. A photocleavable linker between the bead base 

and each primer enabled cleavage of the primer from the beads within droplets by a short UV 

treatment prior to MALBAC (Figure 2.2b). When droplets were generated using the microfluidic 

device designed for encapsulating beads and cells in Drop-seq152, droplets typically formed well 

but broke down during the heating of MALBAC cycles, necessitating the use of special additives 

and buffers to ensure droplet stability. Our best protocols for MALBAC in droplets use a low-

detergent polymerase and buffer system and a specific surfactant, Pluronic F-98. In the best 

iteration of this system, amplification from individual sperm DNA florets was possible within 

droplets, though a few cell barcodes garnered most of the sequence reads and typically fewer 

than 100 cell barcodes had a reasonably useful depth of sequence coverage (Figure 2.3a).
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Figure 2.3. Read distribution across cell barcodes in three versions of droplet-based 

single-sperm sequencing technology. Each panel shows a line plot of the cumulative fraction 

of all reads from a sequencing run (y-axis) coming from each read-number-ranked cell barcode; 

a sharp inflection point delineates the barcodes with many reads from those with few reads. 

Beads with many reads may be associated with cells. Each read included in the data underlying 

the figure mapped to the human genome (hg38) and was not a PCR duplicate. a, Data from a 

preliminary version of single-sperm sequencing technology where whole-genome amplification 

was performed in droplets with UV-photocleavable primers and a modified version of 

MALBAC162 (as described in Figure 2.2b). Very few cell barcodes had exceedingly high read 

coverage, followed by <100 barcodes with reasonable coverage. b, Data from an initial 

adaptation of 10X Genomics’ GemCode linked reads system163, where a small proportion of the 

reads come from cell barcodes associated with putative cells. Note that the x-axis in b includes 

five times more barcodes than in a or c. c, Data from the final, implemented adaptation of 10X 

Genomics’ GemCode linked reads system163 for the same number of input sperm nuclei as in b. 

(The method used in a uses different microfluidics, where sperm input is not comparable.) A 

clear inflection point delineates cell barcodes associated with many reads (cells) and most of 

the sequence reads come from these barcodes. 
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Figure 2.3 (Continued)
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Method used for data generation: adaptation of 10X Genomics GemCode technology 

Another method for capturing DNA with barcoded beads in droplets was developed by 

10X Genomics: to get haploid-resolved genome sequences for long regions of the genome and 

to detect structural variants, this method determines which reads are “linked” by the same 

barcode and therefore came from molecules in the same droplet163. In this system, DNA and 

primer-containing beads are combined in droplets via microfluidics. In the droplets, the beads 

dissolve, releasing their primers, which include random sequences that can prime PCR from 

many genomic loci. We imagined that this technology, initially available via the 10X Genomics 

GemCode kit, might be amenable to adaptation with the goal of amplifying DNA from 

decondensed sperm DNA florets. Using 10,000 sperm DNA florets as input to this system with 

no other modifications resulted in many barcodes with many reads but also many barcodes with 

few reads (see numbers in Figure 2.3b). After optimization via decreasing the number of 

barcoded beads used as input, ~1000 barcodes were associated with many reads and these 

barcodes comprised the majority of all reads from the sequencing run (Figure 2.3c). 

We call the decondensation of sperm into sperm florets coupled with single-sperm 

sequencing via barcoded microfluidic droplets “Sperm-seq.” We used this 10X Genomics 

GemCode-based technique to sequence 31,228 sperm cells from 20 sperm donors (974–2,274 

gametes per donor after identifying cell barcodes associated with sperm cells, below), 

sequencing a median of ~1% of the haploid genome of each cell. Deeper sequencing of these 

libraries allows coverage of ~10% of a gamete’s genome. 

 

A new single-cell DNA sequencing kit can be used for single-sperm sequencing 

 Because 10X Genomics’ GemCode reagents are no longer readily available, we sought 

to determine whether a newly available droplet-based single-cell DNA sequencing kit designed 

to ascertain copy number profiles of somatic cells (10X Genomics’ Chromium Single Cell CNV 

Solution) could be used to generate single-cell libraries from sperm cells. Single-sperm libraries 
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were generated with this kit from both untreated sperm and decondensed sperm florets 

(Methods). Using sperm florets as input resulted in cleaner libraries, as evidenced by clearer 

delineations between barcodes tagging X-chromosome-bearing sperm, Y-chromosome-bearing 

sperm, and more than one sperm (wherein both X and Y chromosomes are detected) (Figure 

2.4). This result demonstrates that sperm are amenable to new single-cell sequencing 

technologies, especially when treated with egg-mimicking reagents using protocols such as the 

one described in this work. 

 

Sperm-seq data enables whole-genome phasing at chromosome scale 

Data from the many individual gametes sequenced per sperm donor (as described at the 

end of subsection “Method used for data generation: adaptation of 10X Genomics GemCode 

technology”) made it possible to infer individuals’ allelic haplotypes along the full length of every 

chromosome. We first identified the heterozygous sites in each donor’s genome by combining 

all sequence reads from all cell barcodes (~40× coverage per donor, Methods, Table 2.1). 

Because each sperm chromosome is a mosaic of long segments derived from one or the other 

parental haplotype, the chromosomal phase of heterozygous sites could be inferred from the co-

appearance patterns of alleles (of different SNPs) across many sperm cells (Figure 2.5a, 

Methods). 

To characterize the performance of this type of phasing, we used in silico simulations 

and comparisons to phase information acquired from different sources. Phasing of simulated 

single sperm data showed that phasing was 99.9% accurate when an average of 1% of 

heterozygous sites were covered in 1000 cells. SNP coverage and the number of cells included 

affect phasing performance; phasing was highly accurate with 1000 cells with ³ 0.5% of sites 

observed per cell, or with 1% of sites observed per cell and ³ 500 cells analyzed (Figure 

2.5b,c). Comparison of experimental results to population-based phasing by Eagle166,167 showed 
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Figure 2.4. Egg-mimic decondensation (florets as input) improved new single-cell DNA 

sequencing kit performance on sperm. This figure shows the copy number of the X 

chromosome (x axis) plotted against the copy number of the Y chromosome (y axis) for cell 

barcodes sequenced with 10X Genomics’ recently released droplet-based single-cell DNA 

sequencing kit (“scCNV kit”). (This kit was released after the data in this study was generated.) 

Copy number is calculated as observed number of reads divided by expected number of reads 

for each chromosome, as calculated by Genome STRiP164,165. Axes are restricted to 0–3. For a 

barcode associated with one haploid sperm genome, a copy number of 1 is expected for either 

the X or the Y chromosome (barring rare aneuploidies). Barcodes with coverage of both the X 

and the Y chromosomes are cell doublets. a, Cell barcodes from an experiment where 

untreated sperm was used directly as input into the scCNV kit. n = 1500 barcodes with enough 

reads to likely refer to a cell are shown (6 excluded due to axis restriction). b, Cell barcodes 

from an experiment where sperm nuclei florets, which were treated with the egg-mimicking 

nuclei decondensation method described in this thesis, were used directly as input for the 

scCNV kit. n = 2000 barcodes with enough reads to likely refer to a cell are shown (one 

excluded due to axis restriction). 
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Table 2.1. Phasing performance in 20 sperm donors 

* Included SNPs met the quality-control thresholds described in Methods. 

# Phasing was first performed on all cell barcodes potentially associated with cells (based on the 

number of reads associated with the barcode), then used to identify cell doublets. Final phasing 

was then performed using all non-cell-doublet (single-haplotype) cell barcodes. Multiple 

barcodes associated with the same sperm cell and barcodes with non-uniform read depth were 

included. 

+ All phased SNPs were phased into chromosome-length haplotypes.  
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Figure 2.5. Chromosome-length haplotype phasing strategy and performance. 

a, Phasing strategy. Green and purple denote phase of the allele (unknown before analysis). 

Each sperm cell carries one parental haplotype (green or purple) except where a recombination 

event separates consecutively observed SNPs (red “X” in bottom sperm). Because alleles from 

the same haplotype will tend to be observed in the same sperm cells, haplotypes are resolvable 

and can be assembled to whole-chromosome scale. b, Evaluation of our phasing method 

(which uses HapCUT169,170) using 1,000 simulated single-sperm genomes (generated from two a 

priori known parental haplotypes and sampled at various levels of coverage as shown in the 

three plots). Since cell doublets (which combine two haploid genomes and potentially two 

haplotypes at any region) can in principle undermine phasing inference, we included cell 

doublets in the simulation (simulated doublet proportions shown on the X axis). Each point 

shows the proportion of SNPs phased concordantly with the correct (a priori known) haplotypes 

(Y axis) for one simulation (five simulations were performed per set of conditions). c, 

Relationship of phasing capability to number of cells analyzed. Data are as in b. Panels shows 

the results of simulating variable numbers of cells when each cell observes a mean 1% of 

heterozygous sites. 
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Figure 2.5 (Continued)
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97.5% phase concordance of consecutive heterozygous sites that were phased using both 

methods. Comparison to heterozygous SNP pairs in perfect linkage disequilibrium in population-

matched 1000 Genomes168 samples showed 97.9% concordance of experimental phase with 

linked alleles.  

In this study, 90.1–98.1% (with a median across donors of 96.2%) of all heterozygous 

SNPs identified in the donors’ genomes were phased into chromosome length haplotypes 

(Table 2.1, Methods). Not all single SNPs were observed in enough cells to be phased. Phase 

was inferred from 1,217–2,476 non-cell-doublet cell barcodes per donor (Table 2.1; a 

discussion of cell barcode classification follows). 

 

Identifying sperm cells: detecting appropriate cells to use for biological inferences 

 While performing reactions in microfluidic droplets is quite efficient, the reaction 

conditions in each droplet cannot be directly controlled. This suggests that validation of cell 

barcodes is warranted before assuming each cell barcode is associated with exactly one 

gamete genome. Multiple gametes could be captured by the same droplet, and, as with any new 

technology, other differences could occur among droplets, cells, or cell barcodes. We first 

identified the cell barcodes potentially associated with gametes as those with many reads 

(Methods, those below the reads-per-barcode inflection point as in Figure 2.3c) and then 

narrowed them to cell barcodes associated with single sperm cell genomes with even genome 

coverage.  

 

Cell doublet identification 

The chromosome-length phased haplotypes made it straightforward to identify and 

remove from the analysis cell “doublets,” cases in which two (or more) sperm genomes were 

tagged with the same cell barcode (Figure 2.6a). Sperm cells are haploid, but cell doublet 

barcodes associated with both parental haplotypes at multiple loci across chromosomes (Figure
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Figure 2.6. Identification of cell doublets. 

a, A cell doublet: two cells are co-encapsulated in the same droplet. Their genomic sequences 

will be tagged with the same barcode. Such events must be recognized computationally and 

excluded from downstream analyses. b, Four example chromosomes from a cell barcode 

associated with two sperm cells (a cell doublet). Black lines: haplotypes; blue circles: 

observations of alleles, shown on the haplotype from which they derive. Both parental 

haplotypes are present across regions of chromosomes where the cells inherited different 

haplotypes. c, Computational recognition of cell doublets in Sperm-seq data (from an individual 

sperm donor, NC11). The proportion of consecutively observed SNP alleles derived from 

different parental haplotypes was used to identify cell doublets; this proportion was generally 

small (arising from sparse crossovers, PCR/sequencing errors, and/or ambient DNA) but was 

much higher when the analyzed sequence came from a mixture of two distinct haploid genomes 

(of which, on average, half will derive from distinct parental haplotypes). We used 21 of the 22 

autosomes to calculate this proportion, excluding the autosome with the highest such proportion 

given the possibility that a chromosome is aneuploid. The dashed gray line marks the inflection 

point beyond which sperm genomes were flagged as potential doublets and excluded from 

downstream analysis. Red points indicate barcodes with coverage of both the X and Y 

chromosome (potentially X+Y cell doublets or XY aneuploid cells); black points indicate 

barcodes with one sex chromosome detected (X or Y). The red (XY) cells below the doublet 

threshold were XY aneuploid but appeared to have just one copy of each autosome. 
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Figure 2.6 (Continued)
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2.6b). Ranking barcodes by the proportion of consecutively observed SNPs that derive from 

different parental haplotypes identified a clear inflection point above which cell barcodes were 

considered associated with more than one sperm cell (Figure 2.6c). We excluded the 

chromosome with the highest proportion of consecutive SNPs deriving from different haplotypes 

from this calculation to avoid excluding sperm cells with aneuploidy as cell doublets. 

In the 20 sperm donors, these doublet barcodes comprised 7.6–37.2% (median across 

donors 13.4%) of the starting number of cell barcodes with enough reads to putatively capture 

whole sperm genomes (Figure 2.7). The proportion of barcodes that are associated with one 

versus more than one sperm cell depends on the concentration of input sperm cells and the 

tendency of droplets to coalesce during whole-genome amplification. Decreasing the number of 

input cells decreases the cell doublet rate but also the rate at which single cells are associated 

with barcoded beads. The ability to easily identify cell doublets enables more efficient capture of 

single cells. 

 

Bead doublet identification and use 

We also identified surprising “bead doublets,” in which two or more beads’ barcodes 

appeared to have tagged the same gamete genome, as they reported identical genome-wide 

haplotypes (ascertained through different SNPs) (Figure 2.8a,b, Methods). We randomly 

retained one cell barcode from each set of barcodes tagging the same gamete in downstream 

analysis, resulting in the exclusion of 0.2–15.2% (median across donors 1.0%) of the non-cell-

doublet barcodes (Figure 2.7). 

Bead doublets were useful for evaluating the replicability of Sperm-seq data and 

analyses, which is usually impossible in inherently destructive single-cell molecular studies. 

While both random pairs of barcodes and bead-doublet barcode pairs captured largely distinct 

sets of SNPs, the bead doublet barcode pairs observed the same allele most of the time in the 

set of shared SNPs, which is not true of random barcode pairs (Figure 2.8c,d). The distinct sets 
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Figure 2.7. Cell barcode breakdown: numbers of cell doublets, bead doublets, barcodes 

with uneven read depth, and good barcodes. Numbers on each bar note the number of cell 

barcodes in each category. In Sperm-seq data processing, all cell barcodes associated with 

many reads were initially included for analysis (Methods). To obtain a set of cell barcodes 

associated with one unique gamete genome, we first excluded barcodes associated with more 

than one gamete (cell doublets, Figure 2.6). Then, from this set, barcodes associated with a 

gamete genome that is already represented (bead doublets, Figure 2.8) were excluded, then 

cell barcodes with inconsistent read depth across multiple chromosomes (Figures 2.9-10) were 

excluded.
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Figure 2.8. Identification and use of “bead doublets.” a, SNP alleles were inferred genome-

wide for each sperm genome from the alleles observed in each sperm and the Sperm-seq-

inferred parental haplotypes. For each pair of sperm genomes (cell barcodes), the proportion of 

all SNPs at which they shared the same imputed allele was estimated. A small but extremely 

surprising number of such pairwise comparisons (19 of 984,906 from the donor shown, NC14) 

indicate essentially identical genomes. b, We hypothesized that this arises from a heretofore 

undescribed scenario we call “bead doublets”, in which two barcoded beads have been co-

encapsulated with the same gamete and whose barcodes therefore tagged the same haploid 

genome. c, Random pairs of cell barcodes (here 100 pairs selected from donor NC10) tended to 

interrogate few of the same SNPs (left) and detected the same parental haplotype on average 

at the expected 50% of the genome (right). d, “Bead doublet” barcode pairs (here 20 pairs from 

donor NC10, who had the median number of bead doublets) also interrogated few of the same 

SNPs yet detected identical haplotypes throughout the genome. Results were consistent across 

donors. 
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Figure 2.8 (Continued)
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of SNPs captured by barcodes associated with the same sperm cell suggest that sperm DNA 

florets could be more deeply sampled by increasing the number of primers encapsulated with 

each sperm genome. We also used bead doublets to evaluate the reproducibility of calling of 

recombination events (Chapter 3). 

 

Restricting to cell barcodes with relatively even coverage of the entire genome 

 Examination of sequence read coverage across the genome revealed that occasionally, 

chromosomes were variably covered in wave-like patterns inconsistent with underlying 

biological genome variation (Figure 2.9). One potential explanation for these patterns is that, in 

certain sperm DNA florets, different regions of the genome were inconsistently available for 

enzymatic amplification, perhaps because decondensation of the nuclei was variable. We 

sought to exclude barcodes with such erratic sequence coverage from analysis to avoid (i) 

artificial inflation of the identification of structural variants or (ii) other unknown data artifacts. To 

identify such barcodes, we generated a “flagged chromosome score” by classifying each 

chromosome as erratic using time series modelling (Methods), and excluded all barcodes with a 

flagged chromosome score of 5 or more (Figure 2.10). (The flagged chromosome score was 

increased by 1 if the chromosome was erratic in one detected mode or increased by two if the 

chromosome was detected as erratic in two modes. The score was not increased at all for a 

non-erratic chromosome; Methods.) Notably, the distinction between barcodes called as erratic 

or normal was clear despite inter-individual differences in baseline sequence coverage 

evenness (see readily apparent inflection points in Figure 2.10). 

 Across the 20 sperm donors, of 2.1–17.9% (median across donors 5.9%) of the cell 

barcodes that remained after removal of cell and bead doublets exhibited this pattern of uneven 

sequence coverage and were excluded from downstream analyses (Figure 2.7). We suggest 

that future users of Sperm-seq identify and remove these barcodes as a preliminary step in the 

analysis, as their removal requires only sequence coverage information. 
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Figure 2.9. Example cell with inconsistent read depth across the genome. All autosomes 

are shown for one cell (barcode AACACCAGGTGCCA from donor NC1). Thick dark gray line 

denotes copy number (normalized sequence coverage in 1 Mb bins); vertical light gray boxes 

denote centromeres or acrocentric arms and centromeres; coordinates are in hg38. While most 

cells had read depth (copy number) consistently around 1 across all chromosomes, some cells 

(numbers in Figure 2.7), such as this one, exhibited inconsistent read depth and so were 

detected and excluded from the analysis (as described in text and Figure 2.10; this cell has a 

flagged chromosome score of 19). 
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Figure 2.9 (Continued) 
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Figure 2.10. Identification of cells with inconsistent read depth across the genome. Each 

of the 20 sperm donors is shown. Cell barcodes (points) were sorted by their inconsistent read 

depth score (score is the number of chromosomes with inconsistent read depth plus the number 

of extreme chromosomes [extreme chromosomes counted twice]; text and methods). The 

threshold at and above which cells are excluded (5) is denoted with a vertical gray dashed line. 

All cells used in the final cell set (below the threshold, n on green bars in Figure 2.7) and all 

cells excluded due to inconsistent read depth (at or above threshold, n on orange bars in Figure 

2.7) are shown. 
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Figure 2.10 (Continued)
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Discussion 

 The optimization of a microfluidic amplification system meant for naked DNA for use with 

single sperm allows parallel library generation and sequencing of hundreds to thousands of cells 

at once. This technology is scalable due to the partitioning of cells and barcodes into 

microfluidic droplets; it could in theory be used to create libraries for tens of thousands or more 

cells from each individual. 

The decondensation of sperm nuclei by mimicking the egg is demonstrably amenable to 

multiple modes of enzymatic amplification, and this method can be used for as yet unforeseen 

experiments requiring access to the intact sperm genome. It can also be adapted for use on 

sperm from other mammalian species whose sperm nuclei are partially or wholly packaged with 

protamines (e.g. marmosets; see Chapter 5: Future directions).  

The ability to generate sequencing libraries from many sperm cells at once opens up 

many scientific avenues, including comparisons of meiotic phenotypes among many cells from 

the same individual (investigating intra-individual variation) and comparing meiotic phenotypes 

derived from many cells across individuals (investigating inter-individual variation). In the 

following chapters, we use data from the 31,228 gamete genomes sequenced here to explore 

these multiple levels of variation in recombination and aneuploidy phenotypes. 

 

Methods: developing Sperm-seq 

Samples 

 Sperm samples used for method development were from one sperm donor. Samples 

were obtained from the New England Cryogenic Center as described below (“Sample 

information” section in “Methods: implementing Sperm-seq on cells from 20 sperm donors”). 
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ddPCR for evaluating sperm nucleus accessibility 

 To evaluate how often regions from two different chromosomes co-occurred (as would 

be expected from cells), we performed droplet digital PCR with naked DNA, untreated sperm 

cells, or sperm cells treated with “Final version sperm preparation: nuclei decondensation” 

(below) but with variable heat incubation times. For each assay targeting each chromosome 

(loci and primer and probe sequences described in Table 2.2), a 20× assay mix was created by 

combining 25.2 µL of 100 µM forward primer (IDT), 25.2 µL of 100 µM reverse primer (IDT), and 

7 µL of 100 µM probe (IDT for FAM-labelled probes, Life Technologies for VIC-labelled probes) 

with 82.6 µL ultrapure water. ddPCR was performed following section 3.2 steps 4–12 of our 

protocol “Analyzing Copy Number Variation with Droplet Digital PCR”171 (Appendix 3), but with 

untreated sperm or sperm DNA florets as input instead of DNA. 

We calculated the percentage of molecules expected to be linked from each reaction 

using the method from Regan et al.161, which corrects for the expected number of droplets 

containing both assays. 

 

Final version sperm preparation: nuclei decondensation 

 Sperm cells were washed and their nuclei decondensed to create accessible sperm 

nuclei “florets” using a combination of published decondensation protocols158,159 with some 

modifications. Sperm aliquots containing >200,000 cells were thawed on ice and then washed 

by spinning for 10 minutes at 400 g at 4°C. After removal of the supernatant, the pellet was 

resuspended in 10 µL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Gibco/Life Technologies) and re-

centrifuged under the same conditions. After removal of the supernatant, the sperm pellet was 

resuspended in 2.5 µL of a sucrose buffer containing 250 mM sucrose (Sigma), 5 mM MgCl2 

(Sigma), and 10 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5, Thermo Scientific). Tubes containing sperm aliquots were 
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Table 2.2. Primers and probes for ddPCR assays to chromosomes 7 and 10, used for 

determining linkage of molecules from different chromosomes (linkage expected if 

sperm cells are intact and available to assays) 
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submerged in liquid nitrogen and immediately quick-thawed by holding them in a warm fist; a 

total of three freeze-thaw cycles were performed. 

 The freeze-thawed sperm solution was then combined with 22.5 µL decondensation 

buffer consisting of 113 mM KCl (Sigma), 12.5 mM KH2PO4 (Sigma), 2.5 mM Na2HPO4 (Sigma), 

2.5 mM MgCl2 (Sigma), and 20 mM Tris (Thermo Scientific) freshly supplemented with 150 µM 

heparin (sodium salt from porcine, Sigma H3393) and 1 mM beta-mercaptoethanol (BME, 

Sigma). The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes. To allow enzymatic DNA 

amplification, heparin was inactivated by mixing the sperm solution with 0.5 U heparinase I 

(Sigma H2519) by gently pipetting and incubating at room temperature for 2 hours160. 

 The sperm solution was moved to ice, and sperm floret concentration was determined by 

diluting 1:100 with PBS and staining with 1× SYBR I (Thermo Scientific), and then loading onto 

a hemocytometer and counting using the green fluorescence channel at 10× magnification. 

 

MALBAC-like amplification from sperm cells in droplets 

 To perform MALBAC, we first created a 2× mix containing sperm DNA florets and 

MALBAC reagents containing 2× of 10× Thermopol DF Buffer (NEB), 0.345 mM dNTPs (NEB), 

4 mM MgCl2 (NEB), 0.5% Pluronic F98 (BASF), 0.10 U/µL SD Polymerase low detergent 

(special order to get low detergent variety from BIORON), 100 sperm DNA florets/µL, with 

excess volume filled by ultrapure water. We created a 2× bead mix containing 25 MALBAC 

beads/µL in ultrapure water. MALBAC beads were beads conjugated to primers (sequences in 

Table 2.3) with a photocleavable linker, followed by the MALBAC PCR handle145,162, 12 base 

pairs of random split-and-pool bases corresponding to the cell barcode (same across all primers 

on a bead, different across beads), and a random primer (randomly different for each primer on 

a bead) (beads custom ordered from Chemgenes). The 2× sperm cell mix and 2× bead mix 

were immediately combined into microfluidic droplets using Drop-seq’s152 microfluidic device 
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and protocol (lab protocol available at http://mccarrolllab.org/dropseq/). Droplets were then 

placed on a VWR White/Dual UV Transilluminator set to 365 nm UV for 5 minutes, with one 

rotation at 2.5 minutes, to detach primers from beads. MALBAC was performed in droplets by 

thermal cycling the tubes containing droplets for 3 minutes at 94°C; followed by 8 cycles total of: 

45 seconds at 10°C, 45 seconds at 20°C, 45 seconds at 30°C, 45 seconds at 40°C, 45 seconds 

at 50°C, 2 minutes at 65°C, 20 seconds at 94°C, and 20 seconds at 58°C; followed by holding 

at 4°C. 

 To break the droplet emulsion and allow extraction of the MALBAC products, 30 µL 

perfluorooctanol (PFO, Sigma) and 500 µL QIAquick PCR Purification kit DNA binding buffer 

(Qiagen) was added to the droplets for each 100 µL of droplet-oil volume. This mixture was 

vortexed at high speed for 1 minute and then spun in a benchtop centrifuge for 1 minute, 

resulting in separation of the aqueous and oil layers. The full aqueous volume (including DNA 

binding buffer) was removed from the top of the tube and purified with the QIAquick PCR 

Purification kit following its protocol, using one QIAquick column for every 600-650 µL of 

aqueous volume. We used 30 µL of this cleaned product (elution from one column) as input for 

further amplification. It was combined with 6.5 µL Thermopol buffer (NEB), 0.52 µL 25mM 

dNTPs (NEB), 1.95 µL 10 µM MALBAC universal primer (Table 2.3), 1 µL Deep Vent (exo-) 

DNA Polymerase (NEB), and 46.03 µL ultrapure water. This mixture was thermal cycled, 

starting with 30 seconds at 94°C, followed by 18 cycles total of: 20 seconds at 94°C, 20 

seconds at 59°C, and 3 minutes at 72°C; followed by holding at 4°C. Libraries were created 

from this PCR product with Illumina’s Nextera XT following the Nextera XT protocol, followed by 

further amplification using one primer matching the transposon and another matching the 

MALBAC universal primer sequence but containing either the P5 or P7 adapter (Table 2.3), with 

amplification conditions as in the Nextera XT protocol. Libraries were sequenced with a custom 

sequencing primer with complete overlap of the MALBAC PCR handle (Table 2.3).
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Table 2.3. Primer sequences related to initial, MALBAC-like amplification of single-sperm 

florets, library generation, and sequencing. 
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Sperm sequencing with 10X Genomics’ new single-cell DNA sequencing kit 

 To determine the performance of 10X Genomics’ Chromium Single Cell CNV Solution on 

sperm and sperm florets, we prepared sperm florets as described above (“Final version sperm 

preparation: nuclei decondensation”) and at the same time prepared raw sperm by thawing an 

aliquot of frozen sperm cells by centrifuging for 10 minutes at 400 g at 4°C. After removal of the 

supernatant, the pellet was resuspended in 10 µL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Gibco/Life 

Technologies) and re-centrifuged under the same conditions, followed by another identical wash 

and resuspension in PBS. Raw sperm cells were quantified in the same way as sperm florets, 

described above. 

 Single-cell libraries were generated following the protocol for 10X Genomics’ Chromium 

Single Cell CNV Solution (User Guide: Chromium Single Cell DNA Reagent Kits Rev B) starting 

with section 1.0. Raw sperm cells and sperm florets were diluted to 4000 cells/µL and 2000 cells 

were targeted for recovery following the user guide’s cell suspension volume calculator table. 

 

Methods: implementing Sperm-seq on cells from 20 sperm donors 

General Notes 

Our scripts are available via Zenodo, at http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2581596. They 

are referenced by name in the sections describing analyses they perform, and documentation 

describing how to run specific scripts is available in Appendix 2. Other computational tools are 

available as referenced. All statistical analyses were performed in R unless otherwise noted. All 

p-values reported are two-sided unless otherwise noted. 

 

Sample information 

Sperm samples from 20 anonymous, karyotypically normal sperm donors were obtained 

from New England Cryogenic Center under a Not Human Subjects determination from the 
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Harvard Faculty of Medicine Office of Human Research Administration (protocol numbers 

M23743-101 and IRB16-0834). Donors consented at the time of initial donation for samples to 

be used for research purposes. (Specimens can be obtained from New England Cryogenic 

Center upon IRB approval.) Samples arrived in liquid nitrogen in “egg yolk buffer” or “standard 

buffer with glycerol” (no further buffer information provided) and were aliquoted and stored in 

liquid nitrogen in the same buffers until library preparation. 

We do not know the precise age of these sperm donors because it is against sperm 

bank policy to release this information. However, per sperm bank policy, all donors are over 18 

years old and younger than 38 years old at the time of donation. A different cohort would be 

required for analysis of any age effects.  

All donor identifiers used in the paper were new identifiers created specifically for this 

study and are not linked to any New England Cryogenic Center identifiers. 

 

Single-sperm library preparation 

 Droplets were prepared using the following modifications to 10X Genomics’ GemCode 

(version 1163) User Guide Revision C (in place of steps 5.1–5.3.9). All reagents came from the 

10X Genomics GemCode kit. Nuclear-decondensed sperm (prepared as described above in 

“Final version sperm preparation: nuclei decondensation” section in “Methods: Developing 

Sperm-seq”) were prepared for use as input by combining 10,833 sperm with ultrapure water to 

a final volume of 5 µL; 10,000 sperm were used for library generation. To each sperm sample 

was added 60 µL of a master mix containing 32.5 µL GemCode reagent mix, 1.5 µL primer 

release agent, 9.2 µL GemCode polymerase, and 16.8 µL ultrapure water, and then the same 

was mixed by gentle pipetting with a wide-bore multichannel pipette. 

 GemCode beads were prepared by vortexing at full speed for 25 seconds, and then 

diluted 1:11 with ultrapure water to a total volume of at least 90 µL of 1:11-diluted beads per 
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sample. Per 10X’s protocol, 60 µL of sample-master mix combination was added to the droplet 

generation chip, followed by 85 µL of freshly pipette-mixed 1:11-diluted bead mixture and 150 

µL of fresh droplet generation oil. 

 Droplets were then generated and processed through library generation following 10X 

Genomics’ GemCode (version 1) User Guide Revision C (starting with step 5.3.10 and 

continuing with the rest of section 5 and all of section 6). 

 

Sequencing 

Two libraries were generated for each of the 20 sperm donors, with eight total libraries 

generated in a batch (eight wells per 10X Genomics GemCode chip). Additional libraries were 

generated for four initial samples with low output (analyzed) cell counts. Libraries were 

sequenced on S2 200 cycle flow cells on an Illumina NovaSeq, with four or five libraries 

sequenced per flow cell. The read structure was 178 cycles read 1, 8 cycles read 2 (index read 

one), 14 cycles read 3 (index read two containing the cell barcode), and 5 cycles read 4 

(unused; included to fulfill the NovaSeq’s paired-end requirement). 

 

Bulk sequence data processing 

 To convert the data to mapped BAM files with cell and molecular barcodes encoded as 

read tags, we used Picard Tools (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard) and Drop-seq Tools 

(https://github.com/broadinstitute/Drop-seq/releases; see https://github.com/broadinstitute/Drop-

seq/blob/master/doc/Drop-seq_Alignment_Cookbook.pdf for details on running many of the 

tools)152:  

Illumina BCL files were converted to unmapped BAM files using Picard’s 

ExtractIlluminaBarcodes and IlluminaBasecallsToSam with read structure 178T8B14T (cell 

barcodes, present in the i5 index, were incorporated as read 2 for ease of downstream 
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processing). 10X Genomics GemCode index barcode sequences (four per sample) were 

supplied for de-multiplexing. 

Next, BAMs were processed to include unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) and cell 

barcodes as read tags, and to exclude reads with poor-quality cell barcodes or UMIs. 

Consequently, each read was retained as single-end with its 14-bp cell barcode stored in tag 

XC and its 10-bp molecular barcode/unique molecular identifier (UMI) stored in tag XM. We 

used the first 10 bp of read 1 as the UMI, as this sequence contains the random primer used to 

prime the read as well as the bases in the genome directly following the site where the primer 

bound. First, Drop-seq Tools’ TagBamWithReadSequenceExtended was called with 

BASE_RANGE=1-14, BASE_QUALITY=10, BARCODED_READ=2, DISCARD_READ=true, 

TAG_NAME=XC, NUM_BASES_BELOW_QUALITY=1 to convert the second read (cell 

barcode) to tag XC and to drop this read from the output BAM file, tagging reads with at least 

one cell barcode base having quality below 10 with tag XQ. Subsequently, 

TagBamWithReadSequenceExtended was called again with BASE_RANGE=1-10, 

BASE_QUALITY=10, HARD_CLIP_BASES=true, BARCODED_READ=1, 

DISCARD_READ=false, TAG_NAME=XM, NUM_BASES_BELOW_QUALITY=1 to convert the 

first 10 bases of read 1 (template read) into the molecular barcode, tagged XM, tagging reads 

with more than one molecular barcode base having quality below 10 with tag XQ. Finally, Drop-

seq Tools’ FilterBAM was called with parameter TAG_REJECT=XQ to exclude reads with low-

quality bases in either the cell or molecular barcodes. 

Reads were aligned to hg38 using bwa mem172. BAMs were converted to FastQ using 

Picard’s SamToFastQ. FastQ reads were aligned using bwa mem -M, and then unmapped 

BAMs were merged with mapped BAMs using Picard’s MergeBamAlignment, with non-default 

options INCLUDE_SECONDARY_ALIGNMENTS=false and PAIRED_RUN=false. Reads were 

considered PCR duplicates if they had the same cell and molecular barcodes and mapped to 

the same start position as a higher-quality read (best quality read retained) using Drop-seq 
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Tools’ SpermSeqMarkDuplicates (part of Drop-seq tools v2.2 and above) with options 

STRATEGY=READ_POSITION, CELL_BARCODE_TAG=XC, 

MOLECULAR_BARCODE_TAG=XM, NUM_BARCODES=20000, CREATE_INDEX=true. (BAM 

file for all lanes and index sequences from the same sample were merged using Picard’s 

MergeSamFiles prior to alignment and/or during duplicate marking with all BAMs given as input 

to SpermSeqMarkDuplicates.) 

 

Sperm donor variant calling and individual sperm cell genotyping 

 For each donor, we pooled all reads from all libraries, including reads that did not derive 

from a barcode associated with a complete sperm cell (sperm cells had many reads per cell 

barcode; some barcodes were only associated with a few reads, which nonetheless derive from 

donor DNA, rather than with an entire haploid genome). Using GATK v3.7173,174 in hg38, we 

followed GATK’s best practices documentation for base quality score recalibration, gVCF 

generation using HaplotypeCaller (in DISCOVERY mode with -stand_call_conf 20), and joint 

genotyping with GenotypeGVCFs. We filtered variants by first selecting only SNPs for 

downstream use with SelectVariants -selectType SNP and flagging those with a QD score < 3 

for exclusion using VariantFiltration (--filterExpression “QD<3.0”). We then performed VQSR 

following GATK’s best practices, except that we excluded annotations MQ and DP 

(VariantRecalibrator with GATK provided resources; -an QD, MQRankSum, ReadPosRankSum, 

FS, and SOR; -mode SNP; --trustAllPolymorphic; and tranches 90, 99.0, 99.5, 99.9, and 100.0). 

We applied tranche 99.9 recalibration using ApplyRecalibration -mode SNP and obtained the 

names of SNPs from dbSNP 146175 using VariantAnnotator --dbsnp. Because we observed 

false positives even at lower tranches, we further filtered our sites to contain only biallelic SNPs 

present in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium in 1000 Genomes Phase 3168 using SelectVariants --

concordance with a VCF containing only these sites (from GATK’s resource bundle, which 

contained a lifted-over VCF when used). To narrow to the final set of heterozygous SNPs used 
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in phasing and single-sperm analysis, we also excluded SNPs in centromeric regions or 

acrocentric arms as defined by the UCSC Genome Browser’s cytoband track176,177 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu), and those in known paralogous regions as lifted over from Genovese 

et al 2014178, and selected only heterozygous SNPs using SelectVariants -selectType SNP --

selectTypeToExclude INDEL --restrictAllelesTo BIALLELIC --excludeFiltered --

setFilteredGtToNocall --selectexpressions 'vc.getGenotype("'"<sample name>"'").isHet()'. 

 We identified which of these SNPs were present in each sperm cell and which allele was 

present using the tool GenotypeSperm (part of Drop-seq tools v2.2 and later, 

https://github.com/broadinstitute/Drop-seq). First, we generated an interval file for each 

heterozygous SNP in the donor’s genome using Drop-seq Tools’ CreateSNPIntervalFromVCF. 

We determined the number of reads and molecular barcodes covering each base at each 

heterozygous SNP using GenotypeSperm with INTERVALS= the previously-generated interval 

file for the donor and cell barcodes (CELL_BC_FILE) expected to correspond to full haploid 

genomes (identification described in the next section). 

 For downstream analyses (identifying doublets, crossover calling), we generated a file 

with columns cell, pos, and gt, with gt having the value 0 for the reference allele and 1 for the alt 

allele by including SNPs that had one or more UMIs covering only one base (from 

GenotypeSperm) matching the reference or alternate allele (from GATK). (See our script 

gtypesperm2cellsbyrow.R.)  

 

Generation and validation of chromosome-length phased haplotypes 

 To phase sperm donors’ genomes, we used all quality-controlled sites (as described 

above) from all cell barcodes expected to correspond to sperm cells. We identified barcodes 

potentially associated with cells by plotting the cumulative fraction of reads associated with each 

ranked barcode and identifying the inflection point of this curve, i.e., the point at which including 

more barcodes only marginally increased the proportion of total reads included, such that each 
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subsequent barcode was associated with few reads (we used Drop-seq Tools’ 

BamTagHistogram to obtain ranked read counts per cell barcode). We further narrowed this set 

to include only barcodes with substantial read depth on either the X or the Y chromosome but 

not both, as the vast majority of sperm cells should contain only one sex chromosome; thus, 

most barcodes associated with both the X and the Y chromosome likely captured two or more 

sperm cells. (We later added all these barcodes back in before formally identifying doublet cell 

barcodes). 

To phase, for each chromosome we converted per-cell SNP calls into “fragments” for 

input into the HapCUT phasing software169,170 by considering each consecutive pair of SNPs 

observed in a cell to be a fragment (see our script gtypesperm2fmf.R) and excluding 

observations of SNPs where the observed allele was not the reference or alternate allele in the 

parental genome or where more than one allele was observed. We then used HapCUT with 

parameter –maxiter 100 to generate phase blocks; all phase blocks generated are the length of 

entire chromosomes. After identifying and removing cell doublets (see below), we repeated 

phasing with only non-doublet cell barcodes to correct any possible phase errors resulting from 

the inclusion of cell doublets. 

We validated our phasing method in several ways. First, we simulated single-cell SNP 

observations from known haplotypes, including 2% genotype errors and a variable percentage 

of cell doublets. Briefly, sites were randomly sampled from one known haplotype of 

chromosome 17 until a crossover location probabilistically assigned based on the deCODE 

recombination map18, then randomly sampled from the other haplotype (for simplicity, one 

crossover was simulated per cell, consistent with crossover expectation on a short 

chromosome). To simulate PCR or sequencing errors, after the entire chromosome was 

simulated, 2% of the sites were randomly assigned to an allele. Doublets were simulated by 

combining two cells and retaining 70% of the observed sites at random. (See our script 

simulatespermseqfromhaps.py.) We performed five random simulations for each doublet 
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proportion, mean proportion of total chromosomal sites “observed” in each cell, and total 

number of cells simulated, and then followed our phasing protocol on the simulated cell sets. 

We calculated the proportion of sites with the same allele from phasing with our simulated cells 

as the input haplotypes (unphased alleles counted as incorrect).  

We also phased an initial sperm donor’s genome from actual Sperm-seq data and 

compared these phased haplotypes to haplotypes generated for this donor using the population-

based phasing algorithm Eagle166,167. We compared the phase relationship between each 

consecutive pair of SNPs (identifying the proportion of switch errors between the two phased 

sets). We further examined all pairs of alleles in perfect linkage disequilibrium in 1000 Genomes 

Phase 3168 in the populations matching the donor’s ancestry to determine whether these alleles 

occurred on the same experimentally derived haplotype.  

 

Identification of cell doublets  

 To identify cell barcodes associated with more than one sperm cell (cell doublets), we 

identified the haplotype of origin for all observed autosomal SNPs in each cell barcode and then 

counted the number of times consecutively observed SNP alleles appeared on different parental 

haplotypes, which could occur because of crossover, error, or the presence of two haplotypes in 

the same droplet (doublet). We ranked barcodes by the proportion of consecutive SNPs that 

spanned haplotypes in this way using all SNPs from all autosomes except the autosome with 

the most haplotype-spanning consecutive SNPs (so as to avoid mistakenly identifying cells with 

chromosome gains as doublets). This resulted in a clear inflection point wherein cell doublets 

had a higher, quickly accelerating proportion of haplotype-spanning consecutive SNPs. All cell 

barcodes below this inflection point (identified with the function ede from the R package 

inflection https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=inflection) were considered non-doublet. (See 

our script computeSwitchesandInflThresh.R.) 
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Restricting to cell barcodes with coverage of the entire genome 

 To examine evenness of coverage and enable aneuploidy identification, we used 

Genome STRiP (http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/genomestrip/) 164,165 to determine 

sequence read depth (observed number of reads divided by expected number of reads) in 100-

kb uniquely mappable bins (which may be larger than 100 kb of chromosomal territory) across 

the genome in each sperm cell, using Genome STRiP’s default GC bias correction and 

repetitive region masking for gr38. We divided this read depth by 2 to obtain read depth per 

haploid rather than diploid genome. Input to Genome STRiP was a BAM file containing only 

cells of interest with read groups set to <sample name>:<cell barcode> (created using Drop-seq 

Tools’ ConvertTagToReadGroup with options CELL_BARCODE_TAG=XC, 

SAMPLE_NAME=<name of sample/donor>, CREATE_INDEX=true, and CELL_BC_FILE 

pointed to a list of cell barcodes potentially associated with cells, described above). 

Although read depth was usually centered at 1 across chromosomes, we noted that a 

minority of cell barcodes were associated with eccentric read depth across many chromosomes, 

with read depth vacillating between 0 and 2 or more in waves. (We hypothesize that these cell 

barcodes were associated with sperm cells that did not properly decondense, such that some 

regions of the genome were more accessible than others, leading to undulating read depth due 

to transitions between more and less accessible chromatin.) To identify and exclude such 

barcodes, we treated read depths across each chromosome as a time series and used Box-

Jenkins Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) modelling (implemented via the R 

package forecast179,180, excluding differencing) to model how read depth observations relied on 

their previous values (as in “wave” cases) and their overall averages. By visual inspection, we 

determined that chromosomes with certain ARIMA criteria were likely to be unstable in read 

depth, and that cell barcodes with five or more such identified chromosomes were likely to have 

eccentric read depth globally. We flagged individual chromosomes if 1) The sum of AR1 and 

AR2 coefficients was greater than 0.7, the AR1 coefficient was greater than 0.9, or the net sum 
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of all AR and MA coefficients was greater than 1.25 and 2) either the net sum of AR and MA 

coefficients was greater than 0.4 or the intercept was less than 0.8 or greater than 1.2. If both 

criteria in (2) were met, this signified an exceedingly odd chromosome, which was therefore 

counted twice. Cell barcodes with five or more chromosomes flagged in this way were excluded 

from downstream analyses. Because gains of large amounts of the genome cause artificially 

depressed read depths on non-gained chromosomes, we manually examined any cells with a 

large range of ARIMA intercepts and over five chromosomes denoted as unstable. Any such 

cells that had simply gained a large proportion of the genome, e.g., 3 copies of chromosome 2, 

were included rather than excluded. We initially cross-referenced all cell exclusions with called 

aneuploidies, confirming that cells were not excluded simply on the basis of having lost or 

gained a chromosome. 

(See our scripts setupgsreaddepth.R, exclbadreaddepth_arima_1.R, 

exclbadreaddepth_initid_2.R, and exclbadreaddepth_finalize_3.R) 

 

Identification and use of replicate barcodes (“bead doublets”) 

 In addition to cases in which two sperm cells are in the same droplet with the same cell-

barcoded bead (see “Identification of cell doublets”), it is possible for one sperm cell to be 

encapsulated in a droplet with more than one barcoded bead. We determined the proportion of 

SNPs that were of the same haplotype for each pair of barcodes to identify cases where pairs of 

sperm genomes were identical. Because barcodes capture different sets of SNPs, we imputed 

the haplotype of all heterozygous SNPs based on the haplotype of surrounding observed SNPs 

and locations of recombination events (identified as described in Chapter 3) and compared all 

SNPs across sperm cell pairs. SNPs occurring between identified boundaries of crossovers 

were excluded from analysis. Sperm cells shared on average 50% of their genomes, with 

differential sharing normally distributed except for a few high-outlying sets of barcodes that 

shared nearly 100% of their SNP haplotypes – these were considered to represent “bead 
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doublets” or replicate barcodes. All downstream analyses were performed on a unique set of 

cell barcodes, i.e., only one barcode from a set corresponding to the same cell was chosen 

randomly and used for analysis. (See our scripts imputeHaplotypeAllSNPs.R, 

compareSpermHapsPropSNPs.R, combineChrsSpermHapsPropSNPs.R, and 

curateNonRepBCList.R)



 

Chapter 3 

Recombination rate, crossover placement, and crossover 

interference are correlated across sperm donors and 

across sperm cells 

 

Chapter 3: Recombination rate, crossover placement, and crossover interference are correlated across sperm donors and across sperm cells 
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Introduction 

One way to learn about recombination in humans has been to study how genomes are 

inherited across generations. DNA variation data are now available for millions of people and 

thousands of families; the locations of crossovers can be estimated from genomic segment 

sharing among relatives and from linkage-disequilibrium patterns in populations11,12,14,16,80. 

Although these studies sample only the small number of reproductively successful gametes 

from individual humans, such analyses have revealed that average crossover number and 

crossover location vary among individual humans and associate with common variants (single 

nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs) at many genomic loci13,15-18,37.  

 Another powerful approach to studying crossovers is to directly visualize humans’ 

recombination processes in individual meiocytes. For example, studies can observe double-

strand breaks (a subset of which progress to crossovers) by monitoring proteins that bind to 

such breaks41,43,45,181 and detect designated crossovers42,43,45,46,116,181,182. Studies based on such 

methods have revealed substantial cell-to-cell variation, even among cells from the same 

individual, in crossover number in a way correlated with the physical compaction of meiotic 

chromosomes46,122,125,126.  

 More recently, human meiotic phenotypes have begun to be studied via genotyping or 

sequencing up to 100 sperm cells from one person, demonstrating that crossovers (and 

aneuploidy) can be ascertained from direct analysis of sperm genomes144-146. Single-cell 

analysis of oocytes, embryos, and polar bodies has also been used to successfully infer 

recombination events and analyze their effects on chromosome segregation149,150. 

Despite these advances, it has not yet been possible to measure recombination 

phenotypes genome-wide in many individual gametes from many people, which has limited our 

understanding of how these phenotypes relate to one another among cells and among 

individuals. As sperm cells are numerous and easily sampled, especially compared to human 

oocytes, they are ideal for studies of many gametes and many individuals. We used our droplet-
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based single-sperm sequencing technology Sperm-seq (Chapter 2) to more deeply investigate 

recombination relationships. 

 

Recombination rate in sperm donors and sperm cells 

Analysis of Sperm-seq data identifies crossover (recombination) events as transitions 

between parental haplotypes (Figure 3.1a, Methods). We identified 813,122 crossovers in the 

31,228 gamete genomes (mean 26.03 per gamete; 25,839-62,110 per sperm donor, Table 3.1). 

Previous human sperm cell sequencing and typing studies identified 2,000–2,400 

crossovers145,146, and the most recent single-sperm sequencing technology identified 24,672 

crossovers in hybrid mice148. Recently, a very large pedigree-based study found 1,476,140 

paternal crossovers in 56,321 paternal meioses37. 

The resolution of crossovers, which depends on density of SNP ascertainment in the cell 

and at the locus where they occur, was < 10 kb for 1.2% (9,746) of crossovers, < 100 kb for 

23.0% (186,695), < 500 kb for 75.0% (610,121), < 1 Mb for 90.5% (735,955), and < 5 Mb for 

99.7% (810,331). 

In analysis of data from bead doublets, 95.6% of crossovers were detected in both cell 

barcodes; another 2.1% were near the ends of SNP coverage on chromosomes, where the 

power to detect crossovers is incomplete (Figure 3.2). Estimates of crossover rate and location 

were robust to down-sampling to the same number of SNP observations in each cell (Figure 

3.3, Methods). 

Crossovers, which create new allelic combinations, differ in genomic locations and 

average number among individual humans12-15,17,18. The 20 individual sperm donors exhibited 

recombination rates ranging from 22.2 (95% confidence interval [CI] 22.0–22.4) to 28.1 (95% CI 

27.9–28.4) crossovers per cell, consistent with earlier rate estimates from a few living 

children12,13,15,17,18,37 or up to 100 sperm cells145,146 (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1b,c, Figures 3.4-3.5). 

For each chromosome, the proportion of cells with each observed number of crossovers varied
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Figure 3.1. Crossover identification and recombination rate from single-sperm 

sequencing. a, Crossover calling strategy. Three example cells are shown for each of two 

chromosomes. After genome phasing, each allele observed at any heterozygous site (blue 

circle) in a cell is assigned to its haplotype of origin (horizontal lines); crossovers (vertical 

dashed red lines) are transitions between haplotypes. b, Density plot showing per-cell number 

of autosomal crossovers for all 31,228 cells and 813,122 total autosomal crossovers from 20 

sperm donors (per-donor cell and crossover numbers as in Table 3.1, aneuploid chromosomes 

excluded from crossover analysis). Line colors, donor’s mean crossovers per cell from low 

(blue) to high (red). This same mean recombination rate-derived color scheme is used for 

donors in all figures. Recombination rate differs among donors (Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 

3,665, df =19, p < 10-300). (Figure 3.5 shows this data cumulatively.) c, Per-chromosome 

crossover number in each of the 20 sperm donors (data as in (b) but segmented by 

chromosome). Figure 3.4 shows all 22 autosomes. d, Per-chromosome genetic map lengths 

from each donor, linkage-based genetic chromosome lengths from HapMap80 (includes 

crossover-rich female meioses), and pedigree-based chromosome lengths from deCODE18 

(deCODE genetic maps stop 2.5 Mb from the ends of SNP coverage). e, Physical vs. genetic 

distances (for individualized sperm donor genetic maps and deCODE’s paternal genetic map) 

plotted at 500 kb intervals (hg38). Gray boxes denote centromeric regions (or centromeres and 

acrocentric arms). Figure 3.6 shows all 22 autosomes. 
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Figure 3.1 (Continued)
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Figure 3.2. Use of “bead doublets” to characterize the concordance of crossover 

inferences between distinct samplings of the same haploid genome by different barcodes 

(bead doublets are cases where two barcoded beads were captured by one droplet with the 

same sperm cell, Chapter 2). Analyses of the bead doublets (barcode pairs) were compared to 

100 random barcode pairs per donor. Crossover inferences were classified as “concordant” 

(overlapping, detected in both barcodes), as “one SNP apart” (separated by just one SNP, 

detected in both barcodes), as “near end of coverage” (within 15 heterozygous SNPs of the end 

of SNP coverage at a telomere, where power to infer crossovers is partial), or as discordant. 

Error bars (with small magnitude) show binomial 95% confidence intervals for the number of 

crossovers per category divided by number of crossovers total in both barcodes (32,714 

crossovers total in 1,201 bead doublet pairs; 67,862 crossovers total in 2,000 random barcode 

pairs; some barcodes are in multiple bead doublet or random barcode pairs).  
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Figure 3.3. Numbers and locations of crossovers called from down-sampled data 

(randomly chosen equal number of SNPs in each cell). To eliminate any potential effect of 

unequal sequence coverage across donors and cells, down-sampling was used to create data 

sets with equal numbers of heterozygous SNPs typed in each cell. Crossovers were called from 

these random equally sized sets of SNPs from all cells. a and b, Crossover number per cell 

globally (a) and per chromosome (b) (as in Figure 3.1b,c; 785,476 total autosomal crossovers 

called from down-sampled SNPs included, 30,778 cells included, aneuploid chromosomes 

excluded). c, (As in Figure 3.8b.) Density plots of crossover location with crossover midpoints 

plotted and area scaled to be equal to per-chromosome crossover rate. Gray rectangles mark 

centromeric regions; hg38. d, Similar numbers of crossovers were called from full data and 

equally down-sampled SNP data: we performed correlation tests for each donor and 

chromosome to compare the number of crossovers called from all data to the number of 

crossovers called from equal numbers of randomly down-sampled SNPs. Each row is a donor 

and each column is a chromosome (except the first column, which is global crossover number); 

color corresponds to Pearson’s r value (all chromosome comparisons r > 0.86, all p < 10-300). e, 

Crossovers called from equally down-sampled SNP data were in similar locations to those 

called from all data: we used Kruskal–Wallis tests to compare the distribution of crossover 

location of crossovers called from all data to the distribution of crossover location of crossovers 

called from equally down-sampled SNP data. Each row is a donor and each column is a 

chromosome; color corresponds to the Kruskal–Wallis p value (all df = 1, p = 1). 
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Figure 3.3 (Continued) 
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Figure 3.4. Per-chromosome crossover count for 20 sperm donors (colored blue [low] to red 

[high] based on global average crossover rate) and 22 autosomes showing the proportion of 

sperm cells with each crossover number per chromosome (aneuploid chromosomes excluded 

from crossover calling), as in Figure 3.1c. 
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Figure 3.5. Cumulative distribution of number of crossovers per cell across 20 sperm 

donors (color corresponds to mean crossover rate, all 813,122 autosomal crossovers shown 

[aneuploid chromosomes excluded from crossover calling]). All 31,228 cells are included (same 

data as in Figure 3.1b).
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among individuals in the way predicted by their global crossover rate (Figure 3.1b, Figure 3.4). 

The 813,122 inferred crossovers allowed us to generate genetic maps for each of the donors; 

these maps were broadly concordant with deCODE’s paternal genetic map previously estimated 

by genotyping thousands of families18 (Figure 3.1d,e; Figure 3.6). Crossover rates (cM/physical 

distance) were correlated between sperm donors and between sperm donors and known 

genetic maps (pedigree-derived paternal map from deCODE18 and population linkage 

disequilibrium-derived sex-averaged map from HapMap80). Among-sperm donor correlation 

(Pearson’s r) in crossover rate (cM/physical distance) ranged from 0.62 to 0.88 at small 500 kb 

scale, and from 0.95 to 0.99 at larger 10 Mb scale, and the correlation between sperm donors 

and deCODE’s recombination rates ranged from 0.66 to 0.86 at 500 kb scale and 0.92 to 0.96 

at 10 Mb scale. Between sperm donors and HapMap’s recombination rates, correlation 

coefficients ranged from 0.51 to 0.64 at 500 kb scale and 0.89 to 0.93 at 10 Mb scale. The 

individual genetic map from a previous single-sperm study145 had similar correlation with 

population resources: in 3 Mb bins, Pearson’s r correlation coefficients with HapMap sex-

averaged and deCODE paternal maps were 0.71 and 0.77, respectively. 

More variation was present at the single-cell level: the range in the routine number of 

crossovers per cell was 17 to 37 (1st and 99th percentiles, median across donors), with an 

across-cell standard deviation of 4.23 (median across donors). Crossover number could in 

principle be co-regulated nucleus-wide, as suggested by the correlation of crossover number 

across chromosomes observed in pedigrees17 and spermatocytes undergoing meiosis125,126. To 

detect such relationships in our data, we looked for a correlation of crossover number across 

chromosomes among individual sperm cells. Because crossover number is noisy within cells, 

such a correlation of crossover number across chromosomes within cells could be hard to 

detect. Moreover, in sperm cells, coordination of crossover number across chromosomes would 

occur in the primary spermatocytes undergoing meiosis, with its effects (crossovers) distributed 

randomly among the four daughter cells, resulting in a diffuse, hard-to-detect signal of small 
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Figure 3.6. Per-chromosome individualized genetic maps for 20 sperm donors and 22 

autosomes, as in Figure 3.1e (dashed line highlighted with yellow, deCODE’s18 paternal 

pedigree-based genetic map, which excludes SNPs within 2.5 Mb of the most telomeric SNP 

observed). Physical vs. genetic distances plotted at 500 kb intervals (hg38). Gray boxes denote 

centromeric regions (or centromeres and acrocentric arms). 
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Figure 3.6 (Continued)
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magnitude. Therefore, to maximize power, we looked for this correlation between the number of 

crossovers in the largest possible equally sized sets of chromosomes (odd-numbered vs. even-

numbered), recognizing that any observed correlation would likely substantially underestimate 

the biological effect size. Furthermore, we aggregated all 31,228 cells across all 20 donors by 

converting the total crossovers on all odd-numbered chromosome crossovers to a percentile 

and doing the same with the summed even-numbered chromosome crossovers. In fact, 

individual gametes with fewer crossovers in half of their genome had fewer crossovers in the 

other half: the correlation across these 31,228 cells was r = 0.09, p = 8 × 10-54. 

All 20 individual donors had a positive Pearson's r (sign test p = 2 × 10-6). Among donors 

(median r = 0.1, median p = 3 × 10-5), the donor with r closest to median (NC4) had r = 0.11, p = 

3 × 10-5; the donor with the smallest r (NC12) had r = 0.04, p = 0.09; and the donor with the 

largest r (NC10) had r = 0.25, p < 10-14. 

These point estimates greatly underestimate the true correlation of crossover number 

across chromosomes in spermatocytes, as any co-regulation of crossover number across 

chromosomes would occur in the spermatocyte, whose daughter gametes each have only a 

50% chance of inheriting any given parental crossover. 

The number of observed crossovers per chromosome per gamete exhibited less 

variance than expected relative to a purely random (Poisson) process, in which all crossovers 

are independent events. The observed median variance in crossover number across 

chromosomes and donors was 0.71, a 41% reduction relative to the median expected variance 

of 1.20 (this reduction was significant: one-sample chi-squared test on variance p < 6 x 10-10 for 

all donors and chromosomes). Additionally, fewer cells had chromosomes with no crossovers or 

many crossovers than would be predicted by a model in which crossovers are independent, 

random events (Figure 3.7) (all donors’ and chromosomes’ chi-squared test against the 

expected Poisson distribution p < 2 x 10-6; Methods). This is consistent with biological constraint 

on crossover number, a major determinant of which is crossover interference (reviewed in 33,34). 
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Figure 3.7. Observed versus randomly expected number of crossovers per chromosome. 

Random (Poisson) expectation of the number of cells with each number of crossovers on each 

chromosome, blue line; observed crossover number distribution, black histogram. Data shown is 

from donor NC4, median donor in this analysis (overall 10th of 20 in both significance vs. 

Poisson in a chi-squared test of goodness of fit and 10th of 20 in expected Poisson vs. observed 

chi-squared test of variance for total crossover number). All chromosomes’ distributions are 

significantly different from Poisson (least significant chromosome in any donor p = 1 × 10-9). 
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Figure 3.7 (Continued)
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Crossover location and interference  

 Crossovers are distributed non-uniformly along chromosomes, in patterns that vary at 

both fine scales (such as their recurrence in hotspots) and large scales (such as their 

concentration in sub-telomeric regions in male meiosis)11,13,15,16,18,80,83,86. Although the spatial 

resolution of most crossover inferences was not well suited for analyzing fine-scale selection of 

crossover sites (e.g., hotspots), the large number of crossovers ascertained per sperm donor 

(25,839-62,110 ) made it possible to analyze variation in large-scale crossover placement.  

Crossovers were concentrated in large regions of the genome (“crossover zones”) that 

were shared across donors (Figures 3.8-3.10). Zones in the sub-telomeric regions had the most 

crossovers, whereas regions close to the centromere had fewer crossovers, consistent with 

earlier findings11,13,16,18,88 (Figure 3.8a). However, on the larger acrocentric chromosomes 

(chromosomes 13, 14, and 15), which do not perform crossovers in their p arms, each 

centromere-proximal zone had a crossover rate comparable to the most telomeric zone on the 

same chromosome. 

 The crossover zones with the most variable usage (across people) were all adjacent to 

centromeres (Figure 3.8b, Figure 3.10); individuals with high recombination rates used these 

zones much more frequently (crossover location patterns were robust to among-donor coverage 

differences, Figure 3.8c,e). Of the 10 crossover zones with crossover rates correlating most 

strongly with global recombination rate, all but one were centromere-proximal, and the 

exception was separated from the centromere by only one small zone. Consequently, the 

proportion of crossovers in the most distal zones of the chromosomes varied strikingly among 

individuals (Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 2,334, df = 19, p < 10-300) and was negatively 

correlated with recombination rate (Pearson’s r = -0.95, p = 2 × 10-10) (Figure 3.11a). 

Consistently with these findings, in two individuals with microscopically-visualized chiasmata, 

the lower-recombination rate individual placed crossovers near centromeres noticeably less 

frequently182.
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Figure 3.8. Crossover location patterns across chromosomes (in “crossover zones”). 

Each donor’s crossovers are plotted as a colored line; color indicates donor crossover rate as in 

Figure 3.1.; gray boxes mark centromeres (or centromeres and acrocentric arms). The midpoint 

between the SNPs bounding the crossover was used as the single position for each crossover 

in all analyses. a, Crossover locations (density plot) on “meta-chromosomes.” All crossovers are 

plotted based on where they occurred in the chromosome arm. For acrocentric chromosomes, 

only the q arm was considered; for non-acrocentric chromosomes, the p and q arms were 

afforded space based on the proportion of the genome (in bp) they comprise. b, Each donor’s 

crossover location density plot for individual chromosomes (per-donor numbers in Table 3.1). 

The area under each curve is proportional to the crossover rate on that chromosome for each 

donor. Dotted gray vertical lines denote crossover zone boundaries (separating crossover-

preferred regions, Figure 3.9). Figure 3.10 shows all 22 autosomes. 
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Figure 3.9. Identification of chromosomal zones of recombination use (“crossover 

zones”) from all donors’ crossovers for 22 autosomes. Density plots of crossover location for all 

sperm donors’ total 813,122 crossovers (aneuploid chromosomes excluded; crossover location 

is the midpoint between SNPs bounding crossovers) along autosomes (hg38) are shown. 

Crossover zones, alternating shaded and unshaded chromosomal regions. Local minima of 

crossover density functions mark their boundaries. Diagonally-hatched rectangles, centromeres 

(or centromeres and acrocentric arms). 
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Figure 3.9 (Continued)
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Figure 3.10. Crossover location density plots (normalized to crossover rate) for 20 sperm 

donors for 22 autosomes, as in Figure 3.8b. The area under each curve is equivalent to the 

crossover rate on that chromosome for each donor. Dotted gray vertical lines denote crossover 

zone boundaries; gray boxes mark centromeres (or centromeres and acrocentric arms). 

Coordinates are in hg38. 
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Figure 3.10 (Continued)
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Figure 3.11. Crossover placement in end zones and crossover separation vary and 

correlate with crossover rate among sperm donors (all cells, chromosomes included). The 

midpoint between the SNPs bounding the crossover was used as the single position for each 

crossover in all analyses. The proportion of crossovers falling in the most distal chromosome 

crossover zones (a) and crossover separation, a readout of crossover interference, the distance 

between consecutive crossovers expressed as the proportion of the chromosome separating 

them (b) vary among 20 sperm donors (left panels; proportion of crossovers in end per cell 

distributions among-donor Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 2,334, df = 19, p < 10-300; all distances 

between consecutive crossovers among-donor Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 4,316, df = 19, p < 

10-300). Right panels show both properties (y axes) vs. donor’s global crossover rate (x axes) 

(Correlation results for 20 sperm donors: proportion of all crossovers across cells in end r = -

0.95, p =2 × 10-10; median distance between consecutive crossovers r = -0.99, p = 9 × 10-16). 
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Crossover interference, which manifests in the tendency of crossovers to be further 

apart than expected by chance, occurs in humans88,92-94,122,125,146. The effect of crossover 

interference was visible in each of the 20 sperm donors: the distances between consecutive 

crossovers were greater in the observed data than when crossover locations were permuted 

across cells (Figures 3.12-3.16). The extent of crossover interference varied greatly among 

individual sperm donors (Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 4,316, df = 19, p < 10-300) and correlated 

inversely with a donor’s global recombination rate (Pearson’s r = -0.99, p = 9 × 10-16) (Figure 

3.11b). 

We estimated crossover placement and interference from the 180,738 chromosomes 

with exactly two crossovers to determine whether the relationships between these meiotic 

phenotypes and crossover rate were simply trivial consequences of the number of crossovers 

observed on a chromosome (Figure 3.17a). In addition to capturing the effects of a cell or 

donor’s underlying meiotic proclivity rather than detected crossover number, this analysis 

includes the effect of any crossovers that occurred in the parent spermatocyte on the detected 

two-crossover chromosome’s non-observed sister chromatid. 

On two-crossover chromosomes, end-zone usage (Figure 3.17b) and crossover 

separation (Figure 3.17c) varied across individuals (Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 1,034, df = 

19, p = 10-207 and Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 1,820, df = 19, p < 10-300, respectively) and 

correlated strongly and negatively with the donor’s genome-wide recombination rate (Pearson’s 

r = -0.95, p = 8 × 10-11 and Pearson’s r = -0.90, p = 5 × 10-8, respectively). These relationships 

indicate that inter-individual variation in recombination rates is a proxy for other meiotic 

phenotypes, including crossover interference and position preference. We performed additional 

control analyses, described in the following paragraphs, to rule out artifactual bases for this 

relationship.
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Figure 3.12. Crossover interference in individual sperm donors and on chromosomes. a, 

Solid lines show density plots (scaled by donor’s crossover rate) of the observed distance 

(separation) between consecutive crossovers as measured in the proportion of the chromosome 

separating them (left) and in genomic (Mb) distance (right), one line per donor. Dashed lines 

show the distance between consecutive crossovers when crossover locations are permuted 

randomly across cells to remove the effect of crossover interference. b, The median of observed 

distances between consecutive crossovers for one donor (NC18, 10th lowest recombination rate 

of 20 donors; blue dashed line) is shown with a histogram of the medians of 10,000 among-cell 

crossover permutations (both permutation ps < 0.0001). Units, proportion of the chromosome 

(left) and genomic (Mb) distance (right). c, Crossover separation on example chromosomes; 

plots are as in (b). (Permutation p < 0.0001 for all chromosomes in all sperm donors except 

occasionally chromosome 21, where especially few double crossovers occur). d, Median 

distances between donor NC18’s consecutive crossovers for each autosome for all inter-

crossover distances (top) and inter-crossover distances only from chromosomes with two 

crossovers (bottom). Units are proportion of the chromosome (left) and genomic (Mb) distance 

(right). e, Schematic: analyzing crossover interference in individualized genetic distance (one 20 

cM window shown) using a donor’s own recombination map. f, When parameterized using each 

donor’s own genetic map, sperm donors’ crossover interference profiles across multiple genetic 

distance windows (as shown in e) do not differ (Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 0.22, df = 19, p = 

1 using 20 estimates [cM distances] for each of 20 donors). Error bars, binomial 95% 

confidence intervals. This suggests that inter-individual variation in crossover interference, while 

substantial when measured in base pairs (as in a, b, Figure 3.17bd, and Figure 3.13), is 

negligible when measured in genetic distance, pointing to a shared influence upon crossover 

interference and crossover rate. 
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Figure 3.12 (Continued)
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Figure 3.13. Per-chromosome crossover interference (consecutive crossover separation 

density plots scaled by each donor’s crossover rate) for each of the 22 autosomes for each of 

the 20 sperm donors. All cells are included. Distance, proportion of the chromosome separating 

consecutive crossovers. (Figure 3.11b, left, shows all chromosomes combined; Figure 3.15 

shows this with a different distance unit). Data is not shown for any chromosome(s) in which any 

donor had <10 chromosomes with ≤2 crossovers. 
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Figure 3.13 (Continued)
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Figure 3.14. Per-chromosome crossover interference on two-crossover chromosomes 

(consecutive crossover separation density plots scaled by each donor’s crossover rate) for each 

of the 22 autosomes for each of the 20 sperm donors. Only chromosomes with two crossovers 

are included. Distance, proportion of the chromosome separating consecutive crossovers 

(Figure 3.17b, left, shows all chromosomes combined; Figure 3.16 shows this with a different 

distance unit). Data is not shown for any chromosome(s) in which any donor had <10 

chromosomes with 2 crossovers. 
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Figure 3.14 (Continued)
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Figure 3.15. Per-chromosome crossover interference (consecutive crossover separation 

density plots scaled by each donor’s crossover rate) for each of the 22 autosomes for each of 

the 20 sperm donors. All cells are included. Distance, genomic distance (Mb) (Figure 3.13 

shows this with a different distance unit). Data is not shown for any chromosome(s) in which any 

donor had <10 chromosomes with ≤2 crossovers. 
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Figure 3.15 (Continued)
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Figure 3.16. Per-chromosome crossover interference on two-crossover chromosomes 

(consecutive crossover separation density plots scaled by each donor’s crossover rate) for each 

of the 22 autosomes for each of the 20 sperm donors. Only chromosomes with two crossovers 

are included. Distance, genomic distance (Mb) (Figure 3.14 shows this with a different distance 

unit). Data is not shown for any chromosome(s) in which any donor had <10 chromosomes with 

2 crossovers. 
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Figure 3.16 (Continued)
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Figure 3.17. Chromosomes with two crossovers vary in crossover positioning and 

crossover separation (interference). a, Measuring the separation between crossovers, a 

readout of crossover interference (red brackets), and the proportion of crossovers in distal 

chromosome crossover zones (orange shading) on two-crossover chromosomes. The midpoint 

between the SNPs bounding the crossover was used as the single position for each crossover 

in all analyses. Error bars in (b) and (c) are 95% confidence intervals. On two-crossover 

chromosomes, the proportion of crossovers falling in the most distal chromosome crossover 

zones (b) and crossover separation (the distance between crossovers expressed as the 

proportion of the chromosome separating them) (c) vary among 20 sperm donors (left panels;) 

proportion of crossovers in end per cell distributions among-donor Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 

1,034, df = 19, p = 2 × 10-207; all crossover separations among-donor Kruskal–Wallis chi-

squared = 1,820, df = 19, p < 10-300). In (c), density plot of separation between crossovers is 

shown; the area under each curve is equivalent to each donor’s global crossover rate. Right 

panels, both properties (y axes) shown vs. global crossover rate from all chromosomes (x axes) 

(correlations: proportion of all crossovers across cells’ two-crossover chromosomes in distal 

zones r = -0.95, p = 8 × 10-11; median crossover separation on two-crossover chromosomes r = 

-0.90, p = 5 × 10-8). d, Relationship of a cell’s distal-zone crossover phenotype (the proportion of 

crossovers that are in the most distal zones) to its crossover-rate phenotype; both phenotypes 

are analyzed as percentiles relative to other sperm from the same donor. As in (b), only two-

crossover chromosomes were used to measure the distal zone crossover phenotype. (n cells 

per decile = 3,152, 3,080, 3,101 for first, fifth, and tenth deciles, respectively; Mann–Whitney W 

= 5,271,934.5, p = 2 × 10-9 between first and tenth deciles. Boxplots, medians and interquartile 

ranges; whiskers, minima to maxima. An integer effect is evident in the non-continuous 

distribution of the phenotype measurement because, at a single-cell level, the number of 

crossovers on all two-crossover chromosomes is modest.) e, Relationship of a cell’s crossover-

separation phenotype (the median of all fractions of a chromosome separating their crossovers 

in each cell, measured on two-crossover chromosomes as in other panels) to its crossover-rate 

phenotype; both phenotypes are analyzed as percentiles relative to other sperm from the same 

donor. Mann–Whitney W = 148,548,161, p = 3 × 10-53 between first (n = 11,658) and tenth (n = 

23,154) deciles (all inter-crossover separations used in test). Figure 3.12 shows more detail on 

crossover interference; Figures 3.13-3.16 show crossover separation for each autosome; 

Figure 3.18 shows data as in (d) and (e) for all crossover number deciles. 
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Figure 3.17 (Continued) 
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Different donors with different crossover rates had different chromosomal compositions 

of two-crossover chromosomes (i.e., high–crossover rate donors may have few two-crossover 

chromosome 1s but many two-crossover chromosome 18s, whereas low crossover rate donors 

may have the reverse pattern). To determine whether the observation of individuals’ crossover 

interference differences and the negative correlation between interference and crossover rate 

were robust to this compositional effect, we down-sampled each individual to have the same 

number of two-crossover chromosomes for each chromosome as the individual with the lowest 

number of two-crossover chromosomes for that chromosome (for example, NC26 had the 

minimum number of two-crossover chromosome 3s, 329, so for of all other donors, 329 two-

crossover chromosome 3s were randomly chosen for the analysis). We performed this down-

sampling five times, and in all cases, crossover interference still differed among individuals 

(Kruskal–Wallis test chi-square from 5,522 two-crossover chromosomes in each of the 20 

donors, 1,158.3–1,231.1 [median, 1,175.5]; p-value, 2 × 10-249 – 8 × 10-234 [median, 2 × 10-237]) 

and was still negatively correlated with crossover rate, with similar correlation coefficient as 

when all data were included (Pearson’s r across 20 donors, -0.90 – -0.93 [median, -0.91]; p-

value, 5 × 10-9 – 6 × 10-8 [median, 2 × 10-8]). 

In theory, the inter-individual difference in crossover interference and its negative 

correlation with crossover rate could be due to differential rates of failure to detect crossovers at 

the very ends of the chromosome, causing true three-crossover chromosomes to be included in 

the two-crossover chromosome pool. If this were to happen in a biased fashion (more often in 

higher recombination rate sperm donors), it could inflate the observed difference. To control for 

this possibility, we preferentially removed chromosomes with the shortest inter-crossover 

distances from the highest–crossover rate individuals (Methods); in this analysis, the inter-

individual differences in crossover interference (Kruskal–Wallis chi-squared = 992, df = 19, p = 3 

× 10-198, from n two-crossover chromosomes retained per donor = NC1: 5,337, NC10: 6,120, 

NC11: 104,57, NC12: 11,107, NC13: 8,450, NC14: 7,344, NC15: 9,171, NC16: 9,214, NC17: 
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8,186, NC18: 8,831, NC2: 8,268, NC22: 9,166, NC25: 12,392, NC26: 5,300, NC27: 7,019, NC3: 

7,084, NC4: 8,084, NC6: 7,466, NC8: 9,144, NC9: 10,359) and negative correlation with 

crossover rate across 20 donors (Pearson’s r = -0.80, p = 3 × 10-5) persisted. 

Single-cell analysis makes it possible to see how cellular phenotypes relate to one 

another, both across donors and across individual cells from the same donor. An intriguing 

possibility is that the same relationships generate both variation at both single-cell and person-

to-person levels. To investigate this idea, we looked for connections between crossover rate 

and other crossover phenotypes among individual sperm cells, asking whether cells with more 

or fewer crossovers than the average for their donor exhibited distinct crossover interference 

and crossover-position-preference phenotypes. On two-crossover chromosomes, cells with 

more crossovers (on other chromosomes) placed a smaller fraction of their crossovers in 

chromosomal end zones and made their crossovers closer together (Figure 3.17d,e, Figure 

3.18; Mann–Whitney W = 5,271,934.5; p = 2 × 10-9 in proportion of crossovers in distal zones in 

the 10% of cells with the highest crossover rate vs. 10% of cells with lowest crossover rate, 

Mann–Whitney W = 148,548,161, p = 3 ×10-53 result in crossover separation between cells in 

these same deciles of crossover rate; Methods). This result suggests that analogous 

relationships generate variations in meiotic outcome both among cells and across individuals.  

 

Discussion 

The genomes of 31,228 human sperm cells revealed interconnected variation among 

recombination phenotypes. These relationships existed at different and sometimes multiple 

levels: (i) individuals’ average meiotic phenotypes; (ii) variation among single sperm cells from 

the same person; and (iii) specific chromosomes and events. Inter-individual variation in 

crossover rates has previously been visible through computational analyses of SNP data11-

18,37,80. Here, single-gamete sequencing revealed that donors with high crossover rates also 

exhibit other meiotic phenotypes, including a tendency to make crossovers closer together and
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Figure 3.18. Crossover placement and interference on two-crossover chromosomes 

among cells with different crossover rates. Boxplots show medians and interquartile ranges 

with whiskers extending to 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. Each point is a cell. a, 

Within-donor percentile of proportion of crossovers from two-crossover chromosomes falling in 

distal zones plotted vs. crossover rate decile. Data as in Fig. 3.17d, but showing all 10 deciles 

of crossover rate normalized within-sperm-donor by converting each cell’s crossover count to a 

percentile within-donor (All cells from all donors shown together, n cells in deciles 1-10: 3,152, 

3,122, 3,276, 3,067, 3,080, 3,073, 3,135, 3,132, 3,090, 3,101 [31,228 total]). Because the initial 

data is proportions with small denominators (number of crossovers on all two-crossover 

chromosomes), an integer effect is evident as pileups at certain values. b, Crossover 

interference from two-crossover chromosomes (median consecutive crossover separation per 

cell shown). Data as in Fig 3.17e (each point represents the median of all percentile-expressed 

distances between crossovers from all two-crossover chromosomes in one cell, with percentile 

taken within-chromosome), groupings as in (a).  
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to place a smaller fraction of their crossovers in telomere-proximal zones (Figures 3.8, 3.17). 

The same underlying biological variation may shape all three phenotypes (rate, location, and 

separation). 

Individual cells from the same donor also appeared to have underlying meiotic 

proclivities that coordinated these meiotic outcomes across the genome and with one another. 

This was observed in the correlation of crossover number across different chromosomes: even 

among cells from the same donor, gametes with more crossovers in half of their genome tended 

to have more crossovers in the other half. High-crossover-rate cells also made pairs of 

crossovers (on the same chromosome) closer together (in genomic distance) and placed 

proportionally fewer of their crossovers in telomere-proximal chromosomal regions (Figure 

3.17d,e).  

What could cause these recombination phenotypes to be coupled to one another, across 

chromosomes and at multiple levels of organization (cells and individuals)? Intriguingly in this 

regard, the physical length of meiotic chromosomes – which is inversely related to their degree 

of compaction – has been observed to vary among meiotic cells, and individual cells with more 

compacted (shorter) chromosomes also tend to have fewer crossovers46,60,122,125,126. A simple 

model (Figure 3.19) might explain the observed correlations in our data: cell-to-cell and person-

to-person variation46 in the compaction of meiotic chromosomes could cause the variation in 

and correlations among crossover rate, location, and interference, provided that crossover 

interference occurs as a function of physical (micron) distance along the meiotic chromosome 

axis/synaptonemal complex rather than genomic (base pair) distance34,59,61,62,125 and that the 

first crossover on a chromosome is more likely to occur near a telomere123,183,184 (Figure 3.19). 

Sex differences in recombination support this model: in humans and mice, oocytes have a 

longer synaptonemal complex, more crossovers, and decreased crossover interference as 

measured in genomic (megabase) distances than spermatocytes, but the same extent of 

crossover interference as measured in micron length of the synaptonemal complex23,60,127,149. 
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Figure 3.19. Meiotic phenotype variation among single gametes and individuals may be 

governed by variation in the physical compaction of chromosomes. The physical length of 

the same chromosome varies among spermatocytes at the pachytene stage of meiosis, likely by 

differential looping of DNA along the meiotic chromosome axis (e.g. left column shows smaller 

loops, resulting in more loops total and in greater total axis length compared to the right column 

with larger loops)60,123,185-188. This physical chromosome length is correlated across 

chromosomes among cells from the same individual125,126 and correlates with crossover 

number46,60,122,123,125,126,186. This length – measured as the length of the chromosome axis or of 

the synaptonemal complex (the connector of homologous chromosomes) – can vary two or  

more-fold among a human’s spermatocytes126. We propose that the same process differs on 

average across individuals and partially explains inter-individual variation in recombination rate: 

on average, individual 1 (left) would have meiotic chromosomes that are physically longer (less 

compacted) in an average cell than individual 2 (right); one example chromosome is shown in 

the figure. After the first crossover on a chromosome (likely at the telomere, where synapsis 

typically begins in male human meiosis before spreading across the whole 

chromosome123,183,184), crossover interference prevents nearby double-strand breaks from 

becoming crossovers; double-strand breaks far away can become crossovers (which 

themselves also cause interference). Crossover interference occurs over relatively fixed 

physical (micron) distances34,61,62,125, but these distances encompass different genomic (Mb) 

amounts of DNA and therefore proportions of the chromosome when meiotic chromosomes are 

of different lengths due to variable compaction. Thus, interference tends to lead to different total 

number of crossovers as a function of degree of compaction, with the resulting negative 

relationship of crossover interference (measured in base pairs) with crossover rate. Given that 

the first crossover likely occurs near the telomere, this model can also explain the negative 

correlation of rate and the proportion of crossovers in chromosome ends: a second crossover 

can only occur in a centromeric region on a chromosome that is physically long enough for 

interference not to block crossovers closer to the centromere. Note: this figure shows the total 

number of crossovers, crossover interference extent, and crossover locations for both sister 

chromatids of each homolog combined; in reality, these crossovers are distributed among both 

sister chromatids (such that these relationships are harder to detect in daughter sperm cells, 

requiring large numbers of observations). 
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Figure 3.19 (Continued) 
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Differential synaptonemal complex lengths are therefore suggested to largely explain inter-sex 

recombination rate differences23,60,127,149. 

Human genetics research has revealed that recombination phenotypes are heritable and 

associate with common SNPs at many genomic loci13,15-18,37. The largest genome-wide 

association study of crossover phenotypes recently found that variation in crossover rate and 

placement is associated with SNP haplotypes near genes that encode components of the 

synaptonemal complex, which connects and compacts meiotic chromosomes37. It is reasonable 

to hypothesize that inherited genetic variation at these loci might bias the average degree of 

compaction along the chromosome axis or synaptonemal complex, particularly given that this 

same property varies among cells from the same donor46,125,126. Such a model would offer a 

natural integration of observations about inter-individual and gamete-to-gamete variation, and of 

relationships among diverse meiotic phenotypes (Figure 3.19). 

Our results suggest that, in meiosis, a shared set of patterns and constraints shapes 

inter- and intra-individual (single-cell) variation in recombination outcomes. It is an intriguing 

possibility that such parallel relationships manifest in diverse aspects of cellular biology and 

genetics. 

 

Methods 

General Notes 

Our scripts are available via Zenodo, at http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2581596. They 

are referenced by name in the sections describing analyses they perform, and documentation 

describing how to run specific scripts is available in Appendix 2. Other computational tools are 

available as referenced. All statistical analyses were performed in R unless otherwise noted. All 

p-values reported are two-sided unless otherwise noted. 

Recombination data, including location of each crossover and counts of crossovers per 

cell and chromosome, are available via Zenodo, at http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2581571. 
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Methods describing sperm donor information, sequencing library preparation, sequence 

data processing, SNP identification and typing, and determining which cells to use for analyses 

are in Chapter 2. 

 

Identification of crossover events 

 We identified crossover events on all autosomes, excluding the p arms of acrocentric 

chromosomes (as SNPs on these arms were excluded from analysis), by assigning each 

observed SNP in each non-doublet cell to its parental haplotype and finding transitions between 

these haplotypes using a Hidden Markov Model written in R with package HMM 

(https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=HMM). To ensure that we detected crossovers located 

near the ends of SNP coverage (as sub-telomeric regions are known to be frequently used for 

crossovers in spermatogenesis), we ran the HMM both in the forward chromosomal and 

reverse-chromosomal directions, with start probability for one haplotype equal to 1 if the first two 

SNPs observed were of that haplotype. In addition to two states for parental haplotypes, we 

included a third “error” state to capture cases in which a haplotype 1 allele is observed in a 

haplotype 2 region (and vice versa), e.g., due to PCR or sequencing error, gene conversion, or 

cases in which a small piece of off-haplotype ambient DNA was captured in a droplet. 

Crossovers were identified as regions where one haplotype transitions to another, or where one 

haplotype transitions into the error state and then into the other haplotype; crossover 

boundaries were defined as the last SNP in the first haplotype and the first in the next (with up 

to a few intervening “error” SNPs when boundaries were unclear). The key parameters for this 

algorithm are the transition probability between haplotypes (set to 0.001, from the per-cell 

median 26 crossovers divided by the per-cell median 24,710 heterozygous SNPs per cell per 

donor) and transition into and out of the “error” state (we set transition probability into this state 

to 0.03 from either haplotype, as only a few percent of SNPs are off-haplotype; we set the 

probability of staying in error to a higher value, 0.9, to allow for the occasional tract of SNPs 
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from an ambient piece of off-haplotype DNA). Emission probabilities are 100% haplotype 1 

alleles from haplotype 1, 100% haplotype 2 alleles from haplotype 2, and equal probability 

haplotype 1 or haplotype 2 alleles from the third “error” state. Crossover calling was robust with 

respect to transition probabilities so long as the transition probability remained low. (See our 

script spseqHMMCOCaller_3state.R, which calls crossovers on one chromosome.) 

After aneuploidy identification, we marked aneuploid chromosomes as having no 

crossovers for all crossover analyses (absent chromosomes have no crossovers and crossover 

calling requires a special procedure on gained chromosomes, described in a later section.). 

 We used bead doublets, pairs of barcodes which tagged the same gamete genome, as 

they reported identical genome-wide haplotypes (ascertained through different SNPs) (Chapter 

2), to examine the reproducibility of crossover calling. We also calculated how many of the 

crossovers observed in either of the two barcodes overlapped with crossovers in the other 

barcode, and for any non-overlapping crossovers, determined whether they occurred within 15 

SNPs of the end of SNP coverage (suggesting random fluctuations at the end of coverage 

among barcodes), whether two crossovers were close to overlapping but were simply separated 

by one SNP, or whether they did not overlap for other reasons. 

 

Investigation of whether unequal SNP coverage impacts crossover analyses 

 Because coverage of heterozygous sites is non-uniform across different cells from a 

given sperm donor and across sperm donors, it is possible that some inter-cell and inter-

individual differences in crossovers could derive from this differential coverage and the resultant 

differential ability to call crossovers, or from different genomic resolution of called crossovers. 

To determine whether this affected our conclusions, we randomly downsampled SNP 

observations from each chromosome in each cell to have the same number of observed 

heterozygous sites, simply masking any number greater than this, and excluded cells with more 

than two chromosomes with fewer heterozygous sites. After this down-sampling, 98.6% of cells 
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(n = 30,778) were retained. We down-sampled to the number of SNPs per chromosome from 

the 25th smallest cell from NC26, the donor with the lowest median per-cell SNP observation 

count, for a total of 13,036 SNPs per cell. We chose the 25th smallest cell to avoid any potential 

systematic issues with the very smallest cells, while still retaining most cells. (See our scripts 

getNSNPsPerChrForDownsample.R, downsampleCellsByRow.R, and 

getBCsWithEnoughChrs.R.) 

 We then re-called crossovers from these SNPs (n = 785,476) and determined the 

correlation between the number of crossovers (per cell and per chromosome) in these calls from 

equal SNP coverage and our initial, full-coverage calls. We compared the locations of 

crossovers called from both SNP sets via Kruskal–Wallis tests comparing each chromosome’s 

median position of crossovers (from all cells combined, with each chromosome’s position 

distribution tested separately, all crossovers included). To directly confirm that the same 

conclusions were reached in analyses using both datasets (data not shown), we also performed 

most crossover analyses using crossovers called from both SNP sets. 

 

Comparison of crossover number distribution among cells to the Poisson distribution 

 Based on the total number of crossovers observed across all cells for each sperm donor, 

we determined the expected number of cells with each crossover count if crossovers were 

distributed randomly among cells according to the Poisson distribution (lambda = total number 

of crossovers / total number of cells). For this purpose, we used the Poisson density function in 

R multiplied by the total number of cells to obtain counts with quantiles (x) spanning the 

minimum and maximum numbers of crossovers where the Poisson expectation rounded to be 

greater than 0 (we extended the analysis to the minimum [maximum] observed crossover count 

if this was lower [higher] than would otherwise be included). To directly compare the observed 

and expected (Poisson) distributions of crossovers per cell, we used a chi-squared test. We also 

determined the experimental (observed) and expected variance and kurtosis (variance of 
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Poisson is lambda and kurtosis is 3+1/lambda; observed kurtosis was calculated with the 

kurtosis function from the R package moments https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=moments). 

We tested whether the observed variances differed from the expected variances using a one-

sample chi-squared test on variance as implemented with the function varTest in the package 

EnvStats (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=EnvStats). We performed this analysis for each 

chromosome separately. (See our script coRateVariationAnalysis_poisson.R.) 

Correlation of crossover rate across gametes from the same donor 

 To determine whether the (noisy) crossover rate correlated across chromosomes in 

sperm cells from the same donor, we looked for a correlation between the number of crossovers 

in the largest possible equally sized sets of chromosomes (odd-numbered vs. even-numbered) 

in each donor. We also aggregated across donors by converting each crossover sum (odd- and 

even- numbered chromosomes) to a percentile within each donor, and then combining all 

donors and performing a correlation test on these percentiles. (See our script 

rateVOtherPtypesAcrossCellAggs.R, which performs these and many other analyses.) 

 

Comparison of this study to population-based genetic maps 

 To determine how our individualized genetic maps compared to genetic maps generated 

from population data, we obtained population genetic maps from HapMap80 (sex-averaged) in 

hg38 from the Eagle phasing package166,167 and from deCODE18 (male-specific) in hg18. We 

converted the deCODE map to hg38 using UCSC Genome Browser’s176 Batch Coordinate 

Conversion (liftover), and dropped liftover failures, as the sequential nature of a genetic map 

means it is not damaged by missing SNP observations. Because we observed different 

heterozygous sites across sperm donors, we determined the genetic positions in 500-kb interval 

bins individually for each of the sperm donors. We determined the number of crossovers 

occurring before each 500-kb position, divided this number by the total number of sperm cells 

analyzed, and multiplied by 100 to get each 500-kb physical bin’s location in centimorgans, 
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thereby standardizing across donors. We found the genetic positions corresponding to these 

physical bins in HapMap and deCODE by identifying the closest typed SNP to each bin 

boundary, and then examined these standardized maps together. From these 500-kb genetic 

maps, we determined the recombination rate in intervals of various sizes for each donor, 

HapMap, and deCODE and correlated these rate profiles across samples. (See our scripts 

computeGenDistsMultSamps.R and plotAnalyzeGenDists.R) 

 

Identification and use of crossover zones 

 To define territories of recombination use, we found local minima of the density (built-in 

function in R) of all crossovers’ median positions across all samples on each chromosome. 

Minima were identified using the findPeaks function (from https://github.com/stas-g/findPeaks) 

on the inverse density with m=3. Crossover zones run from the beginning of the chromosome 

(including the whole p arm for acrocentric chromosomes) to the location of the first local 

minimum, from the location of the first local minimum plus one base pair to the next local 

minimum, and so on, with the last zone on each chromosome ending at the last base pair 

position of that chromosome. (See our script findcozones_peaks.R.) 

 To determine what proportion of crossovers occurred in the most distal (telomeric) 

zones, we divided zones into “end” and “not-end” groups; all zones that encompassed a 

telomere were defined as end zones. Acrocentric chromosomes have only one end zone 

because the p arm was excluded from analysis, whereas all other chromosomes have two end 

zones, and chromosomes with only one zone on the p arm and one on the q arm comprise only 

end zones. To obtain a per-cell proportion of the distal crossovers metric, we divided the total 

number of crossovers in each cell with midpoints in these end zones by the total number of 

crossovers in each cell. To obtain a per-sperm donor proportion of crossovers in distal zones 

metric, we divided the total number of crossovers across all cells with midpoints in the end 

zones by the total number of crossovers detected across all cells from that donor. To get 
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comparable numbers when controlling for crossover rate by restricting analyses to 

chromosomes with two crossovers, for each cell, we divided the total number of crossovers from 

two-crossover chromosomes by the number of these crossovers that occurred in distal 

chromosomal zones. For each sperm donor, we divided the total number of crossovers in end 

zones from two-crossover chromosomes in any cell by the total number of crossovers from two-

crossover chromosomes in any cell. (n two-crossover chromosomes included per donor = NC3: 

7,848, NC9: 11,509, NC6: 8,234, NC25: 13,590, NC13: 9,280, NC4: 8,838, NC8: 9,952, NC27: 

7,645, NC26: 5,741, NC14: 7,942, NC18: 9,509, NC1: 5,745, NC22: 9,816, NC17: 8,766, NC11: 

11,104, NC10: 6,432, NC15: 9,618, NC16: 9,481, NC12: 11,420, NC2: 8,268.) 

 

Analysis of crossover interference across donors 

We looked for crossover interference in each donor by computing the distance between 

all consecutive pairs of crossovers on the same chromosome in the same cell (using the 

midpoint between the border SNPs as the position of each crossover). We expressed this 

distance both in base pairs and as the proportion of the non-centromeric chromosome (or non-

acrocentric arm for acrocentric chromosomes) separating each consecutive crossover pair. To 

determine whether this distribution reflected crossover interference, we compared its median to 

the median distances between consecutive crossovers computed by permuting crossovers’ cell 

identities 10,000 times (in a fashion similar to that used by Wang et al146). In this permutation, 

we randomly assigned crossovers to cells while keeping constant the distribution of the number 

of cells with each number of crossovers per cell (accomplished by permuting within-

chromosome such that chromosome 1’s distribution of chromosomes with 1, 2, 3… crossovers 

was maintained) and then computed each inter-crossover distance and the median of this 

distribution. We compared the observed median to the 10,000 permuted medians. We 

performed this process globally (combining all chromosomes and on each chromosome. To 

determine whether the 20 samples differed in crossover interference, we used a Kruskal–Wallis 
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test on all inter-crossover distances (n inter-crossover distances per donor = NC3: 13,832, NC9: 

20,125, NC6: 14,049, NC25: 22,918, NC13: 14,913, NC4: 14,516, NC8: 16,254, NC27: 12,200, 

NC26: 9,277, NC14: 12,795, NC18: 14,971, NC1: 9,165, NC22: 15,239, NC17: 13,515, NC11: 

17,163, NC10: 9,499, NC15: 13,792, NC16: 13,134, NC12: 15,803, NC2: 10,519). We also 

performed these analyses on chromosomes with two crossovers (one inter-crossover distance 

per chromosome, n two-crossover chromosomes included per donor described above in 

“Identification and use of crossover zones”). (See our scripts 

getPermAdjCOs_fixedDistr_2measures.R, and compareAdjDistanceCombine2Measures.R) 

We also calculated crossover interference in terms of each donor’s individualized 

genetic map. We determined the proportion of cells with a second crossover in windows of sizes 

5–95 centimorgans on one chromosome at a time (containing 5–95% of the total crossovers 

from cells with two crossovers on that chromosome). Starting with each crossover on any 

chromosome with at least 30 crossovers observed across all cells, we identified the window 

containing X% of the rest of the crossovers on that chromosome in that individual. (If this 

crossover was near the end of the chromosome such that such a window was impossible, it was 

dropped from analysis, although it would have been included in previous crossovers’ windows.) 

We noted whether this chromosome’s second crossover fell in this window. We did this for each 

two-crossover chromosome (n per donor noted above), and then determined the proportion of 

cells with a second crossover in this cM window and compared it to the window size (i.e., at a 

window size of 5 cM, or 5% of all crossovers from two-crossover chromosomes, far fewer than 

5% of cells contain a second crossover). We then compared the observed percentage at each 

expected percentage (in each 5-cM window) across individuals, both visually and using the 

Kruskal–Wallis test. To confirm that the results were not dependent on the direction of analysis 

or the specific crossovers in each window, we implemented this analysis going both from “left” 

to “right” (increasing physical position) and from “right” to “left” (decreasing physical position) on 

a chromosome. (See our script computeSuppression.R.) 
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High–crossover rate donors may have a different chromosomal composition of two-

crossover chromosomes than low–crossover rate donors, e.g., few two-crossover chromosome 

1s but many two-crossover chromosome 18s, while low crossover rate donors may have the 

reverse. To determine whether the observation of individuals’ crossover interference differences 

and the negative correlation of interference with crossover rate was robust with respect to this 

differential composition, we down-sampled each individual to have the same number of two-

crossover chromosomes for each chromosome as the individual with the lowest number of two-

crossover chromosomes of that number, and then repeated our analyses (n total two-crossover 

chromosomes = 5,522). (See our script compareDonorsConsecDist_samenobschrs.R.) 

In theory, differences among individuals’ crossover interference on chromosomes with 

two crossovers could be due to differential failure to detect crossovers at the very end of the 

chromosome. This would lead to the inclusion of chromosomes that actually had three 

crossovers, only two of which were detected, such that the included distance actually belonged 

to a three-crossover chromosome. These wrongfully included three-crossover chromosome 

distances would be shorter on average than two-crossover inter-crossover distances. Such 

mistaken inclusion of three-crossover chromosomes could occur preferentially in higher–

crossover rate sperm donors, because higher–crossover rate individuals would be more likely to 

have a third crossover that could be missed. If so, it could give rise to the observed interference-

rate relationship. To determine how this might manifest, we preferentially removed 10% of the 

chromosomes with the shortest inter-crossover distances from the individual with the highest 

crossover rate, left all chromosomes in for the individual with the lowest crossover rate, and 

removed percentages of shortest distances weighted by crossover rate from the intermediate 

crossover rate samples. The choice of 10% was overly conservative, as it is more than double 

the fraction of crossovers that we expect to be missed based on biased coverage near the 

telomeres: the estimate from crossovers in bead doublets that are discordant and near the end 

of chromosomes ranged from 0.2–4.0% across donors and was 2.1% globally (n two-crossover 
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chromosomes retained per donor = NC1: 5,337, NC10: 6,120, NC11: 104,57, NC12: 11,107, 

NC13: 8,450, NC14: 7,344, NC15: 9,171, NC16: 9,214, NC17: 8,186, NC18: 8,831, NC2: 8,268, 

NC22: 9,166, NC25: 12,392, NC26: 5,300, NC27: 7,019, NC3: 7,084, NC4: 8,084, NC6: 7,466, 

NC8: 9,144, NC9: 10,359). We then repeated the crossover interference analysis with these 

unequally downsampled chromosome sets. (See our script 

controlSimTelBias_MultSampInterference.R; we used prop 0.1 and method corate.percentile in 

the parameter file for the described analysis.) 

 

Analysis of crossover interference and proportion of crossovers in distal zones across sperm 

cells 

 To determine whether increased crossover interference was associated with lower 

crossover rate in sperm cells, we first assigned each cell (within a donor) to a decile based on 

its crossover number. We then compared the distance between all consecutive crossovers on 

each chromosome with two crossovers from each cell in the bottom decile (i.e., the 10% of cells 

with the lowest crossover rate) to the same measurements from each cell in the top decile (the 

10% of cells with the highest crossover rate). 

To determine whether increased crossovers in the most telomeric zones of 

chromosomes was associated with lower crossover rate in sperm cells, we determined the 

proportion crossovers in two-crossover chromosomes that occurred in end zones for each cell 

(sum of crossovers occurring in end zones on two-crossover chromosomes / sum of all 

crossovers occurring on two-crossover chromosomes). We then compared these proportions 

across the top and bottom crossover-rate deciles determined as described above. 

To increase power, we aggregated all cells across all donors by converting each measurement 

to percentiles within donors: crossover number per cell and each proportion of crossovers 

occurring in end zones was converted to a percentile for that sample. We then combined all 

cells, re-computed crossover-rate deciles based on these combined percentiles and performed 
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comparisons across these crossover-rate deciles. For crossover interference, we took the 

percentile of each inter-crossover distance for each chromosome separately (then combined 

across chromosomes) to control for differences in the composition of two-crossover 

chromosomes among donors. These distance percentiles were compared in the Mann–Whitney 

test across crossover number deciles, and the median for each cell was plotted to show each 

cell’s aggregate phenotype. (See our script rateVOtherPtypesAcrossCellAggs.R, which 

performs these and other analyses. We used 10 for the 6th argument [“Number of groups to split 

cells into based on CO rate for 'meta-cell' analyses”] for the analyses described here.)



 

Chapter 4 

The landscape of vulnerability to aneuploidy across sperm 

cells and sperm donors 

Chapter 4: The landscape of vulnerability to aneuploidy across sperm cells and sperm donors
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Introduction 

 Aneuploidy in the germline is a leading cause of miscarriage and, when viable, leads to 

medical conditions such as Down syndrome, Edwards syndrome, Turner syndrome, and 

Klinefelter syndrome76,77. While most aneuploidy events detected in embryos, miscarriages, and 

patients derive from the egg, a substantial fraction (5–30% across studies and chromosomes) 

trace their origins to segregation errors in sperm cells76,95,189-191. Aneuploidy variably derives 

from either parent depending on the chromosome76,95,189-191. Sperm-derived aneuploidy varies 

among chromosomes and among individuals for at least certain chromosomes136,140-142, but 

genome-wide studies of aneuploidy are hard to perform, especially for many individuals at once. 

Thus, aneuploidy in sperm has historically been studied through fluorescence in situ 

hybridization (FISH) of a few chromosomes at a time136. 

 Understanding aneuploidy’s relationship with crossovers requires detection of 

chromosome ploidy and crossovers in the same cell or patient, so analyses of these 

relationships are typically undertaken in embryos or patients with trisomy in which parental 

genotype information is available for identifying crossovers76,77,95. Such studies have shown that 

egg-derived chromosomes with aneuploidy from the meiosis I division tend to have fewer 

crossovers77,102-104,108. There is a weaker relationship among paternal aneuploidies and 

crossovers, potentially due to the smaller number of embryos and patients with sperm-derived 

aneuploidy, though it is generally accepted that one chiasmata (crossover on the parental 

chromosome in the meiocyte) is required for proper disjunction on most 

chromosomes7,77,99,100,192,193. More recently, the sequencing of modest numbers of gametes has 

enabled similar investigations by identifying both crossovers and aneuploidy events in the same 

cells145,146,149,150, though the number of cells ascertained has severely limited power. 

 To assess aneuploidy frequency among chromosomes and individuals in an unbiased, 

genome-wide manner, and to investigate the relationship between aneuploidy and crossovers, 
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we examined aneuploidy in the same 31,228 sperm cells from 20 sperm donors for which we 

had determined crossover number and location. This dataset also provided an opportunity to 

investigate which meiotic division was more prone to aneuploidy for each chromosome and to 

detect not only classical aneuploidy events but also unexplained chromosome-scale genomic 

anomalies.  

 

Aneuploidy across chromosomes and individual sperm donors 

 During meiosis, a chromosome can mis-segregate (non-disjoin), yielding two aneuploid 

gametes in which that chromosome is reciprocally absent (a loss) or present in two copies (a 

gain). The frequency of paternally-derived aneuploidy is typically measured by FISH in a few 

chromosomes in single sperm140-142 or inferred genome-wide from embryos190,191. We measured 

the ploidy of each chromosome and chromosome arm in each of the 31,228 gametes by 

analyzing sequence coverage (Figure 4.1a, Methods), finding 787 whole-chromosome 

aneuploidies and 133 chromosome arm-scale gains and losses. All chromosomes and sperm 

donors were affected, with the sex chromosomes and acrocentric chromosomes (13, 14, 15, 21, 

and 22) having the highest rates of aneuploidy, consistent with the results of FISH studies that 

include chromosomes X, Y, 21, and 22136,140-142 (Figure 4.1b). The observed frequency of 

gametes harboring XY aneuploidies, which would lead to Klinefelter syndrome upon fertilization 

of a non-aneuploid egg, was 0.2% (62 observed across donors, 95% binomial confidence 

interval 0.15–0.25%), consistent with or only slightly elevated from generally reported rates of 

Klinefelter syndrome of 1 in 500 to 1 in 1,000109,110. 

The frequency of aneuploidy varied 4.5-fold among individual sperm donors, who had 

rates of 0.010 to 0.046 aneuploidy events per cell (Figure 4.1c, Table 4.1). As expected, 

donors with more losses also had more gains (autosomes only Pearson’s r = 0.51, p = 0.02; 

including XY Pearson’s r = 0.62, p = 0.003). This variation in aneuploidy rate among 20 young
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Figure 4.1. Aneuploidy in single sperm from 20 sperm donors. a, Example chromosomal 

ploidy. Copy number: thick dark gray line (normalized sequence coverage in 1 Mb bins); 

observed heterozygous SNP alleles: blue dots; parental haplotype of origin: dashed blue lines in 

bottom blue region; centromeres: gray vertical boxes. Gains occurring during nondisjunction of 

homologs at meiosis I (MI) have different haplotypes at their centromere (both haplotypes 

present, second from right). Gains occurring during nondisjunction of sister chromatids at 

meiosis II (MII) have identical haplotypes at their centromere (only one haplotype present, e.g. 

haplotype 2, rightmost). b, Frequencies of whole-chromosome losses (x axis) and gains (y axis) 

for each chromosome (excluding XY Pearson’s r = 0.88, p = 7 × 10-8; including XY [inset] 

Pearson’s r = 0.99, p < 10-300). c, Per-sperm-donor aneuploidy rates (axes as in b) (excluding 

XY [not shown] Pearson’s r = 0.51, p = 0.02; including XY Pearson’s r = 0.62, p = 0.003). d, 

Frequencies of whole-chromosome gains occurring during MI (x axis) and MII (y axis) for each 

chromosome (excluding XY Pearson’s r = 0.32, p = 0.15; including XY [inset] Pearson’s r = 

0.85, p = 3 × 10-7). e, Per-sperm-donor division of origin (axes as in d) (excluding XY [not 

shown] Pearson’s r = 0.06, p = 0.80; including XY Pearson’s r = 0.17, p = 0.47). For b-e, error 

bars: binomial 95% confidence intervals on number of losses or gains divided by total number of 

cells (all individuals combined per chromosome, b and d; all chromosomes combined per cell, c 

and e; cell counts in Table 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1 (Continued)
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Table 4.1. Aneuploidy-relevant sperm donor and single-sperm sequencing 

characteristics and results.  

*As provided by sperm bank. Afr. Am., of African American ancestry; Eur., of European 

ancestry; As., of Asian ancestry; (?), conflicting ancestry information given. 

#These numbers are the total number of aneuploidy events divided by the total number of cells 

multiplied by 100; cells can have more than one event. 

a Sum across all cells from all sperm donors. 

b Median or mean across all individual cells from all sperm donors (31,228 measurements 

summarized). 

c Median or mean of aggregate metrics across samples (20 measurements summarized). 
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sperm donors (18–38 years), who were judged by clinical criteria to have healthy sperm, 

appears to reflect genuine inter-individual variation in vulnerability to nondisjunction (rather than  

statistical noise, see below), consistent with FISH-derived observations of aneuploidy frequency 

in six chromosomes among 10 donors141,142. 

 The observed 4.5-fold variation in aneuploidy frequency across sperm donors could 

possibly derive from differences in statistical sampling. To investigate this possibility, we 

simulated the presence or absence of aneuploidy in each cell of each donor by drawing from the 

Poisson distribution with lambda equal to the total number of whole aneuploidies observed 

divided by the total number of cells observed across donors (787/31,228); each donor’s 

simulation had the same number of cells as ascertained in that donor as in Table 4.1. For each 

simulation, we calculated the variance and median absolute deviation (MAD) across 20 

simulated donors’ aneuploidy frequencies; this process was repeated for a total of 10,000 

simulations. We performed the same calculation for whole-chromosome losses and gains 

(lambda = 554/31,228 and 233/31,228, respectively). All observed across-donor variances and 

MADs were larger than the mean of the simulated variances (ratio of observed vs. simulated 

mean for variance: 4.5, 3.0, and 2.7 for all aneuploidies, losses, and gains, respectively; for 

MAD: 1.7, 1.5, and 1.7), and the permutation tests were significant (variance: p < 1 × 10-4, p < 1 

× 10-4, and p = 2 × 10-4 for all aneuploidies, losses, and gains, respectively; MAD: p = 0.006, p = 

0.037, and p = 0.007). 

Canonically, nondisjunction creates a loss and a gain, such that one might expect sperm 

with chromosome losses and gains to be equally common. However, we observed 2.4-fold more 

losses than gains (554 losses vs. 233 gains, proportion test p = 2 × 10-30). The observed 

overabundance of chromosome losses (or dearth of chromosome gains) could in theory be a 

technical artifact. If we over-detected losses, cells would most likely have lost chromosomes 

during sperm or droplet preparation. If so, this should be most common among short 

chromosomes, which might more easily become disentangled from the rest of the nucleus than 
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long chromosomes. If we missed gains, cells containing them might have been excluded as cell 

doublets due to the presence of two haplotypes along a chromosome; consequently, gains of 

longer chromosomes, which contribute more to the global proportion of the genome containing 

two haplotypes, would be under-called. (To explicitly correct for this possibility, we removed the 

chromosome with the highest prevalence of both parental haplotypes from cell doublet 

identification.) Alternatively, heavier cells (with gains) might somehow be excluded from 

analysis, although we cannot currently explain why this might have occurred; if so, we would 

expect to see fewer gains of large chromosomes. However, none of these cases seem likely: 

chromosome length was not correlated with loss or gain frequency (for losses, Pearson’s r = -

0.29, p = 0.19 and for gains, Pearson’s r = -0.23, p = 0.30, Figure 4.2). Additionally, we 

observed more losses than gains both on the sex chromosomes and on the autosomes, and 

sex chromosomes were not included in the doublet removal algorithm. 

Among early embryos, losses of chromosomes are observed more frequently than 

gains, especially among paternal events190,191; this imbalance has previously been attributed to 

post-fertilization mitotic chromosome loss, as it has not been observed in FISH studies137,140,142. 

However, our results suggest that gain/loss asymmetry may already be present among sperm.  

 Nondisjunction can occur at meiosis I (MI), when homologous chromosomes separate, 

or at meiosis II (MII), when sister chromatids separate. Because recombination occurs in MI 

(prior to disjunction) but does not occur at centromeres, homologs nondisjoined in MI will have 

different haplotypes at their centromeres, whereas sisters nondisjoined in MII will have the same 

haplotype at their centromeres (Figure 4.1a, Methods). (On the sex chromosomes, X and Y 

disjoin in MI, and the sister chromatids of X and Y disjoin at MII.) Encouragingly, for 

chromosome 21, the principal chromosome for which earlier estimates (from patients with 

trisomy) were possible, our finding of 33% MI events and 67% MII events matched previous 

paternal estimates99. It is worth noting that, in human oocytes150,194-198 and infertile hybrid mouse 
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Figure 4.2. Aneuploidy frequency and chromosome size. The across-donor per-cell 

frequency of chromosome losses (left) and gains (right), as in Figure 4.1b, plotted against the 

length of the chromosome (hg38; for losses, Pearson’s r = -0.29, p = 0.19 and for gains, 

Pearson’s r = -0.23, p = 0.30). Red labels, acrocentric chromosomes. Error bars, 95% binomial 

confidence intervals on per-cell frequency (number of events / number of cells, all 31,228 cells 

included).
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spermatocytes148, sister chromatids can prematurely separate, such that an event detected as 

occurring in MII could in theory have occurred prior to homolog separation. 

Across all chromosomes, 112 gains arose during MI (50 autosomal, 62 sex 

chromosome) and 120 during MII (92 autosomal, 28 sex chromosome). Sex chromosomes were 

2.2 times more likely to be affected in MI than MII, whereas autosomes were 2.0 times more 

likely to be affected in MII than MI (proportion test 35.2% MI gains on autosomes vs. 68.9% MI 

gains on sex chromosomes p = 1.3 x 10-6). Division-of-origin frequencies did not correlate either 

across chromosomes or sperm donors, implying that MI and MII have distinct nondisjunction 

vulnerabilities across people and individual chromosomes (Figure 4.1d,e; across autosomes, 

Pearson’s r = 0.32, p = 0.15; across donors autosomes only, Pearson’s r = 0.06, p = 0.80; 

including XY, Pearson’s r = 0.17, p = 0.47) (consistent with studies of viable trisomies 13, 18, 

and 21 in embryos and individuals77,99,104,106-108). 

 

Relationship between aneuploidy and recombination  

Although crossovers seem protective against nondisjunction in maternal 

meiosis77,103,104,108,125, this relationship to aneuploidy is less clear in paternal 

meiosis99,100,145,192,193. To test whether nondisjunction associated with fewer crossovers in sperm, 

we compared the number of crossovers on gained chromosomes to those on chromosomes of 

normal copy number (we focused on gains because in the case of losses, it is impossible to 

determine what occurred on an absent chromosome). Crossovers on gained chromosomes 

were inferred as transitions between the presence of both haplotypes and the presence of just 

one haplotype. We compared the total number of crossovers on gained chromosomes to the 

total number of crossovers in 10,000 sets of correctly segregated chromosomes matched (to 

each gained chromosome) for donor and chromosome identity. Because crossover calling on 

gained chromosomes is imperfect (Methods), an excess of crossovers was sometimes called on 

individual gained chromosomes. We calculated the total number of crossovers both on (i) all 
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gained chromosomes from MI (n = 37) or MII (n = 87) and (ii) gained chromosomes with fewer 

than 5 crossovers called (from MI, n = 32, and MII, n = 71). We compared these totals to the 

total crossovers called in each of 10,000 sets of crossovers matched for chromosome and 

donor (and exclusion based on crossover number), where two chromosomes so matched were 

randomly chosen for each gain and all gains were included for one set. In both comparisons, MI 

gains had fewer total crossovers than matched sets (one-sided permutation p = 0.0001 for all 

gains, p < 0.0001 for gains with under 5 crossovers). 

Chromosome gains occurring in MI (when recombination happens) had 36% fewer total 

crossovers than the mean of the matched sets of well-segregated chromosomes (54 total 

crossovers on gains, 84.2 mean total crossovers on matched sets, chromosomes with under 5 

crossovers), suggesting that crossovers protected against MI nondisjunction of the 

chromosomes on which they occurred (Figure 4.3a). 

In both comparisons, MII gains did not have fewer crossovers in total than matched sets 

(one-sided permutation p = 1 for all gains, p = 0.98 for gains with fewer than 5 crossovers) 

(Figure 4.3b). This observed near-excess of crossovers on chromosomes gained in MII vs. 

matched sets occurs at least in part because MII gains capture all crossovers that happened on 

the parent chromosome in the parent spermatocyte, whereas the matched simulations (gain 

approximations) do not: Sister chromatids fail to disjoin in MII gains, resulting in the presence of 

both sister chromatids of one homologous chromosome. These sister chromatids retain every 

crossover that happened on the parent chromosome in the parent spermatocyte, whereas 

chromatids from different homologs (like those gained in MI or in randomly chosen pairs of 

chromosomes) report on average half of the crossovers that happened on the parent 

chromosome. That is, MII gains report all physical crossover events (chiasmata) whereas non-

sister chromatids report only chiasmata in which they were involved. 

If factors that promote crossovers are generally protective against aneuploidy, 

individuals and cells with higher recombination rates would have lower aneuploidy rates. 
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Figure 4.3 Relationship between crossover and aneuploidy frequencies across 

chromosomes. a, Total inferred crossover number on one-copy MI nondisjoined chromosomes 

(blue line; n = 35 analyzed) compared to 10,000 donor- and chromosome-matched sets (35 × 2 

chromosomes per set) of properly segregated chromosomes (gray histogram). (One-sided 

permutation p < 0.0001, for the hypothesis that gained chromosomes have fewer crossovers). 

b, As in (a), but for gains occurring during MII (n = 71 MII-derived gained chromosomes of one 

whole copy from all individuals with fewer than 5 crossovers called on gained chromosome). 

One-sided simulation-derived p = 0.98 for MII, for the hypothesis that gained chromosomes 

have fewer crossovers; MII total seems high because sister chromatids nondisjoined in MII 

capture all crossovers whereas matched chromosomes (gray histogram) do not: matched 

simulations (and homologs nondisjoined in MI) capture only a random half of crossovers 

occurring on that chromosome in the parent spermatocyte. 
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Figure 4.4. Relationship between crossover and aneuploidy frequencies across cells, and 

donors. Only autosomal whole-chromosome aneuploidies are included. a, Crossovers per non-

aneuploid megabase from each cell from each donor, split by aneuploidy status (n cells = 498, 

50, 92, 30,609, left-to-right; “euploid” excludes cells with any autosomal whole- or partial-

chromosomal loss or gain and “gains” includes gains of one or more than one chromosome 

copy; Mann–Whitney test W = 7,264,117, 722,191, 1,370,376; p = 0.07, 0.49, 0.66 for all 

autosomal aneuploidies, meiosis I (MI) gains, and meiosis II (MII) gains, respectively, all 

compared against euploid). Each cell is one point; boxplots show medians and interquartile 

ranges with whiskers extending to 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. b, Per-cell 

crossover rates vs. per-cell aneuploidy (loss and gain) rates, with one point for each of the 20 

donors (colored by crossover rate). p values shown in subtitles are for Pearson’s correlation 

tests. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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At the cell level, euploid and aneuploid gametes exhibited no differences in crossover 

frequency, nor did gametes with MI-derived or MII-derived chromosome gains (Figure 4.4a, 

Mann–Whitney test of crossovers per non-aneuploid megabase W = 7,264,117, 722,191, 

1,370,376; p = 0.07, 0.49, 0.66 for all cells with whole-chromosome aneuploidy, MI whole-

chromosome gains, and MII whole-chromosome gains vs. euploid, respectively; Methods). In 

addition, linear regression using aneuploidy status to predict crossover number in individual 

cells found no strong relationship between crossover rate and the rates of aneuploidy from 

either meiotic division (all aneuploidies p = 0.33, MI gains p = 0.05, MII gains p = 0.26; 

Methods). If the within-cell effect were of the magnitude of missing an entire chromosome’s 

crossover complement from the non-aneuploid chromosomes in aneuploid cells, we would have 

been able to detect it: when we included aneuploid chromosomes (which obligately have 0 

crossovers in our data unless specifically investigating gained chromosomes) in the analysis, 

we obtained significance in both the Mann–Whitney test and linear regression (all p < 0.01). 

Presumably, cells with aneuploidy occurring in MI would on average have slightly fewer total 

crossovers than euploid cells due to the observed slight correlation of crossover number across 

chromosomes. 

Although the 20 individuals exhibited a 4.5-fold variation in aneuploidy rates and a 1.3-

fold variation in crossover rates, these rates were not correlated with each other (Pearson’s r = -

0.09, p = 0.70) (Figure 4.4c, left). These rates remained uncorrelated when we focused on 

chromosome nondisjunctions occurring in MI (when crossovers occur) (MI: Pearson’s r = -0.24, 

p = 0.31; MII: Pearson’s r = 0.03, p = 0.91; Figure 4.4c, center and right). With 20 donors, we 

were 80% powered to detect an r of 0.58 at p = 0.05. 

One potential explanation for these findings is that the actual crossover, rather than the 

propensity toward crossing over in a cell or individual, is protective against aneuploidy, 

consistent with a model in which crossing over helps provide necessary chromosomal cohesion 

and/or tension for proper disjunction5. 
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Surprising chromosome-scale genomic anomalies 

Aneuploidy is thought to arise from a single nondisjunction event that leads to loss (in 

one gamete) or gain (in the reciprocal gamete) of one chromosome copy. Surprisingly, we 

detected 19 cells that had two extra copies of entire (or nearly entire) chromosomes (2, 15, 20, 

and 21), perhaps due to sequential nondisjunction events of homologous chromosomes, which 

typically disjoin in MI, and sister chromatids, which typically disjoin in MII (Figure 4.5a,b).  

More cells had three copies of chromosome 15 (potential double nondisjunction or 

unexplained events) than two copies of chromosome 15 (single nondisjunction events). Six cells 

had whole-chromosome triplications (as in Figure 4.5b), four cells had all of the q arm except 

for the pericentric region present in three copies (as in Figure 4.5c), and only two cells had 

gains of just one copy of chromosome 15. Twenty-two one-copy gains and no two-copy gains of 

chromosome 15 were expected from the Poisson distribution (total expected number of gains: 

sum of gained copies of chromosome 15 [22, 1 × 2 gains of one copy + 2 × 10 gains of two 

copies]; and total number of events: number of cells [31,228]), significantly different from our 

observations (Fisher’s exact test p = 2 × 10-7). One potential explanation for these findings is 

that, for chromosome 15, MI nondisjunction leads to additional nondisjunction during MII.  

 Several sperm had chromosome-scale structural variants that were not explained by 

nondisjunction. These included: multiple cells with three copies of most, but not all, of the q arm 

of chromosome 15 and many gains and losses of one or more copies of chromosome arms, 

including one cell that gained the p arm of chromosome 4 while losing the q arm (Figure 4.5 c-

d). Intriguingly, one cell had at least eight copies of most of the q arm of chromosome 4 (Figure 

4.6). We estimate that this gamete with at least eight copies of 127 Mb of 4q contained a 

minimum of 890 Mb of extra genomic DNA, demonstrating that the human sperm nucleus can 

accommodate at least 30% more DNA than is typically in the haploid genome (Figure 4.6). This 

gamete carried both parental haplotypes of chromosome 4, though the extra copies came from 

just one of the two parental haplotypes (93% of observed alleles of heterozygous SNPs in the  
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Figure 4.5. Examples of genomic anomalies detected with Sperm-seq. Copy number, 

SNPs, haplotypes, and centromeres are plotted as in Figure 4.1a. Donor and cell identity are 

noted as subtitles. Coordinates are in hg38. Chromosomes 2, 20, 21 (a) and 15 (b) are 

sometimes present in an otherwise haploid sperm cell in 3 copies. c, A distinct triplication of 

chromosome 15, from ~33 Mb onwards, but not including the first part of the q arm, also occurs 

in cells from 3 donors. d, Chromosome arm-level losses (top) and gains (including in more than 

one copy, bottom three panels, and a compound gain of the p arm and loss of the q arm, top 

panel). 
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Figure 4.6. A surprising multi-copy amplification. Copy number, SNPs, haplotypes, and 

centromeres are plotted as in Figure 4.1a. Donor and cell identity are noted as subtitles. 

Coordinates are in hg38. A many-copy (copy number is hard to precisely infer at high numbers) 

amplification of most of the q arm of chromosome 4 (~127 Mb). Over-representation of this 

region depresses read depth in the rest of the genome to under 1.
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amplified region were haplotype 2). We know of no mechanism that would generate such a 

gamete. 

 

Discussion 

 Rates of aneuploidy varied conspicuously (from 1.0% to 4.6%) among the 20 young 

sperm donors (Figure 4.1c). Aneuploidy was less likely when a chromosome had more 

crossovers, though at higher levels of organization (cells and donors), aneuploidy rates and 

crossover rates varied independently (Figure 4.4). Some chromosomes were more vulnerable 

to nondisjunction in MI and others to nondisjunction in MII (Figure 4.1d). In addition, some 

donors were more vulnerable to nondisjunction in MI, and others to nondisjunction in MII 

(Figure 4.1e). These results suggest a complex landscape of vulnerability to aneuploidy in 

which inter-individual variation is multi-faceted and considerable in magnitude. 

The investigation of aneuploidy with large-scale single-sperm sequencing opens up 

many exciting avenues of inquiry, including into genomic anomalies, change in nondisjunction 

likelihoods over time, and genetic and other correlates of aneuploidy. 

Future studies using Sperm-seq or similar technologies to identify aneuploidy in more 

cells and/or more individuals would allow detection of further rare genomic anomalies, such as 

the cell with many extra copies of the q arm of chromosome 4 (Figure 4.6), which clearly can 

occur at quite low frequencies. Given the scope and multiple scales of variation observed in the 

other aspects of aneuploidy, it is reasonable to suppose the frequency of different varieties of 

genomic anomalies also varies across individuals and chromosomes. 

 Both cis and trans factors may lead to differential likelihood of nondisjunction in sperm 

cells across chromosomes and individuals, as chromosomes are so differently vulnerable to 

aneuploidy 76 and genetic polymorphisms have been shown to impact aneuploidy frequency in 

Drosophila199. Future studies using Sperm-seq or similar technologies in more cells and/or more 

individuals may allow investigation of such effects. Such studies could also elucidate 
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relationships of specific chromosomes to specific crossover numbers and positions on those 

chromosomes. Studies of oocyte-derived trisomies suggest that different crossover locations on 

different chromosomes may be associated with aneuploidy77,102-104,106,107.  

This chapter demonstrates that large-scale single-sperm sequencing is a useful addition 

to the suite of methodologies that interrogate aneuploidy, enabling detection of genome-wide 

variation across chromosomes, individuals, and event types before the selection of fertilization 

or embryogenesis. 

 

Methods 

General Notes 

Our scripts are available via Zenodo, at http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2581596. They 

are referenced by name in the sections describing analyses they perform, and documentation 

describing how to run specific scripts is available in Appendix 2. Other computational tools are 

available as referenced. All statistical analyses were performed in R unless otherwise noted. All 

p-values reported are two-sided unless otherwise noted. 

Aneuploidy data, including counts of events, events per cell, ploidy for each 

chromosome in each cell, and inferred division of origin for each autosomal chromosome gain 

are available via Zenodo, at http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2581571. 

Methods describing sperm donor information, sequencing library preparation, sequence 

data processing, SNP identification and typing, and determining which cells to use for analyses 

are in Chapter 2. 

 

Identification of aneuploidy and chromosome arm-scale structural variants 

 We used an approach based on sequence read depth to determine copy number in 

regions across the genome and identified chromosomes or chromosome arms with aberrant 

read depth to identify aneuploidy. As described above (see “Restricting to cell barcodes with 
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coverage of the entire genome”), we used Genome STRiP 

(http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/genomestrip/)164,165 to determine read depth across 

the genome in each sperm cell. 

 Before looking for aneuploidy events, we first removed bins that had outlying read depth 

across all cells, defined as those with p < 0.05 in a one-sided one-sample t-test (looking for 

increased read depth) against the expected mean read depth of 2# (defined below). To identify 

gains of autosomes, we then performed a one-sided one-sample t-test (expecting increased 

read depth in a gain) for each cell against expected read depth for a gain of one copy, 2#. For 

each cell, this analysis compared the distribution of all bins’ read depth across a region of 

interest to the gain expectation 2#, and flagged any cells whose read-depth distributions were 

not significantly different (p ≥ 0.05) We used the same approach to identify losses, comparing a 

cell’s read-depth distribution across bins to 0.1 and flagging any that were not significantly 

higher (p ≥ 0.05). 

The expected copy number – and thus read depth – for gains is 2, but the actual read 

depth for gains depends on the size of the chromosome, because a gain increases the total 

number of reads in a library, thus pulling read depth down globally by increasing the 

denominator in each read depth bin (the expected number of reads in that bin, tied to total 

number of reads). To correct for this effect of a gain itself on global read depth, we defined the 

critical value at or above which gains were identified as a chromosome-specific value, slightly 

below 2: 2# = 2*(the proportion of the genome in base pairs coming from all chromosomes other 

than the tested one). We used 0.1 rather than 0 as the expected read depth for losses, because 

a small number of reads generally align to a lost chromosome (due to mis-alignment or possibly 

DNA from different sources being present in the droplet). 

 For non-acrocentric chromosomes, we performed gain and loss calling for the arms 

separately, as well as for the whole chromosome. Because amplification of more than two 

copies of a chromosome arm could result in the whole chromosome passing the p-value 
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threshold, we required a whole-chromosome event to both pass the p-value threshold at the 

whole-chromosome level and to have rounded read depth of both arms ≥ 2 for a gain (or 0 for a 

loss). For the acrocentric chromosomes (13, 14, 14, 21, 22, Y), only the q arm was considered, 

and any q arm gain or loss was considered to be a whole-chromosome event due to the 

difficulty of processing the p arm (unless investigated further, e.g., Figure 4.5c). The total 

number of copies gained was inferred from the overall read depth for any flagged chromosome.  

 For the sex chromosomes, we followed a similar statistical framework, but did not call a 

flagged loss as an aneuploidy unless losses were flagged for both the X and the Y 

chromosomes. A gain was also called if both the X and Y chromosomes were present (i.e., not 

flagged as losses). (See our scripts setupgsreaddepth.R, idaneus_initialttests.R, 

curateaneudata_clean.R, getautosomalaneumatrix.R, and getxykaryos_aneus.R for aneuploidy 

calling and output formatting; see our scripts curateAnFreqFromCodeMatrix.R, 

curateInitAnalyzeXYKaryos.R, and combineAnFreq_AutXY.R for conversion of outputs of 

aneuploidy calling to cross-donor aneuploidy frequency tables.) 

 

Identification of the meiotic division of origin for chromosome gains 

 To see whether chromosome gains originated in meiosis I (MI) or meiosis II (MII), we 

determined whether the centromeres of the multiple copies of the chromosomes were 

heterozygous and therefore from homologous chromosomes, which typically disjoin in MI, or 

homozygous and therefore from sister chromatids, which typically disjoin in MII. We first 

identified heterozygous regions for all cells using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in which the 

states are 1) heterozygous (emitting either haplotype’s alleles) or 2) homozygous (emitting only 

one haplotype’s alleles), with transition probability between the states equal to the 

recombination transition probability (see “Identification of crossover events” section), saving the 

start and end positions and indexes of any heterozygous tracts of SNPs. For each gain, we then 

determined whether heterozygous tracts overlapped with the centromere, with the same 
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centromere locations as those used for SNP calling (from the UCSC cytoband track176,177). If a 

heterozygous tract 1) started before the start of the centromere and ended after the end of the 

centromere or 2) started at the first SNP observed on an acrocentric chromosome or within the 

first 10 SNPs and was more than 10 SNPs long, it was classified as an MI gain; if no 

heterozygous tract overlapped the centromere, it was classified as an MII gain. (See our scripts 

getDiploidTracts_hmm.R, originOfGainID.R, and curateOriginMultSamps.R.) 

 For the sex chromosomes, we used the logic that the X and Y chromosomes are 

homologs and separate at MI, whereas X and Y sisters separate at meiosis II. Therefore, any 

XY sex chromosome gain derives from MI, whereas an XX or YY gain derives from MII. 

 

Examination of the relationship between recombination and aneuploidy 

 We examined the relationship between recombination and aneuploidy at three levels: 

sperm donor, cell, and aneuploid chromosome. To determine whether the aneuploid 

chromosomes themselves had fewer crossovers than chromosomes that were not lost or 

gained, we first determined the number of crossovers on chromosomes that had been gained by 

identifying the number of transitions between heterozygous and homozygous states using an 

HMM, as described above in “Identifying the meiotic division of origin for chromosome gains.” 

This is the total number of gains that occurred on both of the present chromosomes together, as 

it is impossible to determine for, e.g., two crossovers whether one occurred on each starting 

chromatid or both occurred on one starting chromatid. (See our script getGainChrCOs.R) 

 This process sometimes yielded many crossovers (>10) being called on gained 

chromosomes because the presence of two haplotypes can be difficult to algorithmically 

distinguish from multiple crossovers depending on the haplotype patterns. Therefore, we 

performed downstream analyses on (i) all gained chromosomes, including those with these high 

crossover numbers, and (ii) on the large majority of gained chromosomes with fewer than five 
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called crossovers, excluding any with a crossover number that was likely to be inflated. We 

report the results of both versions of the analysis in this chapter. 

 We then calculated the total number of crossovers occurring on all gained 

chromosomes, chromosomes gained in MI, and chromosomes gained in MII; all donors’ gains of 

one copy were included. To determine whether these numbers were lower or higher than 

expected, we ascertained 10,000 matched sets of the same number of gains and compared the 

sum of crossovers for each of the sets to our observed total, computing a one-sided p-value 

based on the hypothesis that gained chromosomes would have fewer crossovers. For each 

matched gain, we considered each chromosome gain, randomly selected two non-aneuploid 

cells from the same donor and summed the crossovers on the same chromosome as the gain, 

thereby controlling for differences in crossover rate among chromosomes and individuals. In 

each matched set, we performed this procedure for each of the observed gains and summed all 

crossovers. (See our script combineGainsLookInCis.R.) 

 To determine whether cells with aneuploidy had fewer crossovers overall on the 

remaining, non-aneuploid chromosomes than euploid cells, we first determined the number of 

crossovers per non-aneuploid megabase in each cell in order to control for aneuploid territory. 

For euploid cells, all chromosomes were included, whereas for aneuploid cells, aneuploid 

chromosomes were excluded. The set of euploid cells used for comparison against aneuploid 

cells included only cells with no detected structural variant, including arm-level chromosome 

gains or losses. In each sperm donor, we used the Mann–Whitney test to compare the 

distribution of crossovers per megabase in cells with any aneuploidy, MI gains, or MII gains to 

the distribution of crossovers per megabase in euploid cells. To increase power, we pooled all 

cells from all donors, taking the within-donor z-score of crossovers per megabase to control for 

crossover rate differences among donors, and repeated the same tests. To demonstrate that we 

could detect differences between aneuploid and euploid cells without correcting for aneuploidy 

(when aneuploid chromosomes’ 0 crossovers were included in the analysis), we performed this 
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analysis on the total number of crossovers per megabase in the genome, rather than non-

aneuploid territory. To assess in a different way whether aneuploid status alone, rather than the 

absence of the chromosome from analysis due to the aneuploidy, was significantly associated 

with crossover number, we also performed a linear regression including all cells as 

observations, using the following equation: 

# Crossovers = [any whole chromosome aneuploidy: 0 = no; 1 = yes] + [0 of 1 for aneuploidy at 

each chromosome: 1 = aneuploidy] + [sperm donor dummy variables with values of 0 or 1 to 

control for underlying differences in crossover and aneuploidy frequency]  

We performed this analysis without chromosome covariates to demonstrate that we did have 

power to detect a relationship at the level of entire chromosomes left out of aneuploid cells. 

(See our scripts coPerMbVaneuploidy.R, linregCOVAneuploidy.R, and 

mImIIgains_copermbandlinreg.R) 

 At the donor level, we performed a Pearson’s correlation test of mean crossovers per 

cell per donor versus mean (whole-chromosome) aneuploidy events per cell per donor, the 

mean MI gains per cell per donor, and the mean MII gains per cell per donor. We calculated the 

statistical power for this analysis using the function pwr.r.test from the R package pwr 

(https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=pwr).



 

Chapter 5 

Discussion 

Chapter 5: Discussion 
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Variability in meiotic phenotypes manifests, as previously understood and further 

characterized by the large-scale single-sperm sequencing described in this thesis, at the levels 

of chromosomes, cells, and individuals. Relationships among recombination phenotypes, and 

between recombination and aneuploidy, organizes this variability both among cells and among 

individuals. These results demonstrate that meiotic biology can be revealed by examining very 

many gamete genomes. While detailed discussions about the meiotic biology investigated by 

this thesis occur in Chapters 3 and 4, this chapter offers conclusions about this work, provides a 

brief summary of what it has shown about meiotic biology, and discusses future directions for 

single-sperm sequencing data and experiments. 

 

Conclusions 

 This thesis describes the development of a high-throughput single-sperm sequencing 

technology. This method involves the “decondensation” of the sperm nucleus via reagents that 

mimic the egg’s unpacking of the sperm pronucleus. The sperm DNA “florets” resulting from this 

preparation are amenable to many types of enzymatic genetic analysis, including the droplet-

based single-cell library generation and sequencing described here. In addition to the current 

application of Sperm-seq to deep investigation of recombination and aneuploidy in a cohort of 

sperm donors, this technology could provide future inroads into human meiosis, 

spermatogenesis, and fertility. 

 The dataset presented here comprised over 800,000 crossovers and nearly 800 

aneuploidy events derived from analysis of single-cell sequence data from 31,228 sperm cells 

from 20 sperm donors (Chapter 2). In addition to the analyses, results, and interpretations 

presented here, this dataset will allow further investigations of crossovers and aneuploidy. To 

enable such studies, including unanticipated ones, the complete dataset is publicly available. 

 In the analysis of tens of thousands of crossovers from each of 20 sperm donors, 

multiple recombination phenotypes were correlated (Chapter 3): recombination rate stood as a 
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proxy for the proportion of crossovers placed in telomere-proximal regions of the genome and 

for crossover interference. Intriguingly, these same relationships were visible among cells from 

the same donor. Sperm cells with more crossovers had crossovers closer together and more 

often in centromere-proximal regions, even when chromosomes with only two crossovers were 

used to analyze crossover interference and crossover location phenotypes. Such parallelism in 

relationships among phenotypes at the level of cells and people might be a more widespread 

phenomenon. 

 Many factors, including genetic ones, likely underpin variation in meiotic phenotypes and 

their observed relationships. The differential compaction of chromosomes at meiosis helps to 

explain the coordinated variation of recombination phenotypes both among cells and among 

people, and some of the variation in recombination phenotypes among cells and people (Figure 

3.19). In this paradigm, crossover interference operates over relatively standard physical 

(micron) distances along the synaptonemal complex/chromosome axis, rather over the same 

(base pair) amount of DNA34,59,61,62,125. This measuring of crossover interference in physical units 

means that on shorter chromosome 4s (more tightly compacted, with longer and less numerous 

DNA loops), interference covers more DNA per micron, resulting in fewer crossovers. 

Conversely, on longer chromosome 4s (less tightly compacted, with shorter and more numerous 

DNA loops), despite operating over the same physical distance, interference covers less DNA 

per micron, resulting in more crossovers. In this way, differences in crossover interference 

coverage of DNA, despite semi-standard physical distance of crossover interference activity, 

partially govern the variance in total number of crossovers on a chromosome and consequently 

overall recombination rate. 

This relationship between physical chromosome length and crossover rate is evident 

among sperm cells46,60,122,125,126 and between the sexes23,60,127,149. Oocytes have longer meiotic 

chromosome axes (synaptonemal complexes) than sperm cells and more crossovers; crossover 

interference acts over similar physical distances in oocytes and in sperm cells but encompasses 
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more base pairs in sperm cells23,60,127,149. Translating these relationships to explain differences 

among sperm donors, different donors would have different average synaptonemal complex 

lengths based on their underlying genetic predispositions. Synaptonemal complex length is of 

course not the only factor in recombination rate variation, even among cells—correlations 

between synaptonemal complex length and crossover number are not perfect in human sperm 

cells125,126—and meiosis differs in many more ways among sexes and individuals. 

 It might be possible to directly test this model by introducing alleles known to express 

various amounts of synaptonemal complex components into a model organism such as the 

mouse that (i) exhibits crossover interference, (ii) has variation in recombination number and 

placement among gametes, and (iii) makes numerous gametes. In this scheme, to bear out the 

hypothesis, animals with low amounts of synaptonemal complex components, with shorter 

average synaptonemal complex lengths as measured cytologically, would have on average 

lower recombination rates than animals with longer average synaptonemal complex lengths. 

Recombination rate could be measured directly in the same cells where synaptonemal complex 

length was measured via MLH1 staining and could also be measured indirectly in sperm cells by 

single-sperm sequencing. Whether adjusting the amount of just one synaptonemal complex 

component would be sufficient to cause variation in average synaptonemal complex length is an 

open question; it is possible that genetic perturbations of multiple synaptonemal complex 

components would need to be present in the same animal at the same time. An easier but less 

direct approach would be to examine different mouse strains to find those with different average 

synaptonemal complex lengths and compare their recombination rates. However, in this 

schema, other differences in genetic background might obscure the effect of the synaptonemal 

complex. 

An implication of a model in which synaptonemal complex length varies, leading to 

different crossover rates via the action of crossover interference, is that all chromosomes must 

co-vary in synaptonemal complex length to some extent, otherwise a shorter chromosome 2 
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with fewer crossovers could counterbalance a longer chromosome 1 with more crossovers, 

potentially decreasing crossover rate variation among cells. This nucleus-wide coordination of 

synaptonemal complex lengths has been observed in multiple species including humans125,126. 

This coordination might be a simple consequence of the meiotic requirement for homolog 

pairing: homologous chromosomes need to be the same physical length for proper alignment 

and synapsis, so it is sensible that there would be a standard DNA-to-synaptonemal complex 

component ratio across the genome. However, such a scenario does not necessitate inter-cell 

variation; synaptonemal complex length and therefore recombination rate could be invariable, or 

less variable, across cells from the same individual. Recent research suggests that coordinated 

chromosome variation in crossover number, which results in more gametes with low and high 

numbers of crossovers and fewer with moderate crossover numbers, might be evolutionarily 

beneficial, generating offspring from the same parents that are fit in multiple scenarios126. 

Offspring with fewer recombination events with genomes more similar to their parents’ would be 

fitter in a static environment, while offspring with more recombination events would be fitter in a 

changing environment126. Indeed, the variation in crossover number within an individual’s 

gametes is much larger than variation in mean crossover number across individuals, despite 

genetic differences among individuals in synaptonemal complex components and other relevant 

recombination machinery. Variability in recombination number, placement, and underlying 

synaptonemal complex length seems a feature of the system. 

Single sperm sequencing identified aneuploidy in each of the 20 sperm donors and at 

each chromosome, expanding on previous characterizations of chromosome nondisjunction 

(Chapter 4). Variation in aneuploidy rates exists on multiple fronts: among chromosomes, 

among individual sperm donors, and among meiotic divisions. Whether a chromosome is prone 

to nondisjunction in meiosis I or meiosis II depended on chromosomal identity, and different 

donors also had different propensities toward loss at either meiotic division. The extent to which 

this donor-division relationship is driven by the preponderance of certain chromosomes to be 
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aneuploid in a given donor remains to be understood. Chromosomes that underwent 

nondisjunction in meiosis I had fewer crossovers than properly-segregated chromosomes. This 

crossover-aneuploidy relationship is another connection that may be chromosome and/or donor 

specific. Clearly, large-scale aneuploidy data can be informative for understanding patterns and 

relationships in chromosome segregation; results from this study suggest increasing sample 

size could substantially improve the understanding of such patterns and relationships, which are 

likely chromosome–, donor–, and division-of-origin–specific. 

 

Future directions for large-scale single-sperm sequencing 

 Sperm-seq methods and data, which allow measurements of meiotic outcomes at large 

scale, immediately lend themselves to several attractive avenues of research. A few of these 

potential directions and their associated challenges are discussed here.  

 

Detection and characterization of de novo mutation 

 Sperm are responsible for transmitting paternal de novo mutations (DNMs). Such new 

mutations are critical substrates for evolution, as they introduce new favorable or unfavorable 

alleles into the population200. DNMs can also directly cause disease201. Most DNMs in human 

populations are sperm-derived202-210, and paternal age accounts for up to 95% of the variance in 

mutation rate among individuals, with older fathers transmitting more DNMs203-205,207-210. Most 

recent research on DNMs has been undertaken in families204,205,207-212, and mutations have also 

been detected genome-wide directly from deeply sequencing DNA extracted from sperm213. 

 The critical importance of DNMs makes them an attractive target for study with single-

sperm sequencing. However, detecting single-nucleotide DNMs is technically difficult in single 

cells for two reasons: (i) low sequence coverage of any individual cell’s genome means that 

most sites are not covered or covered by only a few reads and (ii) technical artifacts that could 

be difficult to distinguish from true DNMs are commonly introduced during library preparation or 
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sequencing. Multiple observations of a mutation (in multiple cells) would increase its likelihood 

of being a true DNM rather than an artifact. A mutation affecting multiple cells would indicate 

mosaicism in the germline rather than a mutation arising in one spermatocyte. Though most 

mutations are not mosaic, recent work shows that an appreciable fraction of DNMs are germline 

mosaic210,211,213. This observation suggests that a search targeting germline mosaic mutations 

could provide insight into mutations in human sperm. While mosaicism can occur throughout the 

genome, certain mutations are often present in perceptible proportions of sperm because these 

mutations confer a selective advantage on the sperm precursors in which they occur. The 

mutation in FGFR2, which causes Apert syndrome, is one such mutation214-216. Targeting 

selective advantage–conferring mutations for initial study might allow development of methods 

for using single-sperm sequencing data to study DNMs. Haploid phase information available in 

sperm could help validate putative mosaic DNMs. True mutations should occur on the same 

haplotype in all sperm cells in which they are detected while artifacts, if visible multiple times, 

could appear on different haplotypes. Even low-coverage single-sperm sequencing data might 

therefore be useful for the interrogation of single-nucleotide DNMs. 

 In addition to single-nucleotide mutations, large copy number variants (CNVs) also arise 

during spermatogenesis. When inherited in a person, some of these CNVs cause severe 

“genomic disorders” such as DiGeorge’s syndrome217 and raise the risk for common disorders 

such as schizophrenia218. CNVs often arise through non-allelic homologous recombination 

(NAHR), in which a crossover occurs between similar sequences at different loci. NAHR creates 

a reciprocal deletion and duplication of the sequence between the repeats217. While the low 

sequence coverage of Sperm-seq data might make small duplications difficult to identify, it 

might be possible to identify megabase-scale deletions. Most NAHR-caused deletions, in which 

NAHR happens between homologous chromosomes rather than sister chromatids, would be 

visible as regions in a cell with little read depth surrounded by a crossover (where crossover 

boundaries are outside of the deletion). Investigating specific regions known to be prone to 
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NAHR could allow detection of these deletions. For example, a NAHR-mediated, up-to-2.5 Mb 

deletion on chromosome 22q11 is associated with psychiatric disorders218. Genotyping of this 

deletion could be undertaken in Sperm-seq data by first identifying cells in which a crossover 

occurred at chromosome 22q11 with boundaries external to the region, then investigating 

whether any of these cells had decreased read depth in the region of interest between the 

crossover boundaries. Such an investigation would determine whether Sperm-seq data could be 

used for more general typing of NAHR-derived deletions. If such deletions were observable in 

single-sperm sequencing data, much could be learned about the frequency and characteristics 

of these events. 

 

Investigating meiotic drive in human gametes 

 Meiotic drive, in which one haplotype is preferentially transmitted to surviving or fit 

gametes, is another genetic phenomenon that might be investigated through analysis of single-

sperm sequencing data. Is it present in the human genome, and if so, where? The meiotic 

driving over-transmitted alleles, or “selfish” genetic elements, disobey Mendelian laws of 

segregation and are thought to be major contributors to speciation219. One example of a selfish 

gene is the SD system in Drosophila. In this system, sperm without the driving allele are 

destroyed when the driving allele is present in the absence of a resistance allele219-225. The 

existence of selfish genetic elements can be difficult to detect as they generally quickly sweep to 

fixation in any given population. 

Recent investigations into meiotic drive in human pedigrees226, sperm DNA from infertile 

mouse hybrids227, and single-sperm genotyping of 100 human sperm cells146 found no 

conclusive evidence of transmission distortion. Haplotype data from many single sperm cells 

could enable detection of regions transmitted at non-Mendelian ratios in a cell type that might be 

affected by meiotic drive. A key difficulty with this analysis is that even with increased sample 

sizes, the high number of statistical tests required for interrogating loci genome-wide reduce 
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statistical power at each locus, resulting in potential problems recognizing true drivers of modest 

effect. Furthermore, in addition to identifying potential meiotic drivers, such a scan would be 

quite sensitive to errors in genotyping, mis-alignment of reads, and issues with the reference 

genome assembly. The analysis might therefore detect not only uneven haplotype ratios caused 

by meiotic drive, but also uneven haplotype ratios caused by genotyping errors, sites called as 

heterozygous that are not truly heterozygous, or regions with cryptic paralogs elsewhere in the 

genome. In this last case, haplotype distortion would arise if one haplotype were present in both 

paralogs while the other haplotype was only present at one location. The haplotype present at 

both loci would appear over-transmitted when in reality some reads detecting this haplotype 

should not be assigned to the locus of interest. (A preliminary segregation distortion test using 

Sperm-seq data identifies such genomic issues; data not shown.) 

 

Using Sperm-seq data to improve genome assemblies 

 Assembling genomes, or improving genome assemblies, is critical to making new 

organisms amenable to genetic studies. Single-sperm sequencing is well positioned to find 

errors with the reference genome assembly, or, when a reference genome is incomplete, to aid 

in genome assembly: loci that are truly close to one another in the genome should show linkage 

and so share the same haplotype the majority of the time (always, barring when a 

recombination event has separated them), while loci that are farther apart will be unlinked and 

so have uncorrelated haplotype identities across sperm cells.  

We sought to use Sperm-seq to improve the marmoset reference genome in order to 

make marmoset genetics easier, enabling the use of marmosets as a primate model organism 

for neuroscience research228,229. We sequenced 2,810 sperm cells from a marmoset with a 

parentally phased genome and identified the parental haplotype in each cell for (i) each 200 kb 

bin across the genome and (ii) each contig as a whole (in collaboration with McCarroll lab 

member Ricardo del Rosario, who performed all marmoset analyses described here). By 
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examining the correlation structure among 200 kb bins within chromosomes, seven large-scale 

inversions in the reference genome on six chromosomes were identified; flipping them improves 

the assembly (Figure 5.1). In addition to identifying inversions, over 6,000 unlocalized contigs 

totaling 62 Mb were assigned to chromosomes by identifying the location in the assembled part 

of the genome with haplotype matching the contig in the most sperm. Furthermore, Sperm-seq 

identified lack of haplotype correlation at 21 contigs (1 Mb total), showing that these contigs 

were assigned to the incorrect chromosome in the reference genome and placing them on the 

correct chromosome. 

This marmoset research demonstrates that large-scale single-sperm sequencing can 

readily improve genome assembly. Other genome assemblies could likely also be improved in 

this manner, provided that sperm samples are available. The Sperm-seq sperm nuclei 

decondensation protocol could presumably be adapted for use on mammalian sperm from many 

species, and sperm with very diverged genome packaging from humans could be accessed with 

other appropriate protocols. 

 

Characterizing within-person and within-family meiotic variability 

 Our study of 20 sperm donors characterized their meiotic phenotypes across many cells, 

but only at one point in time. A longitudinal study of a cohort would allow examination of how 

and if aging, or simply different time periods, affects recombination and chromosome 

disjunction. Work in pedigrees shows an increase in recombination in female meiosis with age 

but no such increase in male meiosis14,17,18,88, and FISH studies of aneuploidy frequency in 

younger and older men do not find systematic age-related differences138. Even if this lack of an 

age effect were borne out, recombination rate or placement or aneuploidy frequencies might 

fluctuate over time. Semen parameters can be highly variable even month-to-month230-232, and 

the frequency of aneuploid sperm production may vary over time142, indicating that meiotic 

parameters might be inconstant. If such time-dependent variation exists, whether and how much 
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Figure 5.1. Example large-scale inversions in the marmoset genome identified with 

Sperm-seq. Analysis by colleague Ricardo del Rosario. Each panel shows the sperm haplotype 

correlation of 200 kb bins across a marmoset chromosome. Haplotype correlations were derived 

from 2,810 marmoset sperm cell sequences, where each sperm cell’s parental haplotype was 

identified in each 200 kb bin in the marmoset genome. The left (“before”) panels show 

correlations of sperm haplotypes in the marmoset reference genome. The right (“after”) panels 

show these same correlations after inversions, which were identified as breakdowns in local 

correlation structure, were flipped. Sperm-seq identified seven such inversions across six 

marmoset chromosomes (three of these inversions, two on chromosome 1 and one on 

chromosome 5, are shown). 
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changing environmental or biological factors impact meiotic processes could be investigated, 

though this might be experimentally challenging. 

 Investigating recombination and aneuploidy in siblings, especially monozygotic (MZ) 

versus dizygotic (DZ) twins, could be another application for Sperm-seq. Because 

recombination phenotypes are heritable7, recombination rate and, perhaps, placement would 

most likely be more similar in populations of sperm from MZ twins than from DZ twins. Such a 

study could precisely quantify mean global and chromosome-specific recombination rates and 

correlate them across many twins, further defining the genetic contribution to recombination 

differences. This might be the first study generating data on enough sperm crossovers to enable 

investigation of the heritability of large-scale crossover placement phenotypes. The rate of 

NAHR correlates across MZ twins in a way unexplained by known determinants of 

recombination or spermatogenesis233; perhaps a global investigation of recombination in siblings 

could further clarify NAHR-related factors. A single-sperm sequencing twin study could also help 

elucidate the heritability of aneuploidy vulnerability in a genome-wide, chromosome-specific, or 

meiotic-division-of-origin-specific manner, depending on study size. 

 

Better recognizing and understanding sperm contributions to infertility and miscarriage 

 Perhaps the most important population for future Sperm-seq analysis is infertile males, 

as sperm cells are critical to male fertility. Infertility affects up to 10–15% of couples, with up to 

50% of cases caused at least in part by a male factor136,234,235. Despite this high proportion of 

cases of infertility likely deriving from a male factor, few diagnostic tools beyond a standard 

semen analysis exist for investigating male infertility. Indeed, female members of heterosexual 

couples affected by infertility may be overtreated due to the lack of diagnostic and treatment 

options for the male partners. 

Some idiopathic cases of male infertility could derive from problems with recombination 

or aneuploidy that might be evident in single-sperm sequencing. FISH studies indeed offer hints 
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that the frequency of aneuploid sperm may be increased in infertile men, though results 

vary136,236-240, and that abnormal recombination may be associated with infertility136,192. These 

studies largely investigated sperm from donors with absent or severely impaired sperm 

production. Whether these results are reproducible and to which specific patient populations 

they might apply remain open questions.  

Alterations of synaptonemal complex components have also been implicated in cases of 

male infertility wherein little or no sperm is produced241-243. It is plausible that less severe 

mutations in synaptonemal complex proteins could lead to altered synapsis and therefore to 

altered recombination and possible increases in chromosome nondisjunction. These changes 

could both reduce fertility and be detected via single-sperm sequencing. Cases of infertility with 

a polygenic basis might also display altered recombination or aneuploidy pathways, via the 

additive or interactional effects of many polymorphisms in meiosis-associated genes. 

To investigate recombination and aneuploidy more thoroughly in infertility and, 

potentially, sperm contributions to infertility more broadly, we are currently undertaking a pilot 

study with Boston IVF to sequence the sperm of patients in three clinician-identified populations 

of couples undergoing in vitro fertilization in which the infertility may be male factor and the 

genome of the sperm might play a role. The first population is couples with young female 

partners (under 30 years old) whose embryos have undergone biopsy and revealed a higher 

than expected rate of aneuploidy in which the maternal age effect unlikely to be causal. Sperm 

from the male partners in some of these couples might reveal a high rate of aneuploidy, 

explaining the high aneuploidy rate in the embryos. The second population is couples where 

fertilization fails even after sperm were intracytoplasmically injected into the egg. A defect in the 

sperm could underlie failure to fertilize in some of these cases. The last initial study population 

is couples with embryos that develop to the eight-cell stage, the stage at which the paternal 

genome begins to be required for development, but fail to develop further. Some of these “poor 

blastocyst” cases might be caused by genetic defects in the sperm. 
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Any identified cases displaying altered chromosome segregation or recombination would 

suggest that single-sperm sequencing can be useful for understanding male infertility and for 

prioritizing specific patient populations that might benefit from such analysis. If fruitful, this type 

of analysis could inform clinical care: the findings could eventually help couples make 

reproductive decisions, such as trying to conceive with donor sperm and avoiding unnecessary 

medical interventions for the female partner. 

 

Coda 

Large-scale single-gamete sequencing has benefitted and may continue to benefit the 

pursuit of a full characterization of human meiosis, including of the variability of and 

relationships among crossover and aneuploidy phenotypes. Ascertaining recombination 

phenotypes from many cells from the same person yielded precise per-individual estimates of 

crossover rate, of proportion of crossovers in genomic regions of interest, and of crossover 

interference. These precise phenotypic measurements displayed strong inter-individual and 

intra-individual (among-cell) correlations. Genome-wide ascertainment of phenotypes such as 

aneuploidy further enabled cross-chromosome and cross-individual comparisons, unveiling 

variability among all chromosomes and across individuals, and will facilitate further discoveries. 

The single-sperm sequencing methods, results, relationships, and models presented 

here both improve our understandings of human meiosis and raise many intriguing possibilities 

for future investigation. 
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This appendix contains the manuscript “Insights about variation in meiosis from 31,228 sperm 

genomes” and associated supplementary information. Chapters 2-4 of this thesis derive in part 

from this manuscript. 

 

This manuscript has been submitted for publication and posted on the preprint server bioRxiv, 

available at https://doi.org/10.1101/625202. 
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Summary 

Many genomic segments vary in copy number among individuals of the same species, or 

between cancer and normal cells within the same person. Correctly measuring this copy 

number variation is critical for studying its genetic properties, its distribution in populations and 

its relationship to phenotypes. Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) enables accurate measurement of 

copy number by partitioning a PCR reaction into thousands of nanoliter-scale droplets, so that a 

genomic sequence of interest--whose presence or absence in a droplet is determined by end-

point fluorescence--can be digitally counted. Here, we describe how we analyze copy number 

variants using ddPCR and review the design of effective assays, the performance of ddPCR 

with those assays, the optimization of reactions, and the interpretation of data. 

 

Key Words: Copy number variants, Genomic structural variation, Droplet digital PCR, Digital 

PCR, Genotyping, Genotyping assay design 

 

1. Introduction 

Even within a single species, such as humans, thousands of genomic segments vary in copy 

number from individual to individual.  In the context of cancer and other proliferative disorders, 

substantial parts of the genome can also differ in copy number between disease and healthy 

cells from the same person.  Precisely measuring such differences is key to ascertaining their 

biological import. 

 

Though precise and accurate measurement is critical in all research, many research contexts 

present particular challenges for accurate copy number determination.  In cancer cells, many 

oncogenes become amplified to high copy numbers.  Many inherited copy number variants 

(CNVs) are also present in a wide range of copy numbers (e.g. from two to ten) within different 

individuals’ diploid genomes, due to multi-allelism.  In humans, such CNVs appear to generate 
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most inherited gene-dosage variation and make a substantial contribution to gene-expression 

variation [1], suggesting that they may contribute to variation in phenotypes. To understand how 

copy number variation contributes to phenotypes, how alleles are distributed within and across 

populations, and how CNVs relate to SNPs and haplotypes, it is crucial to accurately measure 

(or “genotype”) such CNVs.  

 

Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) obtains precise and accurate measurements of copy number by 

partitioning the reagents for two fluorescence assays (one detecting the CNV of interest and 

one detecting a control reference locus of known copy number) into thousands of droplets--

creating thousands of individual reactions--and determining whether each droplet contained 

either DNA molecule by measuring the fluorescence of each droplet after PCR [2,3]. Copy 

number is calculated by comparing the number of molecules arising from the CNV segment of 

interest (calculated from the number of positive droplets) to the number of molecules arising 

from the reference genomic locus. Because the fluorescence measurement is taken after (rather 

than during) PCR, its accuracy relies only on distinguishing the fluorescence-positive from the 

fluorescence-negative droplets, not on the quantitative PCR kinetics that classical real-time 

PCR attempts to measure. This yields a powerful improvement in the precision of analysis, 

allowing a precise determination of integer copy number at loci where rtPCR has been unable to 

do so [2-4]. For example, at the highly copy-number variable sperm gene SPANXB [5], studies 

using qPCR have only estimated the copy numbers that are present in each genome [6,7], 

whereas ddPCR can measure the precise, integer level in each individual’s genome (Fig. 1b). 

Here, we share a detailed protocol for analyzing copy number variation with ddPCR including 1) 

designing successful assays targeting genomic segments of interest, 2) using those assays in 

ddPCR and optimizing reaction conditions, and 3) improving the ddPCR analysis results after 

data generation. We pay particular attention to assay design and optimization, which can greatly 

affect data quality (Fig. 1). We have used this method for deep interrogation of particular 
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Fig. 1. ddPCR-generated copy numbers for 179 individuals at the SPANXB locus before (a) and 

after (b) the assay and reaction optimization techniques outlined in this protocol. The optimized 

copy numbers were generated by combining data from replicates run with two separate X 

chromosome-located replication-timing matched control assays (see Notes 26-28). 
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genomic regions, including characterization and phenotype association analyses [8,4], as well 

as for confirmation, validation, and population-based analysis of copy number variants [1]. 

While this protocol includes many details that are most helpful for typing germline copy number 

variants in stable euploid genomes, the protocol is readily adapted for analyzing copy-number-

variable segments in cancer genomes.  A key difference is that because cancer samples are 

often mosaic (a mixture of clones with different genomes), analysis results for cancer samples 

may involve non-integer copy-number levels that represent an average across the cells in a 

sample.  Another useful application of ddPCR involves quantifying the copy number of 

transgenes. 

 

2. Materials 

Prepare all solutions with ultrapure, molecular biology-grade water. Protect all solutions 

containing fluorescently labeled probes from light. Mix all reagents by briefly vortexing and 

centrifuging them before use. 

2.1. Locus-specific reagents 

1. Assay targeting CNV region of interest (20× target mix): 18 μM forward primer, 18 μM 

reverse primer, and 5 μM 5’ FAM-labeled, 3’ ZEN or Black Hole-quenched probe 

designed to genomic region of interest. To make, combine 25.2 μL of 100 μM forward 

primer, 25.2 μL of 100 μM reverse primer, and 7 μL of 100 μM probe with 82.6 μL water. 

Store at -20°C (see Note 1). 

2. Assay targeting control region (20× control mix): 18 μM forward primer, 18 μM reverse 

primer, and 5 μM 5’ HEX-labeled, 3’ ZEN or Black Hole-quenched probe designed to 

non-copy number variable genomic region (see Notes 2-3). To make, combine 25.2 μL 

of 100 μM forward primer, 25.2 μL of 100 μM reverse primer, and 7 μL of 100 μM probe 

with 82.6 μL water. Store at -20°C (see Note 1). 

2.2. ddPCR components and equipment 
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1. Genomic DNA at a concentration of 5 ng/μL or higher, totaling at least 50 ng (see Note 

4). 

2. Restriction enzyme and associated buffer for digesting genomic DNA, potentially AluI 

with 10× CutSmart® buffer (New England Biolabs) (see Note 5). 

3. 2× ddPCR™ Supermix for Probes, with or without dUTP (Bio-Rad). 

4. DG8™ Cartridges for droplet generation (Bio-Rad). 

5. DG8™ Gaskets for droplet generation (Bio-Rad). 

6. Droplet Generation Oil for Probes (Bio-Rad). 

7. Droplet Reader Oil (Bio-Rad). 

8. QX200™ Droplet Digital PCR System: droplet generator and cartridge holders, droplet 

reader, and QuantaSoft reader software (Bio-Rad). 

9. Rainin multichannel pipettors and corresponding tips for pipetting 20 μL and 40 μL 

volumes (see Note 6). 

10. Half-skirted Eppendorf twin.tec 96-well plates for droplet thermal cycling and reading. 

11. Pierceable, heat-sealable foil seals (Bio-Rad Pierceable Foil Heat Seal). 

12. Plate sealer capable of sealing for 5 seconds at 180°C (e.g. Bio-Rad PX1™ Plate 

Sealer). 

13. Thermal cycler. 

2.3. Web resources 

1. UCSC genome browser (hg19): http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway. 

2. Primer3 primer design tool: http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3/ [9,10]. 

3. SNP masking tool: http://bioinfo.ut.ee/snpmasker/ [11]. 

4. NEB cutter: http://nc2.neb.com/NEBcutter2/ [12]. 

5. IDT oligoanalyzer: http://www.idtdna.com/calc/analyzer.  

6. Multiple primer heterodimer analyzer: 

http://www.thermoscientificbio.com/webtools/multipleprimer/.  
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3. Methods 

3.1. Assay design 

1. The first step of assay design is to determine the best region for assay placement in 

order to optimize detection of the genomic segment of interest and ddPCR performance. 

To begin, obtain the DNA sequence for the copy-number-variable region of interest by 

entering the coordinates spanning the region into the UCSC genome browser. 

Determine whether the region is present once or more than once in the reference 

genome by displaying segmental duplications. Select “dense” from the “Segmental 

Dups” pulldown menu under the “Repeats” section at the bottom of the page (see Note 

7). Many copy number variants are found more than once in the reference genome, 

raising special considerations; if this is the case for the region of interest, see Note 8.  

2. When the specific region of interest is identified and displayed in the genome browser, 

set the “RepeatMasker” track (under “Repeats”) pulldown menu to “dense” and reload 

the page. Get the sequence for the visualized region by selecting “DNA” under the 

“View” menu at the top of the page. In order to prevent the assay from being designed to 

target repeat regions, check the box next to “Mask repeats” and select “to N”, then click 

the “get DNA” button (see Note 9). 

3. Design the primers and probe to assay this region using the Primer3 primer design tool. 

Enter the DNA sequence obtained in Step 1 into the box at the top of the webpage. 

Check “Pick hybridization probe (internal oligo)” under the input sequence.  

a. From the “Mispriming library (repeat library)” pulldown menu above the sequence 

box, choose “HUMAN.”  

b. Under “General Primer Picking Conditions”, set the optimal primer length 

(“Primer size”) to 22 bp, “Primer Tm” Min to 59, Opt to 60, and Max to 61. Set the 
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product size range to 60-90bp (which can be relaxed to 60-150bp if no assays 

are found) (see Note 10). 

c. Under “Internal Oligo (Hyb Oligo) General Conditions,” set “Internal Oligo Tm” 

Min to 68, Opt to 69, and Max to 70, and choose “HUMAN” from the “Internal 

Oligo Mishyb Library” pulldown menu.  

Leave the remaining options unchanged and click “Pick primers.” The temperatures can 

be adjusted if no suitable assays are found, as long as the internal oligo (probe) melting 

temperature is still higher than the primer temperature. 

4. Choose an assay from the results of Step 3 that contains any necessary sequences and 

is likely to perform well. Avoid probe sequences that start with G (see Note 11). Use the 

UCSC BLAT tool (under the “Tools” menu at the top of the page) to check that the 

forward and reverse primers match the region of interest uniquely and perfectly (see 

Note 12). View the region with the “Common SNPs” track displayed to ensure the 

primers and probe do not bind over a SNP. In addition, check whether the primers or 

probes are likely to bind each other or the control assay by using the “Hetero-Dimer” 

option in the right menu bar of IDT’s oligoanalyzer; delta-Gs lower than -7 should be 

avoided because their heterodimerization may interfere with the PCR (see Note 13).  

5. Ensure that the amplicon generated by the primers does not contain a cut site for the 

restriction enzyme that will be used to digest the DNA prior to ddPCR. Obtain the 

amplicon sequence from UCSC genome browser. Do not mask repeats this time. Copy 

and paste this sequence into the NEB cutter webpage. Select “All commercially available 

specificities” to the right of “Enzymes to use,” then click the “Submit” button to the right of 

the box containing the DNA sequence. Under the resulting graphic in the “List” box, click 

“0 Cutters” and make sure the enzyme of interest is included (see Note 14). 

6. Order the primers and probe from your usual oligo supplier. We prefer the FAM and HEX 

probe fluorophores, both with the ZEN quencher (Integrated DNA Technologies), though 
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other combinations of fluorophores, quenchers, and suppliers also perform well. When 

making or ordering the 20× assay mix, please note that the proportion of primers to 

probes is different than in qPCR. 

3.2. ddPCR for copy number determination 

1. Digest the genomic DNA with a restriction enzyme to separate the copies of the CNV. 

For each sample, make an enzyme master mix consisting of 0.2 units/μL AluI and 2× 

CutSmart buffer (New England Biolabs). Add 10 μL of this master mix to 50 ng DNA in 

10 μL, for a total reaction volume of 20 μL. Mix by pipetting up and down. Do not vortex 

the enzyme or enzyme solution. 

2. Incubate the enzyme-DNA mixture at 37°C for 1 hour. 

3. Dilute the digested DNA 2-fold by adding 20 μL of water to each sample, yielding a DNA 

concentration of 1.25ng/μL. Keep digested DNA at 4°C or on ice for immediate use, or at 

-20°C for long-term storage. (See Note 15 for an alternative restriction digestion 

strategy.) 

4. For each sample add: 

12.5 μL of 2× ddPCR Supermix for Probes (Bio-Rad) 

1.25 μL of 20× assay targeting the CNV region 

1.25 μL of 20× assay targeting control region (these first three reagents can be 

combined to form a master mix.) 

10.0 μL of the digested, diluted DNA (see Notes 16 and 17). 

5. Mix well by pipetting up and down ten times. Proper mixing is critical. Spin the plate to 

collect the liquid at the bottom of wells. Keep the plate protected from light until droplet 

generation, and allow the reactions to equilibrate to room temperature for 3 minutes prior 

to droplet generation. 
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6. Place a DG8™ cartridge into the QX200 droplet generation cartridge holder and snap 

the holder closed. Pour Droplet Generation Oil for Probes into a reservoir for ease of 

multichannel pipetting.  

a. Pipette 20 μL of the PCR mix into the middle row of the cartridge (the smallest 

wells) (see Note 18). Only push down to the first stop when ejecting liquid, and 

ensure there are no air bubbles in the sample (see Note 19). Using a Rainin 

multichannel pipettor with Rainin tips is preferred at this stage (see Note 6). 

b. Pipette 70 μL of oil into the bottom row of wells in the cartridge. Always be sure 

to pipette the oil after the samples. The top row is left empty. 

c. Place a DG8™ rubber gasket over the cartridge by hooking the prongs of the 

cartridge holder through the gasket’s four holes. 

7. Place the cartridge holder with cartridge and gasket into the QX200 droplet generator. 

Close the generator; droplets will be formed. Prepare the next cartridge while the first set 

of droplets is being generated. 

8. When the triangles on the button on the lid of the droplet generator return to being lit 

solid green and the generator stops making noise, remove the cartridge. Carefully 

discard its gasket and transfer the droplets in the top row to a clean, half-skirted 

Eppendorf plate. The output sample has greater volume than the input, so set the Rainin 

pipette to 40 μL. It is important that the pipetting at this stage is slow and careful, with 

the pipette oriented at 45 degrees, otherwise the droplets may shear. Afterwards, 

discard the gasket and cartridge (see Note 20).  

9. After all droplets are made, seal the droplet plate with a foil seal by heating the seal on 

the plate to 180°C for 5 seconds.  

10. Thermal cycle the plate as follows:  

95°C for 10 minutes 
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40 cycles of 94°C for 30 seconds followed by 60°C for 1 minute (see Notes 21 and 

22) 

98°C for 10 minutes 

8°C hold 

Use a 2.5°C per cycle ramp rate for all steps. Droplets can be stored protected from light 

at 4°C after cycling for up to 24 hours before reading. 

11. Set up a template on the QX200 droplet reader computer. Open QuantaSoft. Under 

"Template" in the top left corner, select "New" in order to fill in a new plate map. To fill in 

the information for each sample, double click on the first non-empty well. In the "Sample" 

box, under "Experiment," select any of the "CNV" experiments, and then, under 

"Supermix," select "ddPCR Supermix for Probes" (see Note 23). In the "Target 1" box, 

enter the name of the FAM assay in the "Name" field. From the "Type" menu, select 

"Ch1 Unknown" if this is the target assay or "Ch1 Reference" if this is the control assay. 

In the "Target 2" box, enter the name of the HEX or VIC assay in the "Name" field. From 

the "Type" menu, select "Ch2 Reference" if this is the control assay or "Ch2 Unknown" if 

this is the target assay. Without closing this menu or double clicking, select all wells of 

the plate that will contain samples that are using the same assays. Click the blue "Apply" 

button in the top window to set the assays and experiment for all these wells. Once 

finished, click "OK" and save the template. 

12. Read the droplets on the QX200 droplet reader. Put the plate into the plate holder in the 

QX200 compartment under the door, then place the black plate holder on top and click 

the silver tabs on either side down into place, making sure the A1 well is in the top left 

corner. Close the lid of the QX200. In QuantaSoft on the QX200 computer, make sure 

the template created in step 10 is loaded, then click “Run” in the column of options to the 

left of the plate map. On the popup menu that appears, select “FAM/HEX” or “FAM/VIC,” 

depending on the pair of fluorophores used, then click “OK.” 
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3.3. Data finalization and quality control 

1. While the initial output from QuantaSoft can be sufficient for downstream data analysis, 

careful quality control and optimization of this data often yields more accurate, more 

reliable copy number calls. So, when all the wells containing samples have been run, 

perform a well-by-well visual inspection of droplet clusters in QuantaSoft by clicking 

“Analyze” on the leftmost menu followed by “2D Amplitude.” Ensure that there is clear 

separation between the positive and negative clusters for both the target and reference 

assay channels. Some bleeding of droplets between the positive and negative channels 

(sometimes referred to as “rain”) is acceptable, but a substantial amount can cause 

inaccuracy (Fig. 2). If only a few samples show poor cluster separation, exclude these 

from analysis. If all wells have bad cluster separation, see Notes 17, 21, and 22 or 

redesign the assay according to 3.1 Methods.  

2. Determine that the software has made the correct call for each droplet cluster in each 

well. Make sure that all droplets are correctly labeled by the software: droplets in the top 

left corner of the 2D amplitude plot are FAM positive only, droplets in the bottom right 

corner are HEX/VIC positive only, droplets in the top right corner are positive for both 

fluorophores, and droplets in the bottom left corner are negative for both fluorophores. If 

a well has some droplets called incorrectly, manually assign them to clusters. (Using 

QuantaSoft version 1.6.6, this is accomplished by designating the groupings with the 

“Threshold” or “Lasso” tools). For wells where droplets have been correctly assigned to 

clusters, make sure the “Status” column is set to “OK” -- if it says “Check,” click 

anywhere in the amplitude plot to get the software to recognize the data (see Note 24).  

3. Export data for all wells that passed visual inspection. Select these wells and click 

“Export CSV.” 

4. Perform further sample-level quality control (see Note 25). Exclude from analysis 

samples with data drawn from fewer than 5000 droplets (“AcceptedDroplets” column of  
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Fig. 2. Common assay issues and solutions. (a) Examples of common issues. A poor 

separation of clusters (left) can be resolved by optimizing the thermocycling conditions or assay 

design. Two positive clusters (center) likely result from a SNP being in the assay-binding region 

or the amplification of a secondary genomic region. Droplet shearing or excess rain (right) can 

result from not handling the droplets properly. Assays displaying these characteristics should be 

redesigned or optimized following the suggestions in the protocol. (b) Examples of PCR reaction 

optimization. A temperature gradient (left) can be used to determine the optimal annealing 

temperature for the PCR, as shown by greatest cluster separation (here, 56.4°C yields the 

cleanest clusters). Increasing the number of PCR cycles from 40 (center) to 50 (right) can 

increase cluster separation to an acceptable amount.
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the exported CSV). Mark samples with mid-integer CNV calls (those 0.35 to 0.65 away from an 

integer number). Samples with CNV confidence intervals wider than 1 and samples with fewer 

than 10% double negative droplets as unreliable; optimize and re-run them (see Note 26). 

5. Repeat the ddPCR for the rare individual samples that failed visual inspection (step 1) or 

quality control (step 4) (see Note 27). If many samples failed a given test, there may be 

a systemic issue that needs to be remedied before repeating (see Notes 28-30) (Figs. 

2-3).  

6. For germline CNV studies where integer copy numbers are expected, round the copy 

number calls to the nearest integer for all wells that pass visual inspection and quality 

control if copy numbers generally cluster around integers. If not, a systemic issue may 

need to be remedied (see Notes 28-30) (Figs. 2-3). 
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Fig. 3. An example of assay optimization for an exceptionally difficult CNV locus (AMY1 in the 

amylase locus). The cluster plots (top and middle) and final copy number calls (bottom) both 

improve after assay and PCR-reaction optimization. The reaction was optimized by designing 

an assay that conformed to the assay design guidelines in the Methods, running a melting 

temperature gradient to determine the optimal melting temperature (see Note 20), adding 10 

extra cycles to the PCR (see Note 19), using a replication-matched control assay (see Note 

26), and using the optimal amount of DNA input (see Note 24). It can be improved further by 

averaging replicates. 
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4. Notes 

1. 20× assay mixes should be kept at -20°C for long-term storage, but avoid repeated 

freezing and thawing. We have found 20× mixes to be stable at 4°C for at least one 

month. 

2. Any region of the genome that is known or strongly expected to be invariant in copy 

number can be used as a control. For human genomes, a particularly well-validated 

assay targets the RPP30 gene and is a useful control to use as a starting point for target 

assay testing. The sequences for this assay are: forward primer, 5’-

GATTTGGACCTGCGAGCG-3’; reverse primer, 5’-GCGGCTGTCTCCACAAGT-3’; 

probe, 5’-CTGACCTGAAGGCTCT-3’. When working with aneuploid samples (e.g., 

those from cancers), it may be necessary to either use multiple control assays or 

empirically determine the copy number and copy number stability of the control locus. 

3. FAM and HEX probes can be ordered through Integrated DNA Technologies. VIC-

labeled probes can be ordered through Life Technologies. HEX and VIC probes are read 

in the same channel in ddPCR, so either a HEX or a VIC probe can be paired with a 

FAM probe. To minimize costs, we use the more-expensive HEX or VIC fluorophores for 

control assays, and FAM for the (more numerous and diverse) target locus assays.  

4. This protocol is suitable for high-quality, non-degraded DNA from any source (e.g., from 

cell lines, PBMCs, and fresh tissues). We have had success using ddPCR to type copy 

number variation in DNA extracted using Qiagen’s DNeasy DNA extraction kits. When 

using DNA from sources, such as FFPE tissue and urine, in which the DNA may be 

degraded, special assay design considerations should be taken into account (see Note 

10).  

5. To obtain accurate copy number calls, it is crucial that the DNA is digested. In particular, 

it is important that the restriction enzyme cuts between the assay sites (and not within 

them). This ensures that intact, individual copies of the region of interest segregate 
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independently into droplets. Any restriction enzyme that accomplishes this goal can be 

used; AluI is preferred because its recognition site occurs frequently in DNA. 

6. Using low-quality pipette tips can cause droplet shredding during droplet generation, 

likely because they shed tiny pieces of plastic into the reaction. Rainin pipettors and tips 

perform extremely well when working with droplets but are not strictly necessary in all 

applications. The use of Rainin pipettors and tips at all stages of DNA extraction, 

preparation, and droplet generation ensures that plastic particles are not present in the 

ddPCR reaction and is considered best practice. 

7. The segmental duplication track on the UCSC browser includes only regions larger than 

one kilobase; shorter regions of high identity will be missed. For advanced assay design, 

to determine whether the region of interest is within one of these shorter regions, display 

the “Mapping” track under the “Mapping and Sequencing” menu. Regions with high 

(dark) uniqueness values are present only once on the reference, while regions with 

lower uniqueness values are present more than once.   

8. If the region of interest is within a segmental duplication (i.e. present more than once in 

the reference genome), there are likely differences between the two (or more) copies of 

the region present (“paralogs”). In this situation, an assay can be designed to target a 

specific paralog or all copies of the region, depending on the goal of the experiment.  For 

example, a specific paralog might be targeted if its particular function is of interest, while 

total copy number might be desired if differences between the paralogs are not expected 

to impact the biological question of interest. 

If one paralog is to be targeted, design the assay to exploit differences between the two 

copies. To find these differences, use the segmental duplication track within the UCSC 

genome browser to identify the locations of the duplicated regions, then align their 

sequences and search for sites with several nucleotide differences (termed paralogous 
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sequence variants or PSVs). Design the assays to include these PSVs, particularly by 

placing the PSVs in the probe-binding region or in the 3’ end of primers.  

If total copy number is to be targeted, the assay should be designed to avoid differences 

between the copies. Perform the alignment of the paralogs (segmental duplications) as 

above, but find regions that do not contain PSVs. Restrict the region used for assay 

targeting to these PSV-free regions. 

9. SNPs in the primer or probe binding sites can prevent or hinder assay binding, so the 

sites of common SNPs must be excluded from the sequence used to design assays. If 

the region of interest is duplicated on the reference, make sure to avoid SNPs that occur 

in any copies of the sequence. One way to avoid SNPs is to turn on the 

“CommonSNPs(138)” or “CommonSNPs(141)” track under the “Variation” section at the 

bottom of the USCS genome browser page and subsequently narrow the region of 

sequence to avoid any common SNPs. This is workable for small regions, but can be 

tedious for larger ones. Another option is to use the SNP masking tool website: after 

masking the repeat regions using the UCSC genome browser, feed that sequence into 

the SNP masking tool to create a sequence where all SNPs and repeat regions are 

masked to “N”.  

10. When working with high-quality DNA, it is generally unnecessary to match or restrict 

amplicon sizes beyond the guidelines presented in the Methods. However, if the DNA is 

composed of short fragments due to degradation or shearing, having PCR amplicons of 

different lengths can result in a bias, as longer stretches of DNA are less likely to be 

intact than shorter stretches. Designing target and reference assays that have similar, 

preferably short, amplicon lengths can maximize and match amplification efficiency 

between the target and reference regions. 
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11. G nucleotides at the beginning of probes can quench nearby fluorophores. If Primer3 

suggests a probe beginning in G, use the probe’s reverse complement sequence as the 

assay probe.  (Redesign assays if the reverse complement also begins with a G.) 

12. If the primers are too short to BLAT, use the in silico PCR function (“In-Silico PCR” under 

the UCSC genome browser “Tools menu”) instead, though BLAT is preferable. If the 

region of interest is in a segmental duplication and the assay is designed to target one 

copy specifically, one unique and perfect match may not be possible; make sure that the 

best match is the duplication of interest. If the assay is designed to capture all copies of 

a region, make sure all of these regions are present in BLAT’s output. 

13. Multiple pairs of oligos can be checked for heterodimerization using ThermoScientific’s 

multiple primer tool. This tool is quite sensitive, so use it for preliminary screening and 

then check any proposed heterodimers with the IDT oligoanalyzer. Paste the named 

oligo sequences (tab delimited) into the box at the top of the ThermoScientific multiple 

primer webpage to get results. 

14. If the amplicon does contain a restriction site for the selected enzyme, change either the 

enzyme or the assay, making sure that any new enzyme is compatible with the control 

assay. Generally, it is simpler to redesign the assay, unless the genomic context restricts 

the assay to a very specific sequence.  

15. It is possible to digest the DNA in the ddPCR reaction mixture, rather than pre-digesting 

the DNA as explained in Methods 3.2 Steps 1-3. This in-Supermix digestion is useful 

when the sample is limited, as a lower total amount of sample can be used. To perform 

this in-Supermix digestion, include 2-5 units of restriction enzyme diluted to a volume of 

1 μL in the enzyme’s buffer in the ddPCR reaction described in Methods 3.2 Step 4, and 

decrease the volume of the DNA/water mixture commensurately. Undigested DNA of 

high concentration, totaling 10 ng, should be substituted for the digested, diluted DNA. 
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16. ddPCR droplets are made in sets of 8 samples at a time and read in 96-well plate 

format, so it is easiest to set up the PCR in a 96-well plate. 

17. Adding 10 μL of DNA equates to using 10 ng of DNA in the assay, since only 20 μL of 

this PCR mix is used for droplet generation. Ten nanograms of DNA is generally a good 

starting amount for ddPCR, but often individuals with high copy numbers need to be re-

genotyped using half this much DNA to avoid overwhelming the droplets with CNV-

containing molecules. In general, if double-negative droplets constitute less than 10% of 

the droplets generated, decrease the input concentration of DNA; if the error bars on the 

CNV estimate are too large, increase the input concentration of DNA. In all cases, keep 

the volume of DNA and water added constant at 10 μL. We often genotype all samples 

using 10 μL digested DNA input, then re-genotype individuals with high copy numbers or 

low numbers of double negative droplets using 5 μL digested DNA and 5 μL water. 

18. Though only 20 μL of the 25 μL PCR mix is used for droplet generation, the 5 μL excess 

prevents air bubbles from being pipetted into the droplet generation reaction, ensuring 

that the full 20 μL is converted into droplets. If the sample is limited, however, a PCR mix 

with final volume of 22 μL can be substituted. 

19. Pushing the pipette down to the final stop introduces air bubbles, which compromises 

the number and quality of droplets. Pipette only until the first stop. If air bubbles are 

introduced into the sample chamber, manually pop them with a clean pipette tip to 

improve droplet generation.  

20. An automatic droplet generator (Bio-Rad QX200 AutoDG) and associated consumables 

can be used instead of the manual droplet generation described in Section 3.2 Steps 6–

8. The AutoDG can be run using increments of 8 samples, though some reagents are 

partitioned into 32-sample sets. The AutoDG is best suited for use with full 96-well 

plates. 
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21. If clusters are too close together on the scatterplot, the intensity, and thus the separation 

of the fluorescent signals, may be increased by adding 10 extra cycles to the PCR (Fig. 

2b and 3b).  

22. Although assays are designed to work best at 60°C, certain assays -- or combinations of 

assays -- may give cleaner data at another temperature. We find it best to run a 

temperature gradient (55°C to 65°C) on one sample to determine which temperature 

yields the cleanest, most clearly separated clusters (Fig. 2b).  

23. We like to leave the “Name” field blank and merge the final data with a plate map using 

Excel or another statistical program. Otherwise the name of each and every sample 

must be entered by hand.  

24. The software only calls wells with 10,000 or more droplets and sets the “Status” column 

to “Check” for wells with fewer droplets, but we have found that CNV calls are reliable 

down to 5,000 droplets, at least for individuals carrying 0–3 copies. 

25. This quality control step can be performed in any software for quantitative or statistical 

analysis. Doing it in R is convenient for automation and repetition, but it can be done in 

Excel either manually or with formulas. 

26. Wells with fewer than 5,000 accepted droplets may not contain enough droplets to 

accurately determine copy number, especially when copy number is above four. Wells 

with mid-integer CNV calls are not informative (e.g., it is not clear whether a called copy 

number of 3.5 corresponds to an actual copy number of 3 or 4). Wide confidence 

intervals suggest the DNA concentration was too low to make a definitive call. Reactions 

in which fewer than 10% of droplets are negative typically involve situations in which the 

reaction is too close to saturation with DNA template. In these situations, the Poisson 

statistics used to estimate the number of droplets with more than one locus copy may be 

inaccurate, and it may be preferable to re-run the reaction with a lower concentration of 

genomic DNA. If using a lower concentration of input DNA results in a reference 
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concentration too low to be reliable, multiple wells can be run for each sample, with the 

resulting data merged during analysis to increase precision. 

27. Increasing input DNA concentration typically decreases confidence interval size; 

samples that failed quality control because of CNV confidence interval size should be 

repeated with higher DNA input. Mid-integer CNV calls for high copy numbers (above 6 

or so) can often be resolved by repeating the assay using a lower amount of input DNA. 

For mid-integer calls with lower copy numbers, see Note 25. 

28. An over-abundance of mid-integer copy number calls can be caused by degraded DNA, 

undigested DNA, or an incompatibility between the target and control assays. (For 

cancer samples, it can also reflect clonal mosaicism or mixtures of tumor and stromal 

cells, and therefore will not benefit from the corrections proposed here.)  When DNA is 

derived from replicating cells (such as a cell line), another cause of mid-integer calls is a 

difference in the replication timing of the control and target loci. DNA replication occurs 

in different stages across the genome; this timing is heritable, visible in sequencing data, 

and largely the same across individuals[13-15]. DNA from genomic regions that replicate 

early in the cell cycle is more abundant in asynchronous cell culture, because these 

regions exist in a duplicated state for much of the cells’ lives. Most genes (and as a 

consequence, most popular control assays) are in these early-replicating regions.  

Mid-integer copy number calls are often observed in regions of the genome that replicate 

late but were paired with an early-replicating control region for ddPCR. In our 

experience, this discrepancy results in copy number calls that are about 10% under the 

true call, though this amount varies from sample to sample depending on the proportion 

of replicating cells at the time of DNA extraction. This can have a large impact, 

especially on samples with high copy number. Designing a control assay to a region of 

the genome that replicates at the same time as the region of interest improves copy 

number analysis. Ideally this control assay could be located very close to (but still 
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genomically outside) the CNV. Replication profiles for lymphoblastoid cell lines can be 

found using the data from a recent study of replication timing in humans [15]. (Fig. 1 and 

3b demonstrate using replication-matched controls as well as other optimizations.) 

29. In germline-CNV analyses that use DNA derived from proliferating cells (such as the 

HapMap and 1000 Genomes Project DNAs, widely used as controls), we have found 

that copy number calls for CNVs on the X chromosome can be improved by using a 

control assay targeted to nearby X chromosome sequence. The late and unstructured 

replication of the inactive X chromosome in females and the resulting varying number of 

X chromosomal regions in asynchronous cell culture may explain this phenomenon [16]. 

(Fig. 1 demonstrates using an X chromosome control as well as other optimizations.) 

When using an X chromosomal control assay, make sure to divide the CNV estimates 

for males given by QuantaSoft by two, as QuantaSoft assumes a diploid control is used 

and males are haploid for the X chromosome. 

30. For germline CNVs, for which integer copy numbers are expected, we have also found 

that using two different control assays in separate reactions (or two slightly different 

target assays) and pooling the data to obtain a final copy number increases the 

proportion of samples with clear integer copy number calls, especially for samples with 

high copy number. If the same input DNA concentration is used for both repetitions, data 

can be pooled at the droplet level and then re-analyzed with Poisson statistics. However, 

if the DNA input was changed between the replicates, data should be pooled by 

averaging the copy number calls. (Fig. 1 demonstrates pooling the data from two control 

assays as well as other optimizations.) Alternatively, two control assays with the same 

fluorophore can be used in the same reaction with the target assay, creating a synthetic 

four-copy reference. This method may increase the precision of calls made from a single 

reaction for genomic segments that are present at high copy numbers. 
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For a few loci, ddPCR may tend to slightly under-count or over-count a genomic locus 

for an unknown reason; this effect is usually very small at low copy numbers but can 

become more visible at high copy numbers. If all copy number measurements trend 

away from integers in the same direction (e.g. if all copy numbers tend to be below 

integer values), applying a plate-wide multiplicative correction factor that moves all 

measurements closer to the corresponding integer value appears to be a legitimate 

correction (as validated by correspondence to sequencing-based measurements of copy 

number). If attempting this, optimize this correction factor by multiplying the copy 

numbers by a series of factors between 0.9 and 1.1 (in increments of 0.001) and choose 

the factor that gives the lowest overall deviation from the closest integer (summing the 

absolute values of the deviations). Generally, a correction factor within 3% is optimal. 
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 This appendix details work on a separate, non-dissertation research project undertaken 

by Avery Davis Bell in Steve McCarroll’s lab in 2013 and 2014. The content is adapted from 

progress reports written in 2014.  

 

Summary 

While recently great strides have been made in understanding the population genetics of 

copy number variants (CNVs), the most extreme forms of this variation, multiallelic CNVs 

(mCNVs) that are highly copy number polymorphic, remain largely unexplored. Progress in 

observing and characterizing the relationships between SNP haplotypes and CNVs has been 

rapid for bi-allelic CNVs and even some mCNVs. However, whether similar predictable 

relationships to other variants exist at loci with exceptional diversity of alleles and high rates of 

recurrent mutation (mCNV edge cases) remains an open question fundamental to 

understanding this class of genetic variation. 

 One largely unexplored area in the study of extreme mCNVs is the rates and 

mechanisms of germline mutation, which may underlie evolutionary adaptations, population 

variation, and heritable traits. While we have developed a strong understanding of these 

properties for certain types of genetic variation, such as single nucleotide variants (SNVs), for 

other forms of variation this knowledge generally remains lacking. At what rate do such loci 

mutate? How does this affect relationships to nearby markers and haplotypes? 

 As multiple alleles mean that there are often several combinations of mCNV alleles 

which could give rise to a given diploid genotype, mCNV mutations are difficult to identify and 

interpret by the widely employed method of finding mutations in pedigrees, especially in trios. 

Thus, new methods to identify mutations from population rather than family data would greatly 

benefit the study of mCNVs, as would a careful understanding of the overall population 

distributions and allelic underpinnings of these variants. 
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 In this work, we employ population data to interrogate copy number mutations and 

relationship to surrounding variants of the extremely copy number variable SPANXB locus, 

which encodes a sperm protein from the X chromosome. We chose SPANXB in part because it 

is a particularly challenging CNV, with an apparently large number of alleles – just at the edge of 

our current methods for analysis. SPANXB is also an excellent candidate for this work as its 

location on the X chromosome provides automatic phase information in heterogametic males 

and its rapid evolution and large array of copy number alleles suggest a substantial accrual of 

new mutations in human populations. Specifically, we: 

 

Characterize SPANXB copy number variation and its relationship to SNPs within and between 

populations 

 In order to build a mutational profile for SPANXB, we first wished to deeply characterize 

variation at the locus and its relationship to surrounding SNP haplotypes to better understand 

the allelic distribution of SPANXB, testing the hypothesis that high mutability and relationship to 

specific SNP haplotypes could both characterize an extreme mCNV. Our approach consisted of 

(i) accurately genotyping diploid SPANXB copy number in populations of either family trios or 

unrelated males using droplet digital PCR (ddPCR); (ii) determining per haplotype SPANXB 

copy number using the laws of transmission in trios; and (iii) assigning SPANXB copy number to 

transmitted and untransmitted phased SNP haplotypes and analyzing between-variant 

relationships. 

 

Elucidate the processes and rate of SPANXB copy number mutation in a large population 

 To test our hypothesis that recent mutations at SPANXB can be detected using 

population data, we developed and implemented an approach to identify individuals with shared 

ancestry at SPANXB who nonetheless differed in the SPANXB copy number allele they carried, 

thus indicating that a mutation occurred on one ancestor chromosome in the time since their 
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shared ancestor carried the shared chromosome. Our approach involved (i) identifying copy 

number mutations by finding pairs of individuals identical by descent at SPANXB yet discordant 

for SPANXB copy number; (ii) integrating SNP and CNV data to characterize the size, direction, 

and mutation mechanism of the copy number mutations; and (iii) determining SPANXB mutation 

rate by comparing the number of mutations observed to the total number of meioses separating 

all of the shared ancestry pairs. 
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Background and significance 

Whether copy number variants (CNVs) behave as stable polymorphisms in the 

population like SNPs or exist only as recurrent mutations was long debated. The debate 

remains unsettled about those CNVs with the most extensive copy number diversity, a subclass 

of multiallelic CNVs (mCNVs). In early thinking, it was accepted that most if not all CNVs were 

recurring mutations, with little relationship to surrounding SNP haplotypic context1-3. As 

technologies were developed that allowed more careful investigation of bi-allelic CNVs (simple 

deletions and duplications), it became clear that many of these variants were in fact well 

correlated with surrounding genetic variation, behaving as other bi-allelic variants with respect to 

transmission in haplotypes and linkage relationships to surrounding variants4; 5. mCNVs were 

considered to be highly recurrent mutations until it was demonstrated that, at least one of these 

loci (17q21.31), structural alleles could also be found on predictable SNP haplotypes6. However, 

this observation may not be typical: especially polymorphic mCNVs, those that are likely to be 

highly mutable, may behave differently than those with fewer alleles. To answer questions 

regarding CNV-haplotype relationships and the underlying mutation properties of even 

extremely copy-number-variable loci with high rates of recurrent mutations, we investigated the 

population genetics and mutation characteristics of SPANXB, an mCNV with a large array of 

copy number alleles. 

 

Study of human germline mutations at different types of variants 

 All genetic variation, including that which gives rise to phenotypic diversity including 

health and disease, initially arises via new germline mutations. The study of the process and 

rate of germline genetic mutations in humans is therefore considered fundamental to disease 

and evolutionary research7; 8. As such, the field has developed a knowledge base about the 

mutation characteristics and rates of single base pairs (single nucleotide variants, SNVs) and 

how they relate to extant patterns of variation in human populations. The advent of whole 
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genome sequencing and the application of this technology to parent-offspring trios or other 

pedigree structures have greatly enabled this work9-12. Like de novo SNVs, new CNVs affect 

many phenotypes and can lead to disease13-15. Thus, we would like to understand CNV 

mutations as deeply as SNV mutations. 

 To date, a few studies have examined the mutation of large, bi-allelic CNVs16-19, but very 

few20 have investigated these questions for mCNVs. These mCNVs are likely to be more 

mutable as a class than SNVs or large CNVs, as their multiple copies provide ample substrates 

for copy number change through non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR). Furthermore, 

mCNVs are common in the human genome and can directly impact expression through 

changing the copy number of genes, making them potential substrates for selection and 

contributors to phenotypes14. In general, mutation rates differ among loci among SNVs and 

among large CNVs7; 8. These differences are likely even greater among mCNV loci, as these 

loci may be diverse in size, number of alleles, and sequence context, rather than the subset of 

these characteristics possible for other variant classes. Studies of mutation rates of individual 

mCNV loci, backed by knowledge of the underlying structure of those loci, are important steps 

filling human genetic variation knowledge gaps. 

 While it is important to begin to understand the underlying rate of new mutations at 

mCNV loci, it is also important to understand the mechanisms by which these new mutations 

arise. Most CNVs, including mCNVs, are caused by non-allelic homologous recombination 

(NAHR), where duplicated sequences misalign and crossover, creating products carrying 

duplication and deletion of the intervening sequence21-24. While NAHR is thought to generally 

occur between homologous chromosomes (interchromosomal NAHR), this crossover can also 

occur between sister chromatids (intrachromosomal or interchromatidal NAHR) or even within 

an individual chromatid (intrachromatidal NAHR)23. In fact, a recent study of the alpha-defensin 

mCNV locus suggested that historical mutations at this locus have largely occurred by 

intrachromosomal NAHR25. This question of specific NAHR mechanism remains open for the 
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majority of mCNVs. How the mechanism (or distribution of mechanisms) of mutation relates to 

mutation rate, sequence context, or any other factor are also largely unanswered questions. 

 Current methods to detect de novo mutations rely largely on examining parent-offspring 

trios and comparing the genotype(s) of the offspring to that of the parents and detecting 

differences10; 11. Unlike for SNPs, for mCNV loci, where there are many allelic combinations that 

can combine to form an observed diploid genotype, this trio approach misses all but the most 

extreme copy number mutations (Figure 1). Even on the X chromosome, where allelic 

contributors to copy number are unambiguously known in males, only mutations which cause a 

son’s copy number to be higher than his mother’s or a daughter’s copy number to be lower than 

her father’s are identifiable in trios (Figure 1). Therefore, a method for identifying all new copy 

number mutations is needed; this method would be more easily applied if it did not rely on data 

from pedigrees but rather could use relationships latent in populations to identify mutations, 

similarly to the autozygosity-based method used by Campbell et al9 but without the need for an 

inbred population. Here, we identify a suitable mCNV for this type of study, and develop and 

implement such a method. 

 

The mCNV for the job: SPANXB 

 To be able to use latent relationships in population data to identify mutations, confidence 

in the haplotypic content of the locus of interest – that is, if genotypes match, do we know that 

haplotypes do? – is important. The X chromosome is particularly well suited to this kind of 

analysis, as males carry only one X chromosome such that their non-pseudoautosomal X 

chromosome genotypes are necessarily in phase with one another. Moreover, the haploid 

nature of the X chromosome in males means it is “unmasked” such that selection can act upon 

it without buffering from another copy, making mutation rate analyses even more salient for this 

chromosome. A common X chromosome multiallelic CNV containing the SPANXB gene, which 

encodes a sperm protein of unknown function, is uniquely suited for a case study of population 
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Figure 1. Unlike SNPs, transmissions of mCNV mutations can be indistinguishable from 

transmissions without mutations in trios. The figure shows two example trios genotyped for 

copy number of an X chromosome mCNV. (a) Diploid copy numbers are measured for each 

member of the trio. (b) The per-chromosome copy number alleles can be determined based on 

the family structure with either male (left) or female (right) offspring. Note that males have only 

one X chromosome and fathers must pass their X chromosome to their daughters. (c) It is 

possible that copy number mutations (from the bolded parental chromosome to the child’s 

chromosome marked with *) could go undetected in both of these trios, as multiple allelic 

combinations can make up females’ diploid copy number. If these mutations occurred, the 

haplotypes attributed to the mother in (b) would be incorrect.
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frequencies, genetic architecture, and mutation rate, as its X chromosome location, presence in 

sperm, and extreme copy number variability make it accessible for these analyses. 

The SPANX gene family, of which SPANXB is a member, is located on the X 

chromosome26 and encodes small proteins expressed only in sperm, sperm precursors26-30 and 

ectopically in some cancers29; 31-33. Intriguingly, the SPANX genes are some of the very few 

genes that are transcribed only in haploid sperm precursors after they have undergone meiosis 

and not in pre-meiotic sperm precursors26; 30. Despite this post-meiotic transcription and the 

genes’ location on the X chromosome, SPANX proteins are found in both X and Y bearing 

sperm34, suggesting that the SPANX mRNA or protein is transported through the cytoplasmic 

bridges35; 36 that connect post-meiotic sperm precursors to cells that do not contain the X 

chromosome. The SPANX gene family has therefore clearly evolved interesting roles in human 

reproduction, but the nature of these roles remains to be elucidated. 

The SPANX gene family is rapidly evolving, with sequence divergence and amplification 

of paralogous family members across species, especially among apes. The SPANX family 

consists of two subfamilies: SPANXN27; 37, present in all mammals, and SPANXA/D33, present 

only in apes. The entire family is undergoing rapid evolution, with highly diverged exonic 

sequences between different subfamilies and variation of subfamilies between species27. 

Recent research suggests that there is a large cohort of quickly-evolving genes on the X 

chromosome in both mice and humans and that most of these genes are expressed in testes 

and male germ cells; SPANXB may therefore be an ambassador for this larger genetic class38. 

As the function(s) of the SPANX proteins remains undetermined, this rapid evolution is 

especially intriguing. 

 A member of the SPANXA/D family, the 1.5 kb SPANXB gene is present inside a 12 kb 

tandem duplication in humans initially observed in 1 to 14 copies in males via Southern 

blotting39. Though SPANXB appears to be the oldest member of the SPANXA/D family, its 

amplification has only been observed in the hominid lineage as it is present in humans39 and 
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Neanderthals, as evidenced by breakpoint spanning reads in a recent high coverage 

Neanderthal genome40 (data not shown). There has been considerable interest in the potential 

ramifications of this CNV, as SPANXB underlies a linkage peak for prostate cancer39; 41, the 

SPANX family is expressed in tumors29; 42, and SPANXB’s presence in sperm suggests that it 

may affect male fertility43, as does the fact that it was one (of many) RNAs found to be 

differentially expressed in sperm from men with morphologically abnormal sperm as compared 

to normal sperm44. Due to its high level of sequence similarity with other SPANX genes and its 

possible high copy number, attempts to type the CNV and associate it to phenotypes have been 

unsuccessful42; 43. 

An understanding of the population-level variation of SPANXB will give insight into an 

extremely copy number variable region of the genome, allowing extension of our knowledge 

about structurally variable regions to an edge case. Its study also provides the opportunity to 

investigate the mutation rate of a mCNV, a largely open field, without the need for pedigree data 

(Figure 1). 

 

SPANXB copy number variation and its relationship to SNPs within and between 

populations 

Methods I 

 We used molecular and computational approaches to elucidate the per haplotype copy 

number alleles of SPANXB across multiple populations (Table 1), as well as to understand the 

relationship between this exceptionally variable CNV and surrounding SNP haplotypes. Our 

approach consisted of (i) accurately genotyping diploid SPANXB copy number in populations of 

either trios or unrelated males using droplet digital PCR (ddPCR); (ii) determining per haplotype 

SPANXB copy number using the laws of transmission in trios; and (iii) assigning SPANXB copy 

number to transmitted and untransmitted phased SNP haplotypes and analyzing these phased 

haplotypes.
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Table 1. Summary of samples evaluated for SPANXB copy number 

Abbreviations: CN, copy number; ddPCR, droplet-digital PCR 

aNumber of haplotypes genotyped for copy number (total, including non-integer copy numbers) 

bNumber of haplotypes containing phased SNP data and an integer copy number  
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I. Genotyping SPANXB copy number 

 The 12 kb duplication containing SPANXB was previously shown to be present in many 

different copies on human chromosomes39. Previous studies using typical means of measuring 

SPANXB copy number such as qPCR42; 43 and read depth-based Genome STRiP45 on low (~4x) 

coverage sequence data (data not shown) were unable to reliably resolve integer copy numbers 

at this locus. Therefore, we used ddPCR (BioRad) to measure SPANXB copy number. ddPCR 

is a modified version of qPCR in which the reaction mixture of primers and probes 

corresponding to a control locus and the copy number variable locus of interest is partitioned 

into thousands of nanoliter-sized droplets46; 47. PCR amplification occurs within these droplets 

and an endpoint fluorescent measurement is taken for each fluorophore (corresponding to 

control or variant locus), and the number of positive droplets for each fluorophore corresponds 

to the number of input molecules of that locus46; 47. Variation in copy number is reflected in the 

fraction of droplets positive for each locus, rather than by differential amplification kinetics as in 

qPCR46; 47. 

 We designed an assay specific to the 18-bp insertion present only in SPANXB26 to avoid 

amplifying other members of the SPANX gene family and used two replication-matched48; 49 

control assays from the X chromosome to further decrease assay noise; assay sequences are 

in Table 2. To measure copy number with ddPCR, we followed the protocol in Appendix 2 

(sections 3.2 and 3.3). We also used Genome STRiP to determine copy number in samples with 

high (~30x) coverage whole genome sequence after determining its concordance with ddPCR 

genotypes for a subset of these samples. Which sample sets were genotyped using which 

methods, number of samples, and other specifications are listed in Table 1. 

II. Determining copies of SPANXB per chromosome 

 We genotyped diploid SPANXB copy number in parent-offspring trios in order to 

determine the distribution of specific SPANXB copy number alleles in populations, rather than 

simply the overall copy number distribution. In males, the SPANXB diploid copy number was 
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Table 2. ddPCR assay sequences for copy number profiling SPANXB.  

Shading groups assays targeting the same region; locus and target or control information 

provided once per assay. Locus coordinates are in hg19. All assays were ordered from IDT. 

*SPANXB, and thus the assay, is present in two copies in the reference genome 

Locus assayed Target or 
control? 

Assay type Assay sequence 
 

SPANXB 
chrX:140096879-
140096956* 
chrX:140084874-
140084951* 

Target (gene 
of interest) 

Forward 
primer 
sequence 

AGTGTCCGCAGGCTGAAG 

  Reverse 
primer 
sequence 

TACCGTCTTGTTGGCCTCAT 

  Probe 
sequence 
(HEX 
flourophore) 

GGAGCGTCCCCTGTGAATCCA 

LDOC1 
chrX:140270471-
140270534 

Control  Forward 
primer 
sequence 

ACACAGTTCAGATTAGCAGGGG 

  Reverse 
primer 
sequence 

TGCTTGGAAGTGTCATCTACCC 

  Probe 
sequence 
(FAM 
fluorophore) 

AGGGATCCCGGGGATGGCCA 

chrX:140275279-
140275351 
(intergenic) 

Control Forward 
primer 
sequence 

TGGCTTAGACTCCACCGTTTG 

  Reverse 
primer 
sequence 

GTTTGGAGCCTGAAACATGGTG 

  Probe 
sequence 
(FAM 
fluorophore) 

TGAGTGCCTTGGACTTGTGCTCTTGC 
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used as the per chromosome copy number allele, as males carry only one X chromosome. To 

assign copy number alleles to female chromosomes, we used trio family structure as shown in 

Figure 1a-b. Due to the presence of only one X chromosome in male trio founders and 

offspring, there was no ambiguity in assigning haploid copy number, though we note that some 

mutations could go undetected in this scheme and that in those rare cases, assignment of 

haploid copy number could be incorrect (Figure 1). 

III. Creating and analyzing integrated SPANXB-SNP haplotypes 

 To examine whether highly copy number polymorphic SPANXB locus was tagged by or 

carried on similar haplotypes of surrounding variation, we integrated SPANXB copy number 

alleles with phased X chromosome SNP haplotypes. SPANXB copy number alleles were placed 

onto X chromosome SNP backgrounds in males, as there is no question of phase when only 

one chromosome is present. To associate SPANXB copy number alleles with SNP haplotypes 

in females in the trio-typed populations, we used BEAGLE50 to place the haploid copy numbers 

on the correct haplotypes using laws of transmission in mother-son pairs or father-mother-

daughter trios. These automatically phased male haplotypes and trio phased female haplotypes 

were used to determine the correlation between SPANXB haploid copy number and surrounding 

SNP genotypes, as well as to evaluate the similarity of SNP haplotypes on which a given 

SPANXB copy number allele could be found. 

 

Results I 

Using the approaches delineated above, we determined diploid and per-chromosome 

copy numbers for populations from three continents (listed in Table 1), tested for difference in 

copy number distribution between these populations, determined the correlation of SNP 

genotypes with SPANXB copy number, and demonstrated the relationship of SPANXB copy 

number to SNP haplotypes. 

I. Copy number distribution of SPANXB in diverse populations 
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 Using ddPCR, we were able to largely resolve integer copy number classes over copy 

numbers ranging from 1-16 across multiple populations (Figure 2a), with females having on 

average more copies than males due to the CNV’s location on the X chromosome. 

Chromosomes carried 1-10 copies of SPANXB (Figure 2b). In the four populations containing 

trios, we determined that these alleles were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in females (based on 

female, male, or combined allele frequencies) and that there was no evidence for transmission 

disequilibrium of copy number alleles. SPANXB per-chromosome copy number allele spectra 

were markedly different between the populations examined, with the largest copy numbers and 

most marked diversity of copy number alleles present in Africa (YRI) and the smallest copy 

numbers and least diversity in Asia (CHS); these differences were statistically significant for 

between-continent comparisons (Table 3). Though SPANXB copy number was difficult to 

definitively determine in earlier studies without laborious and DNA heavy Southern blotting39; 42; 

43, we were able to make the first multiple population catalog of SPANXB copy number variation, 

which also demonstrates that X chromosome CNVs are, like their SNP counterparts51, 

population differentiated. 

II. Relationship of SPANXB copy number alleles to SNPs and SNP haplotypes 

While SNPs are bi-allelic and therefore cannot perfectly capture the variation in a CNV 

with 10 alleles such as SPANXB, we inquired whether SNPs existed that imperfectly correlated 

to such a polymorphic CNV. The highest r2 between a HapMap 3 SNP and SPANXB copy 

number is 0.25 in Europeans (CEU), with the best-tagged 1 copy allele of SPANXB being 

tagged with an r2 of 0.31, and even lower correlation between SNPs and copy number or copy 

number alleles in Asians (CHS, Omni SNPs) and Africans (YRI, HapMap 3 SNPs) (Figure 3). 

With close to full ascertainment of variants from high-coverage sequence in a much larger 

sample size of males of European background (GPC), the highest r2 between any SNP and 

SPANXB overall copy number is 0.37, with the best-tagged 1 copy allele of SPANXB being 

tagged with an r2 of 0.57.
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Figure 2. SPANXB diploid copy number and copy number allele distribution are reliably 

characterized in and differentiated among multiple populations. (a) Diploid measurements 

of SPANXB copy number in three populations shows integer resolution. Males (top) carry fewer 

copies of SPANXB on average than do females (bottom). Diploid copy number ranges from one 

to sixteen. (b) Distribution of SPANXB copy number alleles (per haplotype/chromosome) from 

trio typing and haplotype deconvolution in four populations. We observed a minimum of one and 

a maximum of 10 copies of SPANXB per chromosome, with different distributions and 

presences of these copy numbers in different populations. N refers to the number of 

chromosomes with SPANXB copy number determination in each population. 
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Figure 2 (Continued)
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Table 3. Between-population statistical comparisons of SPANXB copy number allele distribution 

Test Continents involved P-value (Fisher's Exact Test) 

CEU vs. CHS Europe, Asia 2.9 x 10-9 

CEU vs. IBS Europe, Europe 0.040 

CEU vs. YRI Europe, Africa 1.4 x 10-14 

CHS vs. IBS Asia, Europe 4.0 x 10-13 

CHS vs. YRI Asia, Africa 1.1 x 10-25 

IBS vs. YRI Europe, Africa 7.4 x 10-7 
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Figure 3. There is low correlation between SPANXB copy number and SNP genotypes for 

variants within 1 Mb of SPANXB in populations from three continents. (a) CEU (Europe); 

HapMap3 SNPs pictured. (b) CHS (Asia); OmniExpress SNPs pictured. (c) YRI (Africa); 

HapMap3 SNPs pictured. All analyses were performed on trio-phased haplotypes, rather than 

diploid copy number. The red, dashed line denotes the center of the SPANXB locus. The 

window shown spans chrX:139082761 - 141082761 (hg19).
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 Though individual SNPs do not tag SPANXB, we wondered whether the same SPANXB 

copy number allele might be present on the same or similar multi-SNP haplotype backgrounds. 

In the largest analysis from 437 male haplotypes with SNP data from high-coverage sequence, 

some copy number alleles (1 and 2) reside largely on similar haplotype backgrounds, and many 

SNP haplotype backgrounds carry more than one SPANXB copy number allele while most copy 

number alleles occur on more than one SNP haplotype (Figure 4), suggesting significant 

mutability at the locus . Preliminary leave-one-out imputation trials using a 437 haplotype 

reference panel showed difficulty in imputing SPANXB copy number, likely due to this 

heterogeneity in haplotype background (data not shown). 

 However, the pattern of copy number allele segregation on SNP haplotypes is highly 

nonrandom, with some haplotypes carrying almost all the same copy number allele and a large, 

common haplotype which carries most copy number alleles (Figure 4). This suggests that with 

a larger sequence data imputation panel, we could significantly improve imputation of SPANXB 

copy number allele. Indeed, a study of imputation of HLA amino acid polymorphisms 

demonstrated that the size of the reference panel rather than the genotyping platform was 

crucial for high imputation accuracy, with a ~5000 person reference panel vastly outperforming 

a panel of 90 individuals52. Our work has thus delineated the relationships between SPANXB 

copy number alleles and surrounding genetic variation, showing that this relationship is highly 

nonrandom even for this highly copy-number-variable locus, and suggested that we should be 

able to observe recent mutations at this locus, as copy number alleles are not restricted to 

haplotype backgrounds containing only the same copy number allele. 

 

Processes and rate of SPANXB copy number mutation in a large population 

Methods II 

To characterize SPANXB mutation properties and determine the rate of mutation for 

SPANXB, we developed a method to identify copy number mutations in population-level data  
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Figure 4. The segregation of SPANXB copy number alleles on SNP haplotypes is highly 

nonrandom, though some SPANXB copy number alleles occur on multiple SNP 

haplotypes and different alleles share the same haplotype. The SPANXB locus resides 

between the origins (0s) of the plot. Markers at which haplotypes diverge (due to ancestral 

recombination or mutation) are depicted as branch points in the gray backbone of the plot. The 

colored leaves represent the copy number alleles of SPANXB, while the gray backbone 

represents SNPs that flank the CNV locus (color correlated to allele frequency – darker 

branches are more common minor alleles). This plot includes 437 haplotypes from the GPC 

cohort; SNPs included are non-singletons from deep whole genome sequence. The pictured 

window spans the genomic region chrX:140072781 – 140207133 (Hg19). 
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through examining males identical by descent (IBD) at SPANXB who differed in copy number. 

Our approach involved (i) identifying copy number mutations by finding pairs of individuals IBD 

at SPANXB discordant for SPANXB copy number; (ii) integrating SNP and CNV data to 

characterize copy number mutations with respect to size, direction, and mutation mechanism; 

and (iii) determining SPANXB mutation rate by comparing the number of mutations observed to 

the total number of meioses separating all shared ancestry pairs, both those concordant and 

discordant for SPANXB copy number.  

I. Identifying SPANXB copy number mutations from population-level data 

 We reasoned that pairs of chromosomes identical by descent – that is, inherited from a 

common ancestor – in the region surrounding SPANXB would carry the same SPANXB copy 

number allele, inherited from their common ancestor, unless a mutation had occurred on one of 

the chromosome in the time since the IBD regions coalesced (Figure 5). We exploited the fact 

that males only carry one X chromosome harboring SPANXB to identify shared haplotypes that 

by default fall on the same chromosome. We determined the extent of sharing on either side of 

SPANXB of SNPs with minor allele frequency greater than 1% in all possible pairs of men from 

a Swedish cohort comprised of 7191 males who had passed missingness, sex check, and 

relatedness quality control. We considered a pair of men to share ancestry at SPANXB if they 

shared non-missing genotypes over more than 10 Mb directly flanking or including SPANXB. 

We genotyped SPANXB copy number with ddPCR as described in Methods I in individuals in 

these shared ancestry pairs, and identified pairs whose members had different copy numbers 

(copy number discordant pairs) as pointing to a past copy number mutation. Copy number 

discordant pairs that contained individuals only present in that pair were counted as unique 

mutations, whereas discordant pairs that contained individuals shared across more than one 

discordant pair were collapsed and counted, all together, as one mutation. For example, if 

individual A was in a copy number discordant pair with individual B and in another copy number 

discordant pair with individual C, we counted those two pairs as one unique copy number 
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Figure 5. Copy number mutations can be identified and characterized using knowledge of 

identity by descent at the CNV locus. The figure shows the use of IBD at the SPANXB locus 

to identify copy number mutations. (a) Different SNP haplotypes (colored lines) may carry the 

same or different SPANXB copy number alleles. (b) Individuals IBD around the SPANXB locus 

will carry the same copy number allele, unless (c) there has been a mutation on one of the IBD 

chromosomes in the generations the chromosomes have been separated. Colored lines 

represent SNP haplotype backgrounds. Lines of the same color represent identical haplotypes. 

Tan boxes represent SPANXB tandem repeats; SPANXB copy number is also in text to the right 

of each haplotype. 
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mutation, as the most parsimonious explanation is that a mutation happened once in individual 

A’s lineage rather than two separate but equivalent mutations having occurred in individual B 

and C’s lineages. 

II. Characterizing copy number mutations 

 We used aspects of this IBD experimental design to answer questions about copy 

number mutation at SPANXB, specifically characterizing the copy number mutations identified 

with regard to (i) magnitude of copy number change, (ii) copy numbers involved in copy number 

change, (iii) direction of copy number change (mutated from vs. mutated to), and (iv) 

mechanism of mutation. 

 (i and ii) We determined the magnitude of copy number change by taking the absolute 

value of the difference between the SPANXB copy numbers carried by two individuals in a 

shared ancestry, copy number discordant pair corresponding to a unique mutation. We also 

compared the distribution of copy numbers in unique copy number discordant pairs to the 

distribution of copy numbers in all males from the Swedish cohort who were genotyped for 

SPANXB copy number. 

 (iii) It was possible to determine the direction of copy number change for copy number 

discordant pairs containing an individual male shared with at least one other copy number 

discordant pair. In these cases, the copy number of the individual shared across pairs was 

considered new, whereas the copy number shared by individuals unique to these pairs was 

considered ancestral. For example, if individual A (copy number 4) was in a copy number 

discordant pair with individual B (copy number 2) and in another discordant copy number pair 

with individual C (copy number 2), we considered copy number 2 to be ancestral and copy 

number 4 to be the mutation, as this explanation requires only one rather than two distinct 

mutation events. In this example, we would surmise that at some point in individual A’s lineage, 

a SPANXB 2 copy allele mutated into a SPANXB 4 copy allele; thus, a gain of two in copy 

number occurred. 
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 (iv) Copy number changes typically occur by non-allelic homologous recombination 

(NAHR) between two repeated highly similar or identical sequences that misalign (are not allelic 

to each other). In this process, the region between the repeated sequences can be duplicated or 

deleted. NAHR, while usually discussed as unequal recombination between two homologous 

chromosomes, can also occur between sister chromatids and even within a chromatid23. It 

remains largely unknown to what extent these various forms of NAHR contribute to copy 

number variation. We can use identity by descent relationship to untangle these mutation 

mechanisms: distinct IBD patterns will be left on chromosomes that undergo different types of 

NAHR. Specifically, NAHR between homologous chromosomes (interchromosomal NAHR) 

combines two distinct haplotypes, whereas NAHR between sister chromatids (intrachromosomal 

NAHR) or within a chromatid (intrachromatidal NAHR) recombine the same, identical haplotype.  

We used these IBD patterns at the locus in pairs of males that shared ancestry at 

SPANXB but carried different SPANXB copy number alleles to identify the type of NAHR event 

that gave rise to the observed mutation. If the pair were IBD only on one side of SPANXB, this 

suggested interchromosomal NAHR, while if the pair shared IBD genotypes across the CNV, 

this suggested either intrachromosomal or intrachromatidal NAHR (which are indistinguishable 

from each other in this analysis). All IBD pairs identified in the Swedish cohort shared genotypes 

to the left of SPANXB; therefore, we deemed the mutation intrachromosomal/intrachromatidal 

NAHR if the copy number discordant pair also had significant genotype sharing on the right side 

of the CNV. We determined this by selecting 100,000 random pairs from the 7191 Swedish 

males for whom we had SNP genotype data and comparing the genotype sharing of the 

mutation pair to these random pairs: how many random pairs shared the same region as the 

mutation pair? Shared the same genotype? Intrachromosomal/intrachromatidal NAHR pairs 

were those whose shared genotype region to the left of SPANXB was observed with p-value 

less than 0.05 and whose shared genotype to the right of SPANXB was observed with p-value 

less than 0.001. We note that other identified mutations could have arisen through NAHR within 
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a chromosome, but we do not have the genotyping density and/or statistical power to detect 

them. 

III. Determining copy number mutation rate 

 To determine the rate of mutation at SPANXB, we used existing methods53 to calculate 

the relatedness of pairs of males sharing ancestry at SPANXB and divided the number of 

mutations observed by the total number of meioses separating the pairs investigated. Mutation 

rates are typically presented as mutations per locus per meiosis (or, equivalently, gamete), that 

is, the number of mutations observed divided by the number of meioses investigated. For typical 

trio SNV studies, this is simply the number of SNV mutations divided by the number of base 

pairs in a diploid genome, as each mutation must have come from one of the two meiotic 

transmissions observed in that trio. In this study, we examined only one site, so the denominator 

of the rate need only take into account the number of meioses observed. In general, the extent 

of IBD segments in the genome is related to (because it is created by) the number of meioses 

separating the two genomes where the IBD is found, as more meioses distribute the initial 

shared chromosome into (i) shorter IBD segments and (ii) a smaller overall proportion of the 

genome shared IBD.  

ERSA (maximum-likelihood estimation of recent shared ancestry)53 calculates the 

degree of relatedness of two individuals from their autosome-wide IBD segments and a model 

of IBD in the population. We first identified all IBD segments in the 7191 male sample Swedish 

cohort using GERMLINE54 and then used ERSA to estimate the relatedness of all pairs with 

greater than 10 Mb haplotype sharing at SPANXB. To determine a mutation rate, we divided the 

number of mutations observed in pairs for which ERSA estimated relatedness by the summed 

relatedness estimates in these same pairs and used binomial statistics to calculate a 95% 

confidence interval. We also calculated mutation rates from the top and bottom of the 95% 

confidence interval ERSA gives for the relatedness of each pair and again used binomial 

statistics to calculate 95% confidence intervals. We used the highest and lowest confidence 
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values from these various calculations as the final bounds on our mutation rate estimate. We 

also determined that our set of pairs consisting of those with greater than 10 Mb IBD at 

SPANXB were enriched for relatedness as calculated by ERSA as compared to 10,000 pairs 

picked randomly. 

 

Results II 

Using the methods developed above, we determined pairs of male chromosomes 

sharing ancestry at SPANXB and used these pairs to identify SPANXB copy number mutations. 

We investigated the questions of which copy number alleles are involved in mutations, which 

mutational (NAHR) mechanism likely formed the mutations, and at what general frequency do 

new SPANXB mutations arise. 

I. Pairs sharing ancestry at SPANXB 

 To find SPANXB copy number mutations, we first identified all pairs of males in our 

Swedish cohort who shared ancestry at SPANXB. Of the ~25 million possible pairs from the 

7191 Swedish males investigated, 8208 shared greater than 1 Mb of genotypes rooted at 

SPANXB, and 368 pairs from 594 unique individuals passed our identity by descent threshold, 

sharing greater than 10 Mb at the SPANXB locus. Of these 368 IBD pairs, we analyzed 

concordance of SPANXB copy number in347 that had DNA and resolved copy numbers (within 

0.3 of an integer; only 3 individuals failed this filter) for both pair members (Figure 6). As 

expected, most pairs IBD at SPANXB shared the same SPANXB copy number allele (Pearson’s 

r = 0.88, p < 2.2 x 10-16; Figure 6a). In contrast, pairs chosen randomly from the genotyped 

individuals carried different copy number alleles more often than they shared copy number allele 

and had uncorrelated copy numbers (Pearson’s r = -0.003, p = 0.74 from 10,000 randomly 

chosen pairs). Furthermore, pairs with longer IBD segments at SPANXB carried different copy 

number alleles less frequently than pairs with shorter IBD segments, as would be expected 

given that longer IBD segments correspond to more recent shared ancestry (Figure 6b-c). The  
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Figure 6. Pairs of males with IBD at SPANXB largely share SPANXB copy number alleles, 

with the exception of pairs in which one member carries a copy number mutation. (a) 

Copy numbers of members of pairs of men with > 10 Mb sharing at SPANXB. Color is based on 

the rank of the length of the IBD segments, with redder dots corresponding to shorter shared 

segments (minimum 10 Mb) and yellower dots corresponding to longer shared segments 

(maximum 152 Mb). Points are plotted with jitter to show density. (b-c) Copy number difference 

between members of pairs with shared ancestry at SPANXB plotted against the length of the 

shared segment plotted in absolute (b) and log (c) scale. Points are plotted with jitter to show 

density. CN, copy number.
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high correlation of copy number alleles between members of male pairs IBD at SPANXB 

supported the validity of our method, while the existence of pairs discordant for copy number 

allowed us to investigate mutation characteristics and rate at SPANXB in a pedigree-

independent manner. 

II. SPANXB copy number mutations 

 Of the 347 pairs sharing greater than 10 Mb of SNP genotypes at SPANXB, 33 were 

discordant for SPANXB copy number (Figure 6). Six of these discordant pairs contained an 

individual present in one or more other pairs, such that we observe 26 unique SPANXB 

mutations from these 33 copy number discordant pairs. While we expected to see higher copy 

numbers, which can more easily misalign due to an increased number of sequence repeats, 

involved in SPANXB mutations more frequently than lower copy numbers, we found that the 

distribution of copy number alleles involved in mutations was nearly indistinguishable from the 

distribution of copy number alleles in all members of the Swedish cohort typed (Fisher’s Exact 

Test p = 0.81, Figure 7a). While we do not know which is the ancestral copy number and which 

is the new copy number for most of these mutations, diluting the signal by half, this result is 

striking. The magnitude of copy number change follows a decaying pattern: mutations most 

often change the copy number by one, then by two or three, and rarely by four or five copies of 

SPANXB (Figure 7b). This makes intuitive sense: it is most likely for two SPANXB  

alleles, be they on homologous chromosomes or sister chromatids, to misalign by only one 

copy, though it is possible for larger misalignments to occur. Thus, our method enabled us to 

gain insight into the mutational processes active at SPANXB by characterizing mutations 

identified in population data, even without full knowledge of the direction of mutation. 

 Wishing to further understand the mechanism by which copy number change at mCNVs 

occurs, we characterized the direction and underlying NAHR mechanism for mutations for which 

we had information to do so. We definitively determined the direction of mutation for the six 

mutations that included an individual male present in two or more discordant pairs as described 
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Figure 7. The copy number alleles and copy number changes involved in SPANXB copy 

number mutations can be identified. (a) Copy numbers involved in IBD male pairs with 

SPANXB mutations (light gray) follow the copy number distribution in the cohort overall (dark 

gray). Note that both pair members’ copy numbers are included here, though only one 

underwent a mutation, as we cannot determine the direction of mutation in the majority of cases. 

(b) The copy number difference (absolute value) distribution in SPANXB copy number 

mutations. Smaller copy number changes are more common.
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in Methods (Figure 8a). Of these mutations, five involved a decrease in copy number while one 

involved a copy number increase (Figure 8a). We also identified four of the 26 total mutations to 

have arisen by either intrachromosomal or intrachromatidal NAHR rather than typical 

interchromosomal NAHR, as the pairs containing these mutations shared genotypes on both 

sides of SPANXB larger than would be expected based on population haplotype sharing alone 

(see Research Methods for details). Thus, we observe a ratio of 10:3 interchromosomal: non-

interchromosomal NAHR events creating mutations at SPANXB. Two of the six mutations for 

which we knew direction of mutation likely arose by intrachromosomal or intrachromatidal 

NAHR; we illustrate possible mutation events leading to creation of an interchromosomal and 

non-interchromosomal mutation in Figure 9b-c. Therefore, we now know that mutations at 

SPANXB arise from multiple ancestral copy number alleles, and that these copy number 

mutations occur by more than one NAHR mechanism. Because there were so few definitive 

intrachromosomal/intrachromatidal NAHR mutations, we were unable to unambiguously 

determine whether either the copy numbers involved or the copy number changes in these 

mutations are different than those involved in interchromosomal NAHR mutation events. 

III. SPANXB mutation rate 

 Though all 347 pairs of males screened for mutation shared greater than 10 Mb of IBD 

genotypes at SPANXB, only 110 pairs of males were closely enough related to have their 

relatedness estimated by ERSA, which can detect 80% of sixth and seventh degree relatives 

within one degree of relationship and some – but not all – of more distant relationships53. This 

represents a significantly higher proportion of related pairs than would be expected based on 

the general population: ERSA was able to estimate relatedness for 32% of these IBD pairs vs. 

2% of 10,000 random pairs (χ2 = 1027 with 1 degree of freedom, p = 3.6 x 10-24). These 110 

pairs were separated by a total of 741 meioses (95% confidence interval: 580 – 1089 meioses). 

In these 110 pairs, we observed two unique mutations, yielding a mutation rate of 0.27% (2.7 x 

10-3; confidence interval based on binomial statistics and degree of relatedness confidence  
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Figure 8. In six mutations evidenced by more than one SPANXB IBD pair, copy number 

decreases for five and increases for one, while two did not arise by interchromosomal 

NAHR. (a) Summaries of IBD male pairs sharing members pointing to six well-characterized 

mutations, including copy numbers and individuals involved. The male involved in more than 

one copy number discordant IBD pair carries the mutant chromosome, as two identical mutation 

events are unlikely. Mutations in bold italics are caused by intrachromosomal/intrachromatidal 

NAHR rather than by interchromosomal NAHR. A schematic representation of the NAHR events 

leading to the observed mutation in interchromosomal mutation 1 (b) and intrachromosomal 

mutation 2 (c) are shown. Colored lines represent SNP haplotype backgrounds. Letter labels 

below product chromosomes refer to the individual carrying this chromosome as labeled in (a). 

Unmarked product chromosomes were not observed. 
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interval: 2.2 x 10-4 – 1.2 x 10-2) (Figure 9). This mutation rate is several orders of magnitude 

higher than trio-based estimates of the SNV mutation rate7; 9-12 (Figure 9), and lower than – 

though consistent at broad scales with – the 0.7% mutation rate reported from a pedigree-based 

study of the multiallelic beta-defensin CNV20. To our knowledge, this is the first mutation rate 

estimate for a mCNV on the X chromosome, and this high rate is remarkable given the fact that 

X chromosomes only come into contact with homologous chromosomes in females – half the 

population. However, non-interchromosomal NAHR could potentially lead to the occurrence of 

SPANXB mutations in males. This population rather than pedigree based estimate of mutation 

rate confirms the suspicions raised by the segregation of copy number alleles of SPANXB on 

different SNP haplotype backgrounds: this mCNV is quite mutable, creating new copy number 

alleles on which evolution can act approximately every 270 times an X chromosome is 

transmitted. 

 

Conclusions 

In this work, we have brought previously unknown fundamental aspects of genetic 

variation, mutation mechanism and rate, to light for SPANXB, demonstrating that existing and 

newly generated methods for genotyping and characterizing mCNVs are operable at even the 

most extremely variable of mCNVs. We have developed and piloted a new approach to 

discovering copy number mutations using identity by descent information in population genetic 

data. We have also shown that multiple mechanisms of NAHR may underlie variation at a single 

locus. This work paves the way for future characterizations of mutation rates at mCNVs, which 

may help us better understand their evolutionary histories and patterns of segregation in human 

populations. It also raises the possibility that even highly mutable and variable CNVs, such as 

SPANXB, may be made accessible to large-scale analysis through the advent of very large, 

sequence-based imputation reference panels.
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Figure 9. SPANXB mutates at much higher frequency than do SNVs, based on several 

estimates of mutation rate. Shown are point estimates and binomial 95% confidence interval 

for the number of meioses calculated by ERSA (ERSA), the lower bound of the number of 

meioses calculated by ERSA (ERSA low), and the upper bound of the number of meioses 

calculated by ERSA (ERSA high). SNV rate estimates are from trio whole genome sequencing 

studies by Roach et al12, Conrad et al10, Kong et al11, and Campbell et al9.
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